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COLLIER’S

HIS is written in the city of publishers (and strikes) on one of my (THU
speaking) more-or-less annual trips to see who's buying and what's
going on. I found crowds before store windows watching the World Series
on television screens. Television, movies and radio still find their best source
of material in published fiction and produced plays. Prices are up; practically all editors are buying, some having acute needs. Example: Collier's,
as usual, is short on really good short-shorts and pays a fixed price of $600;
for regular length, $750 up. Siories on foreign backgrounds now in the news
would interest them especially. You Gls who kept your eyes open—here’s
your chancel
You scribes with literary aspirations—Harper's is buying. One sale with
them will cure your inferiority complex. They have no formulas; they ask
merely for “adult stories”, no more yarns told by viewpoint children or efforts
at rustic comedy characters. Study “Maybe Just A Little One” in August
issue and learn what sophisticated wit, sharp timeliness and neat irony
are. Price for newcomers, $200.
You women writers with no opportunity for adventure beyond the problems of your own home—Modern Romances pays four cents a word for first
person stories of “family life and emotional situations growing out of the
family unit.” Their annual contest has just begun and if you win a prize
your payment may be as high as $1,000. And All Story and other popular
magazines wants stories women can write. Street & Smith’s famous Love
Stories has suspended.
Let's go. If you have any trouble, write us at Stillwater. We'll help you
plan, write and sell your first or tenth story. Almost any of these magazines
you pick up nowadays contains the work of a writer we have trained or
helped. My experience as former fiction editor of Collier's, as Sateve Post
writer, author of the now standard “Narrative Technique” (Harcourt, Brace)
and (new) “The Technique of the Novel” (Lippincott’s)—well, we ought to
know all about you and your manuscript by this time.
You are invited to submit a manuscript. The fees (not yet inflated) are:
editorial appraisal, $5, a collaborative-consultation criticism including blue
penciling, $10. These fees are for single manuscripts, fiction or articles, not
exceeding 5,000 words. For additional words one dollar a thousand. Fees
for novels given on request; state
number of words and help sought.
Send for our pamphlet, “Literary
Services,” containing useful information. All inquiries answered promptly
and personally.
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The
mystery
Rates Up
Sir:
We are raising our rates for editorial material,
effective immediately. We will pay:
$25 for 500 word shorts
$35 for short articles from 800 words to 1000
$50 for articles from 1000 words to 1500 and
$75 for 2000 word articles.
These rates furnish only a point of demarkation for figuring the actual payment; since we
are willing to pay more when the articles actually represent a great deal of reliable research
and the results are presented in a mature,
intelligent manner.
Although we have “discovered” several new
writers during the past year and have presented
some .of their first published material proudly,
we are in a position to negotiate with more
experienced writers and can offer more favorable
rates 'than those quoted above.
Our editorial content is made up of articles
which deal with community problems, national
affairs, and any of the other objectives of
Kiwanis which are set forth in a booklet which
we will gladly mail without charge to prospective contributors.
Feuix B, STREYCKMANS,
Managing Editor,
The Kiwanis Magazine
520 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.
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Tes the story that’ll always be
a mystery to you as to why in
the name of Editorial Heaven
it didn’t sell!
:
Maybe it wasn’t the story at all. Maybe
it never got by Reader No. 1 because of
smudgy erasures, gouges, blurs. Readers
instinctively go for clean, professionallooking MS.
That’s why so many, many writers use
only unique Eaton’s Corrasable Bond—the
typewriter paper with the patented surface
that erases like magic.
It’s simply amazing the way Eaton’s Corrasable Bond takes erasing. You can delete
whole sentences with an ordinary pencil
eraser, and leave nary a trace of amateurish smudging. Try*it and see for yourself
how it solves a major problem. Send the
coupon below and ten cents for a generous
sample—or ask your stationer for a demonstration.

Gilbert Wants Sullivan
CORRASABLE
-e sia vy.
Sir:
BOND
3 lD,, 2
T am paging Arthur Sullivan.
Made only by
“Cerner
When Stalin reached across the Danube and
shook hands with Hitler I wrote a play satirizing
dictators. This play was a musical based on popular songs, something like the “Beggar’s Opera,”
Address:
and went the rounds of the amateur producers,
Samples,
gathering .many interesting comments, and two
EATON PAPER CORP.., Pittsfield, Mass.
of the editors predicted that the play would be
Gentlemen:
Here is the name of the dealer from whom I
produced on the legitimate stage. Eventually I
usually purchase stationery
found a producer that was interested enough to
put the play on the road, but just then Hitler
Here is his address
went and attacked Stalin and spoiled a lot of
people’s fun.
And here is a dime. Please send me a 20-sheet sample
Now I have a similar timely idea and would
Name
like to contact an amateur composer who is inStreet
terested in trying his hand on a play of this kind.
FraNK TAYLOR,
136 W. 92nd Street,
New York, 25, N. Y.
The Writer’s Digest, 22 East 12th St., Cincinnati, Ohio Published by the Automobile Digest Publishing Co. Month
$2.00 the year. Vol 27, No. 12. Entered as second class matter, April 21, 1921, at the Post Office, Cincinnati, O., U.S.
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You'll Have Visitors, Velma
Sir:
My eye was caught by Bennett L. Perryman’s
Inspiring, practical
item in the FORUM of the October issue of
Writer’s Dicest, “Paradise for $3 a Day(?)”
step by step guidance.
On my return from a foreign assignment, two
Novel Writing Plan (15 Sections)
months’ salary due but not paid, I was faced
with the proposition of finding a place to live
Poetry Writing Plan (15 Sections)
on less than $3 a day.
I thought it should be an easy matter to rent
Also, personal training in short story technique, and
criticism of poetry, novels, short stories. Write for
a summer cottage for the winter at an Ozark
particulars.
resort. Not so. Lights, water, all utilities are
Lit
cut off the first of September and the place
ANNE HAMILTON
specialist
closed down.
I ran an ad for the lease of a
small cottage, hoping that someone in need of a
745 S. Plymouth Blvd.
Los Angeles 5, Calif.
caretaker might respond, but no such _ luck.
Finally, a farmer needing a little ready cash and
THE SAME FEES FOR TEN YEARS
7.5
c
Ss
plo
o0etr
remembering the shack on the back side of his
5 gar 1M; "82° to’ a tee os mn CHI forgo cL asx CLUB.
place where the old folks started housekeeping
MY TECHNICAL LIBRARY
1—WRITERS: HERE’S HOW! (Basic Technique).
- -$4.
50 years ago, sat down and penciled me a note.
2—WRITERS: HELP YOURSELVES! (Formulas).
ieee a
3—WRITERS: LET’S PLOT! (Plots for everything)
a
° San “No bath,” says he, “but creek is near.”
4—WRITERS: MAKE IT SELL! (Advanced Technique)
00
Two months from now when the creek is
2 50
5—WRITERS: LEARN TO EARN! (Advance Orders)
6—WRITERS: TRY SHORT SHORTS! (8 types explained)
3.00 frozen over there’s still no bath, but for ten
MILDRED |. REID
bucks a month I don’t know where I could do
Evanston, Illinois
213112 Ridge Bivd.
better. Looking at the outside the cabin is a
sad sight, but the interior is well preserved, not
MANUSCRIPTS
TYPED
having been deserted too long. The wallpaper
Prompt efficient work on quality bond.
is fairly new and clean, there are screens on the
Carbon copy and minor corrections free.
windows.
I have a clothes closet with shelves,
50c—1000 words
and built-in shelves in the kitchen. The farmer
IRENE HERLOCKER
told me there was a “wire bed” stored in the
Hammond, Ind.
6346 Jefferson Ave.
Phone: Sheffield 9728R
barn which I could use, and his wife could let
me have a couple of chairs and a table or two.
All I really needed was a lamp and a cook stove.
My gasoline lantern gives a good, white light
SHOLL’S
HUMANITOME
for night work, and the one-burner camp stove
operates by gasoline too. A gallon a week is
The Applied Thesaurus
sufficient for both. When cool weather came I
By C. V. SHOLL
was faced with a heating problem, but before
An pm rigger: compilation covering Man and his
I had done much worrying about it, here came
life. A quide to Character Delineation, Human Descripthe landlord to say there was an old stove locked
tion and Human Action.
up in the tool shed I might as well be using, and
Reference lists lead to material, in the book, for portraying any sort of Character in every detail—his Body,
he could haul me a load of “slab wood.” I
Costurne, Mind, Emotions, Emotional Expressions, Senpaid him $3 for the first load, which looks like
sations, Appetites, Temperament, Character, Manners,
Habits, Actions, Speech (with substitutes for ''said'’).
enough to last till Christmas.
Voice, Race, Social Status, Occupations, etc., etc.
Every two or three weeks I go into town and
3,000 uniquely complete word lists with rare words
defined. 60,000 terms. Index with 18,000 references;
bring back $8 or $10 worth of groceries, which
414 7"x9/." pages. Bound in Buckram.
d
accumulate on the shelves while I eat fresh
This book replaces innumerable reference works in
the field which it covers and this means labor saved for
vegetables from my neighbors’ fall gardens, and
every writer who uses it. It is an achievement of great
wild plums and grapes from the woods back of
value to every writer.
:
Price $4.50, check or money order. C.O.D. $1.00 with
my house. For the picking I’ve had tomatoes,
order. U. S. Poss., $4.80, money order. Canada, $4.80
okra, green beans, and black-eyed peas from my
(U. S. $), money order. Foreign, $5.00 (U. S. $), money
order or N.Y. check. Money back guarantee of satislandlord’s garden, and when I go down the road
faction.
to buy a dozen eggs from another neighbor I
The Verbis Publishing Co., Dept. W
come back with bell peppers, egg plant, rhubarb,
P. O. Box 133
Flushing, N. Y.
and the promise of bushels of lima beans if the
frost doesn’t get them before they mature. If I’m
still here in the spring I can plant my own
garden.
WRITING PROGRESS SATISFACTORY?
And there’s no particular reason why I
If not, try practical, personal help from author of over
=0published stories and articles. Low-cost criticism and
shouldn’t remain, even if I produce a best seller
service with satisfactory results. Inquire at
in the meantime. It’s pleasant here. It’s beauBRAINGHILDREN, *? writing from A to Z! Detail
without obligation.
tiful. Right now nature is in rehearsal for her
ROBERT C. BLACKMON
most spectacular show of the year. Already the
P, ©. Box 728
Floreence, South Carolina
sumac leaves have turned a vivid scarlet, and
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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the sassafras and ivy are determined not to be
outdone. On an obscure branch here and there
you see the oaks and maples trying out a few
colors just for effect, before the curtain rises.
Naturally there are a few drawbacks. The
roof leaks a little when it rains, but it doesn’t
rain very often. It would be handier to turn a
faucet when I want water instead of lowering a
bucket into a well, and the clear, clean water
of the creek doesn’t look so inviting of a Saturday night in December.
But an atmosphere of peace and contentment pervades my surroundings. The squirrels
and the bees set an example of industry. I can
accomplish more writing here in a week than in
any place I know of. And with $3 a day—I
could start a savings account in the local bank.
Vetma B. CrarK,
Rt. 1, Hiwasse, Ark.
® We would like to publish in "The Writers 1948
Year Book" places where writers may hole in for
$3 a day or less. Not idiosyncratic places where
the delightful Miss Clark lives, but specific localities
that will accommodate thirty or forty or more individuals. Any suggestions?—Ed.
Do You Write Religious Tunes?
Sir:
Monmouth College announces a prize of $100
for the best setting of a prescribed metrical version of Psalm 95 for congregational singing. The
competition, open to all composers, will close
Feb. 29, 1948. Write for text and information to
Tuomas HamILton,
Monmouth, Illinois.
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Already Sold Two Articles,
Halfway Through Course
*““As I enter the last half of my
training, I know I have gained in
knowledge and confidence far more
than the tuition price. Two teature
articles I submitted to the Boston
Post have been accepted. My suggestion to all would-be-writers is —
‘Learn to write the right way,
through N.I.A.’.”"—Miriam A. Hoy,
92 Lake Avenue, Melrose, Mass
“How
as

dol
a

get My Start
writer?"

. . . HERE'S THE ANSWER...
_ First, don’t stop believing you can write; there
is no reason to think you can’t write until you
have tried. Don’t be discouraged if your first attempts are rejected. That happens to the best
authors, even to those who have “arrived.” Remember, too, there is no age limit in the writing
profession. Conspicuous success has come to both
young and old writers.
Where to begin then? There is no surer way
than to get busy and write.
Gain experience, the ‘“‘know how.” Understand how
to use words. Then you can construct the word-buildings
that now are vague, misty shapes in your mind.
ne
Mark Twain, Kipling, Ring Lardner, just to
mention a few, all first learned to use words at a newspaper
copy desk. And the Newspaper Institute Copy Desk
Method is today helping men and women of all ages to
develop their writing talent . . . helping them gain their
first little checks of $25, $50 and $100.

Learn To Write by WRITING
The Newspaper Institute of America is a training school for
writers. Here your talent grows under the supervision of seasoned writers and critics. Emphasis is placed on teaching you
by experience. We don’t tell you to read this author and that
author or to study his style. We don’t give you rules and
theories to absorb. The N. I. A. aims to teach you to express
Amateur Movie Makers
yourself in your own natural style. You work in your own
home, on your own time.
Sir:
Each week you receive actual newspaper-type assignments
as though you worked on a large metropolitan daily. Your
Cine-Grams, which suspended during the war
Stories are then returned to us and we put them under a
microscope, so to speak. Faults are pointed out. Suggeswhile its entire staff served in the armed forces,
tions are made. Soon you discover you are getting the “‘feel’’
resumed publication with the September, 1947, of it, that professional touch. You acquire a natural, easy
approach. You can see where you are going.
issue. The magazine is a monthly, priced at 25c
When a magazine returns a story,
one seldom knows the real reason for
a copy, $3.00 a year. It is the official organ of the
the rejection; they have no time to VETERANS:
waste giving constructive criticism.
International Cine Society but its content of
The N. I. A. tells you where you are
wrong, and why, and shows you what
technical information, ideas and articles on techThis course
to do about it.
niques and materials make it of interest and
A Chance To Test
value to every amateur film-maker.
approved
Yourself—FREE
News matter and some of the other material
Our unique Writing Aptitude Test
tells whether you possess the fundator
comes from members of the International Cine
mental qualities necessary to successful writing—acute observation, draSociety but the market here is always open for
matic
instinct,
imagination,
etc.
You'll
Veterans’
free-lance contribution of “how-to” items, stories
enjoy taking this test. It’s free. Just
mail the coupon below and see what
of successful non-professional film productions,
our editors think about you. NewsTraining.
paper Institute of America, One Park
descriptions of home movie theatres. Technical
Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. (Founded
1925.)
material should come from advanced amateurs.
An occasional script for home or camera club
Newspaper Institute of America
production comes from free-lance sources.
One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Payment is at rates generally prevailing in this
Send me without cost or obligation, your
Writing Aptitude Test and further informafield. Contributors should study a copy of the
tion about writing for profit, as promised in
magazine before submitting material.
Wairter’s Dicest, November.
Mr. |
L. H. ZEHRBACH,
Mrs.
Executive Secretary,
Miss}
Address
ere
Se eee
International Cine Society.
( ) correspondence
Check here if you
are eligibleNo under
the G.will1. Bill
Rights.
6770% Hollywood Boulevard,
All
confidential.
salesman
call. of7-T-567.
Suite 218, Hollywood 28, Cal.
Copyright 1947, Newspaper Institute of America
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
’
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on your stories and books.
Because of my experience
in writing, editorial and sales
work, | can be of assistance
to you.
EVE WOODBURN
Literary Agent and Critic
Terms on Request
New York City
333 East 43rd St.

TYPING
A manuscript typed neatly, accurately and technically
perfect by a professional typist stands a better chance
of being read and accepted by editors. Send your work
to one who has been in the business since 1922.
Good quality bond, mailed flat with your original.
Carbon free. No charge for minor corrections.
PROMPT SERVICE!
RATES: 40c per 1000 words under 10,000 words
36c per 1000 words over 10,000 words
ARTHUR WINGERT
422 So. Third St.
Chambersburg, Penna.

REINES LITERARY SERVICE
Sales - Editing - Criticism - Ghostwriting
take the right path in writing
82-35 Grenfell Ave., Kew Gardens, L.I., N.Y.
(Twenty Minutes from Times Square) Virginia 9-7808

BIG DIME'S
WORTH
HERE'S SOMETHING NEW FOR WRITERS!
Take your choice of any of these twelve new brochures by
Wycliffe A. Hill, author of PLOT GENIE and ARTICLE
WRITING MADE EASY—for a dime each!
1—GENIE Formula for Radio or Stage Plot
2—The Article Writing Formula
3—How To Syndicate What You Write
4—How To Criticize Your Own Story
5—How To Protect Your Story Ideas
6—How To Write A Book In Six Days
7—Plot Ideas From The Subconscious Mind
8—Story Writing Self-Taught
9—How To Write Your Life Story
10—How To Choose A Success Pen Name
11—How To Market Your Story
12—Interesting Story Openings
All Twelve for $1.00. Descriptive literature on_ The Plot
Genie System and on ‘‘Article Writing Made Easy’ sent
free upon request
PLOT CARDS 10 cents
Latest out—by Wycliffe A. Hill, author of PLOT GENIE.
Supply actual synopses—Millions!
THE GAGNON COMPANY
.
Dept. 456, 8161 W. 3rd St.
Los Angeles 36, Calif.
(Please state if you own PLOT GENIE)

DIGEST
Scientific Books
Sir:
Whittlesey House announces the Second Biennial Prize Contest for books on scientific subjects
written for the layman under the sponsorship of
Whittlesey House and Science Illustrated. The
new contest opens on December 1, 1947, and
closes November 1, 1948. The first prize will be
$3500, the second $1000, and the third $500.
In addition to these outright awards, $1000
will be advanced against royalties on all manuscripts accepted for publication, including the
three prize winners: Also, all manuscripts accepted for book publication will be reviewed by
the editors of Science Illustrated for possible
reprint at the magazine’s usual rates.
The purpose of the contest is to encourage
competent authors to write on scientific subjects
for the layman and to aid them in undertakings
that might otherwise be financially impossible.
The entries must consist of 15,000 words from
the body of the book, together with an outline
of the complete project. The book may be a
biography or an autobiography of a scientist,
or a book of general interest dealing with the
rise and application of a new development in a
particular field of science. The slant must be
to the layman, with all technical terms adequately explained.
The response to the first contest, which closed
on November 1, 1946, was very gratifying. The
first prize was won by Clyde Kluckhorn, Department of Anthropology, Harvard University, for
his manuscript “ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE
WORLD TODAY.” From a total of 250 entries,
nine manuscripts were accepted for publication—six by Whittlesey House and three by the College Department of McGraw-Hill Book Company.
Entry blanks may be obtained from and manuscripts should be submitted to
BEuLAH Harris,
Science Editor,
Whittlesey House,
330 West 42nd Street,
New York 18, N. Y.

Bull Sessions
Sir:
PLAYWRIGHTS’ AND WRITERS’ BULL
SESSIONS are a new innovation recently organized by Manuservice, authors’ representative,
as a very distinctive service for both writers as
well as publishers and play producers.
These bull sessions, limited to eight to a
group, plan to meet regularly for constructive,
critical analysis under experienced supervision,
with a view to pooling their experience in reELEANOR
KING e
writing and reshaping their manuscripts to meet
Author's Representative
specific requirements of publishing and producing
BOOKS, NOVELS, STORIES, PLAYS, SCREEN
trends.
.
ENGLISH, FRENCH, Italian, Spanish, German
For further information, write MANUSERVInternational Placement
19 W. 44th—Room 900
ICE, Room 1807, 505 Fifth Avenue, New York,
MU 2-6390
NEW YORK 18
New York.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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Jewelry Trade
Sir:
We would greatly appreciate it if you would
advise your readers, through the medium of your
letter column, that the American Horologist @
Jeweler, 226-228 16th Street, Denver 2, Colorado, has increased its rate of payment for material to lc per word and up, on acceptance.
We are somewhat overstocked on material pertaining to watchmaking; consequently, at the
present time we are mainly looking for well-written articles dealing with jewelry displays, promotional ideas for jewelers, store architecture, store
openings, and in general, all types of material
which will prove to be of genuine interest and
help to the jeweler. We are also interested in
seeing technical material concerning unusual
jewelry creations and methods, and in all material, whenever possible, some new and different
slant should be stressed.
At least two interesting photographs should
accompany all articles (three to five are preferred). These should be of store fronts, interiors, owners, merchandise, etc. Rate of payment for photographs is now $2.00 and up according to merit and actual reader interest.
VERNON H. Kurtz,
Managing Editor,
American Horologist & Jeweler,
226-228 16th St.,
Denver 2, Colorado.
Southern Sportsman
Sir:
The Southern Sportsman, 109 Commerce, Little Rock, Arkansas, is in the market for freelance material. All stories must be of interest
to sportsmen, and we prefer they pertain to
southern states.
We pay Ic a word and $2.00 to $5.00 per set
of photographs and drawings accompanying the
manuscript. Prefer stories from 1000 to 2000
words. Report in two weeks.
The Southern Sportsman is published monthly
and has a distribution of the entire south.
Gus ALBRIGHT, Jr., Editor,
109 Commerce Street,
Little Rock, Arkansas.
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What

Will

YOU

Sell in 19477

Let our specialized service help you get your
material over to Publishers and Motion Picture
Producers.
Individual analysis and suggested revision saves
you profitless struggle and valuable time.
Markets are wide open for established authors
as well as new writers. Originals, published stories,
book manuscripts are in demand now!
WRITE TODAY FOR MY FREE BOOKLET
EXPLAINING MY SERVICE
ADELINE M. ALVORD
Established (1919)
6605 Hollywood Bivd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
CANADIANS
Manuscripts Typed in Canada
Prompt efficient service. Rates 50c per 1000
words. Special rates above 10,000 words. One
carbon copy free. Mailed flat.
MRS. ARTHUR ABBOTT
118 Vaughan Road, Apt. 29, Toronto, Ont., Canada
Phone: Ke. 9727
I'VE SOLD TO:
Christian Herald, Household, Better Homes and Gardens,
Pageant, The Link, Frontiers, Health, many syndicates,
westerns, etc., Toronto Star, So. Atl. Quarterly, Everybody’s Weekly, Editor And Publisher, Eagles’ Digest, and
just about the whole range of markets. Reading fee: $1
first 1,000, 50c each 1,000 Additional
JOHN T. KIERAN
1604 Vermilion St.
Danville, Il.
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
Hollywood Research Assn. answers questions on
all subjects. History, Science, Photography. Whereto-get-it. $1.00 per question. One week's service
Money refunded if question not answered. Try us
8824 Sunset
Hollywood. Calif.
MANUSCRIPT TYPING
For ten years I have given writers an understanding and
intelligent service. They now say: ‘‘Excellent”’
a
‘“‘very nicely done” . . . “It’s perfect!’’ Prices tailored
to your requirements-—and to fit your pocketbook. A
stamped self-addressed envelope will bring particulars
from
ARTHUR F. MEDLYN
47 Dorchester Ave.
Pittsfield, Mass.

WHAT

WE HAVE DONE FOR OTHERS: |~ |

STORIES
NOVELS
BOOKS

$1,230 for a magazine story!
; $750.00 Advance for a book idea!
$300.00 Advance for 60 pp. of books!
° “Discovery” in ESQUIRE MAGAZINE!
BEST SELLER BOOK PUBLICATION!

if you want results: De n't market haphazardly and write blindly. Write for our free detailed circular
before sending your manuscript. The fee is very low. lf you want to sell—we can
help you.
Professional fiction
PUBLISHER’S
AGENCY
handled on 10%, and
we help you sell
Manuscript Placement for Authors
highest-rate markets.
33 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK (18), N. Y.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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Sir:
A number of critics of the American Writers’
Association have made the discovery that most
—the surest, soundest, simplest type of fiction
of the writers who banded together when the
for the beginner. Send me a story, your perfirst threat of the A.A.A. plan rose up out of
sonal history, and five dollars for a complete
Hollywood were people who had an interest in
criticism, suggestions for re-writing, and an
politics. It was natural that we should be the
honest appraisal of your ability in this field,
first to take alarm at what was basically a
and what you should do about it.
political maneuvre, and it is very much too bad
so many other American writers remain ignorant
FRANK DAVID
of and indifferent to the political movements
Box 277
Colorado Springs, Colo.
that are shaping the world we live in. This
ignorance is the main stock in trade of the
fanatical Communists who do the work behind
the Screen Writers Guild.
TYPING
THAT
SELLS!!
They launched the A.A.A. as part of a carePro writers need pro typing. Your mss. deserves the
professional look that may mean the difference befully worked out campaign, which has been parttween sale and rejection by the editor. Original and
ly successful, to take over the direction of Amerfree carbon mailed flat with your mss. Minor corican thought. The motivation of the non-Comrections if desired. Only fifteen cents per page.
munist
Hollywood writers involved was a little
NORMAN SILBERT
different, more that of the fox in the fable who
2066 Creston Ave.
New York 53, N. Y.
had lost his brush and tried to induce all the
other foxes to cut theirs off, too. Their ignorPractical Pilotage for the Practicing Poet
ance of and indifference to politics have made
them the willing dupes of the Communists.
AN EDITOR LOOKS AT POETRY
The western world is threatened as it has not
By Stanton A. Coblentz
The author, for more than 14 years editor of WINGS
been since the time of the great Mohammedan
and for many years more a poet, critic and reviewer of
invasions. Whether we like it or not the war
poetry, has written this guide- book in response to
for world domination by the believers in Authormany requests of correspondents, “‘W on’t you tell me
just what's wrong with my verse?” “‘Won’t you tell
ity according to St. Lenin and St, Stalin is on,
me why my work isn’t accepted?”
and it’s going to continue, and men who want
Large readable type — $2 postpaid
freedom for themselves and for others have got
to pull their confused ranks together to stand
THE WINGS PRESS
the assault before it is too late. In spite of this
P. ©. Box 332
Mill Valley, Calif.
war, which will take up the rest of our lives,
we American writers because we are dedicated
to free speech have got to try to keep the republic of letters open to all, even to flagrant
WRITERS
kissers of Stalin’s old boots round the Kremlin
WORK TO DIRECT ORDER ONLY!
throne, so long as they stick to persuasion and
argument and purely literary weapons, but our
Title
Mag.
Price
first allegiance must be to our own country and
Yankee Frankenstein
Sensation
$175.00
its traditions. We must see that we and our
Taxicab Tidbit
This Week
250.00
The Scorpion
True Detective
495.00
organizations are not used by traitors.
a. I have written and sold the above articles plus
In the Authors’ League we must be always on
1000 others in the past 15 years to over 100 differour guard against the standard Communist
ent national magazines.
method
of infiltration of “innocent” organiza.
b. My students—WRITING AND SLANTING TO
DIRECT ORDER ONLY—are featured today in
tions which once it succeeds is immediately folscores of newsstand publications.
lowed by the silencing and liquidation of men
ec. I have developed a NEW—COMPLETELY PERof independent mind. The trick has been turned
SONAL—ABSOLUTELY INDIVIDUAL—Course
in Article Writing SLANTING YOUR PERagain and again, in liberal or radical magazines,
SONAL TALENTS AND INDIVIDUAL MaAin the theatre, in Spain during the Civil War.
TERIAL TO SPECIALIZED MARKETS.
It is hard for a man who has had no personal
d. No offer AS UNIQUE—AS DIFFERENT—AS
PRACTICAL—FOR THE BEGINNING WRITexperience with Communist methods to accept
ER OR THE PROFESSIONAL—thas ever bethem on someone else’s say-so, but this battle is
fore been made by a SELLING WRITER AND
now so universal throughout American life that
RECOGNIZED INSTRUCTOR.
it must be hard to find anyone whose existence
Write for Terms and for FREE Pamphlet
has
been so sheltered that he has not seen some
"'Writing To Direct Order Only.’
corner of it.
WILL H. MURRAY
No individual can fight this sort of political
5703 Broadway
Cleveland 4, Ohio
. leverage alone, The only safety lies in active
and aggressive ‘associations that will be ready to
meet and thwart the Communist pusch at every
BEGINNERS—WRITE FOR THE JUVENILES
level. The function of the American Writers’
You need only average ability and mare time to ez
Association is to be the watchdog of liberty inmoney writing for the nevents ma
nt
From f
years work with hundreds of write
ields of wr
side and outside of the Authors Guild. In fuling, I have learned that the juvenile field is. the besiz ner’s
filling that function we must not forget that the
best bet My new up-to-date six lesson course pre
pared especially for beginners, will teach you how to
best defense lies in a well-planned strategy of
write to sell. Send for particulars
attack.
HELEN McMILLIAN
Joun Dos Passos,
537 Clara Ave.
St. Louis 12, Mo.
New York City, N. Y.
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Indiana Winters
Sir:
The South Bend, Indiana, Writers’ Club, is
anxious to increase its membership with active,
working writers. Any sincere writer, beginner or
professional, who would like to join our friendly
group, may do so by contacting me at the
address given below. We meet twice each month
in the home of a member. Membership limited
to persgns living in Michianna territory.
RosertT J. Fiury,
617 N. Mason St.,
Mishawaka, Indiana.
Literary Quarterly
Sir:
The editors of Mainstream, ‘the new literary
quarterly, which will complete its first year with
the appearance of its Fall, 1947, number, announced today a series of annual literary awards
under the sponsorship of the magazine.
Four awards of $150.00 will be offered. Two
of these awards will be presented for the best
unpublished short story and poem or group of
poems submitted by students in American colleges and universities. The other two awards will
go to the best story and poem submitted by
members of trade unions.
This year’s competition will end March 21,
1948. The winning stories and poems will be
published in Mainstream. Judges of the awards
will be the Editors of Mainstream, including
Editor-in Chief Samuel Sillen, Dalton Trumbo,
John Howard Lawson, Howard Fast, Meridel
Le Sueur, Theodore Ward and Arnaud d’Usseau.
Manuscripts should be addressed to
Mainstream Awards Committee,
832 Broadway,
New York 3, N. Y.
Frances M. Deegan
Sir:
We are holding a check for Frances M.
Deegan for her prize winning story, “The WantAd Murders” in the 1948 Detective Story
Annual. Will anyone who knows Miss Deegan’s
present address, kindly ask her to get in touch
with
Daisy Bacon,
Street & Smith Publications, Inc.,
122 East Forty-Second Street,
New York 17, New York.
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SALES—3,000%

Via Trial and Error Assignments
You've asked us—and
we've always told you that
we train beginners to sell
their very first stories at
good rates. Outstandingly
successful SSW student is
Kathleen Briggs, whose 7th
serial sale our marketing
agent has just made. Her
Kathleen Briggs
profit on her small investment in this course is approximately 3,000%
to date. This author is another who sold before completing these eleven assignments
and kept on.
We have mentioned this author in this
column before—and we keep on mentioning
her because she is an example of what we
mean when we say that SSW students sell
and continue selling.
Enter... BEGINNER
Exit... SELLING WRITER
Through the years this phrase has become associated with us. For years we have proved that big
names have no monopoly on sales. S.S.W. students
have sold before completing the course and continue
to get their share of checks. We are proud of the
fact that we train beginners to sell their very first
stories at good rates. Since all work is personal and
individual, enrollment is limited.
PRACTICAL—INEXPENSIVE
Our story selling fundamentals are based on the famous
writing book TRIAL AND ERROR, the frank, realistic and
practical result of the author's experience in selling 2,000
stories and 35 books. TRIAL AND ERROR is included with
the assignments.
Send now for FREE information about this proved and
approved course in commercial fiction writing. It will tell
you about the students who started selling while they were
still working with us, and others who have established
themselves in the writing field. Most of the sales were
made through our selling agent, one of the best in the business, who will handle your salable course stories on a
straight 10% commission basis
30 DAY MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
The coupon below could be the beginning of your successful writing career, as it has been for others. Clip it,
fill it, and send it.

Write

VETERANS:
for special

offer.

SUPERVISED STORY WRITING SCHOOL
N
Trailer Information
2 East 45th Street
Sir:
New York 17, N. Y
Please send full information about SUPERVISED STORY
The increasing popularity of trailer coach livWRITING at no obligation to me. | have “ido not have [)
ing and travel offers new setting for fiction writTRIAL AND ERROR.
ers, new fields for writers of factual articles.
Information is available to writers, without
Name
charge, from the Trailer Coach Manufacturers
Adcress
Association, Civic Opera Building, 20 North
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Ill. Write for information.
Approved as a correspondence schoo! under the laws of
Norma SCHUELKE.
the State of New York.
Writer's Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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Stf First Fan
Sir:
“Captured Suns” was, I’m sure all fantasy
fans will agree, hot stuff. But in her supplement
Mrs. St. Clair (inadvertently, I’m sure) passed
out some info that ain’t so, and I’d like to make
several clarifications. My credentials: The authoress’ own characterization of me as “one of
the oldest of the old-time enthusiasts,” altho I
wish to point out that it is possible to be one of
the Old Guard of the scientifantasy field without
necessarily being a fossil ready for the Euthanasium: I’m free, white and 31, having begun to
read stf before the abbreviation had been invented, in Sept., 1926. But enuf “egoboo.”
The fanzine Vom wrote finis to its file with its
50th issue. The torch has been taken up by two
separate publications, Fandom Speaks (Editor:
Rex Ward, 428 Main St., El Segundo, Calif.)
and Thots (Henry Elsner, Jr., 13618 Cedar
Grove, Detroit 5, Mich.) The Acolyte has been
defunct over a year, and the dracula behind
Vampire drove a wooden stake thru his mag’s
heart some moons ago. As of Oct., the important
fanmags not named by Margaret are: The Gorgon, 4936 Grove St., Denver 11, Colo. ; Necromancer, 877 N. 3 St., Memphis, Teun. : Variant,
122 'S.. 18th... 5t., Philadelphia
Pa.; Dream
Quest, 495 N. 3 St., Banning, Calif; Fantasy
Advertiser, 643 S. Bixel, Los Angeles 14, Calif.;
and The Fanscient, 3435 NE 38 Ave., Portland
13, Ore. The leading newssheet is Tympani, 2215
Benjamin St. NE, Minneapolis 18, Minn. I
suggest anyone seriously interested drop say five
3c stamps in with their request.
Forrest J. ACKERMAN,
236% N. New Hampshire,
Hollywood 4, Calif.
Sell That Novel, Frances!
Sir:
About sixteen months ago I gave up a full
time job, and a well paying one at that, to
become a writer. Prior to that I had been trying
to fill three positions, that of housewife, office
worker, and writer. Needless to say my writing
output was small, but now that I’ve limited
myself to two jobs, I’m doing fine, except for the
rejections.
However, along with writing miscellaneous
materials I did write a novel which almost sold.
I’m rewriting it now.
I’m sure I shall arrive someday. However, I’m
continually having to turn to WD for such bits
of encouragement as I found in Edith M.
Edmonds’ letter in the September isuue. And
Pauline Bloom has been my guide all along. A
friend was kind enough at the beginning of my
adventure to give me a copy of the 1945 WRITER’S Yearbook containing her article ROAD
MAP TO A NOVEL. Thanks for everything.
Mrs. Frances LITT te,
2104 Jannetta Street,
Burbank, California.
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“The

future belongs to those who
for it now.”

MAREN

prepare

ELWOOD

Author’s representative, literary collaborator.
Author of the current non-fiction best seller,
CHARACTERS MAKE YOUR STORY,
published by Houghton, Mifflin, recommended
by the Beok-of-the-Month Club, and that
latest book, WRITE THE SHORT-SHORT.
Fiction
Radio
English
Journalism
Professional
fou
Sade
ublic toSpeaking
o-<
Humor & Gag Writing
Training
Prob. of the Prof. Writer
ro ag a reo
H
Article
For Writers
Adesstine eature
Publicity
Newspaper
Juvenile
Screen
(Approved for Veterans; also non-quota Foreign
Students)
Established in 1923
Study by mail. Studio lectures. Individual
manuscript criticism .. . Personal, directed
writing. For information write:
MAREN ELWOOD, Agent
6001 Santa Monica Bivd., Hollywood 38, California
Courses

in

MAGAZINE
WRITING
Fiction—Non-Fiction
Practical home study training for
those who must work in spare time
HE Magazine Institute, a private school owned and
operated by successful writers and editors, offers
practical, up-to-date training in story and article writing. You work in your own home. Every assignment
you send is returned with detailed criticism.
EXPERT INSTRUCTION
An experienced
takes you in as
VETERANS:
questions, help
type of work ey
This course apnaturall y suited
are writing in your own home fiction stories. essays, omy sketches,
proved for vetwhatever you are bes
ited tc
do. Send for FREE ¢ AT: LOGUE
* ss
today. Canadians may make payerans' training.
ments in Canadian funds
ead Editor-in-Chief Robert Smith’s best-selling ““BASEBAL L.”’ At all bockstores
THE MAGAZINE INSTITUTE, Inc.
Dept. 811-E, 50 Rockefeller Plaza
Rockefeller Centet, New York 20, N. Y.
Please send your free catalog, without obligation, to:

(Inquiries confidential. No salesman will call.)
( ) Check here if eligible under G. I. Bill.
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AGENTS
Osso, Bory, 407 Audubon Ave.
AFG Literary Agency, 545 Fifth Ave. Horch, Franz J., 325 East 57th St.
Aley, Mrs. Ruth P., 342 Madison Ave Imandt, N. Frank, 155 East 39th St. Parker, Nancy, 245 East 17th St.
Algase, Gertrude, 400 Madison Ave. Ingersoll and Brennan, 11 W. 55th St Pauker, Dr. Edmond, 1639 Broadway
International Literary Bureau Inc.,
Pencraft Service, 112 East 19th St.
American Author and’
Pfeffer, Max, 45 West 45th St
11 West 42nd St.
Artists Agency, 17 West 42nd St.
American Play Compony, 522 Fifth Ave. Joseph, Nannine, 200 West 54th St
Phillips, Leslie eg
341 Madison Ave
— H. W., 17 West 42nd St
Arts Inc., 756 Seventh Ave
King, Eleanor, "19 West 44th St.
Besner, R., 30 Church St.
Play Club, The, 551 ‘Fifth Ave.
Blassingame, Lurton, 10 East 43d St Kirby, Kathryn, 1011 Madison Ave
Pritchett, Mary Leonard,
Kline, Otis A. Co., 507 Fifth Ave.
Bodin, Ed, 545 Fifth Ave.
55 West 42nd St.
Brandt & Brandt, 101 Park Ave.
Lenniger, August, 56 West 45th St
Reynolds, Paul R., 599 Fifth Ave.
Brennan, Madeleine, 11 West 55th St. Lieber, Maxim, 489 Fifth Ave.
Rice, Virginia, 145 East 58th St.
Brown, Curtis Ltd., 347 Madison Ave Lloyd, David, 26 East 38th St.
Roberts, Laurence, 33 West 42nd St.
Brownback, Sally, 310 Wes? 55th St Long, Bloch & Long, 512 Fifth Ave
Roginia Corp., 58 West 57th St.
Bye, George T., 535 Fifth Ave.
Rollitts, Sarah, 424 Madison Ave.
MCA Management Ltd.,
Century Play Company, 522 Fifth Ave. 444 Madison Ave
Russell & Volening. 522 Fifth Ave.
Chambrun, Jacques, 745 Fifth Ave.
Mac Campbell, Donald, 16 E. 43rd St Salisbury, Leah, 234 West 44th St.
Chapelle, F. A., 322 West 75th St.
Sanders, Sydney A., 522 Fifth Ave.
Magazine Institute, The,
Saunders, Marion, 140 West 42nd St
Dare, Robert Gordon, 17 West 42nd St
50 Rockefeller Plaza
Diamant, Anita, 280 Madison Ave.
Shipman Service, 1475 Broadway
Manuscript Bureau, 154 Nassau St.
Dona, Sarah B., 112 West 42nd St
Marbury, Elisabeth, 45 West 45th St. Smith, Constance, 576 Fifth Ave.
Fierst, A. L., 545 Fifth Ave.
Matson, Harold, 30 Rockefeller Plaza Snell Literary, Agency, 107 MacDougal
Fishbein, Frieda, 11 West 42nd St
Stevens, Marion, 140 West 42nd St.
McBride, Betty, 64 East 78th St
Strassman, Toni F., 24 East 61st St.
Fles, Barthold, 507 Fifth Ave.
Mcintosh, Mavis, 515 Madison Ave
French, Samuel, 25 West 45th St.
Stuart, Hope, 687 Third Ave.
Mcintosh & Otis, 18 East 41st St.
Garnold Company, 4 East 41st St
Taylor, Ethel C., 55 West 55th St.
McKeogh, Elsie, 542 Fifth Ave.
Greenburger, Sanford J.,
McNeil Agency, 136 Liberty St.
Trabant, Warren, E., 480 Lexington Ave.
Watkins, Ann, 77 Park Ave.
Meredith, Scott, 1650 Broadway
11 West 42nd St.
Williams, Annie Laurie, 18 East 41st St.
Gregory, Fitch & Hendricks,
Morris, E. G., 366 Madison Ave
Wing, Willis K., 522 Fifth Ave
366 Madison Ave.
Morris, William Agency Inc.,
Wolf, Harriet, 55 West 42nd St.
1270 Sixth Ave.
Hale, Jeanne, 131 West 52nd St.
Writers Literary Agency,
Hammond, Thomas, 504 West 48th St. N. Y. Literary Agency.
112 West 42nd St.
Herrick, Landon, 1115 Amsterdam Ave.
910 Riverside Drive
Writers Workshop, 280 Madison Ave.
Herz, Henriette, 545 Fifth Ave.
Ober, Harold, 40 East 49th St.
Zipser, Arthur
Hill, Carol, 124 East 64th St.
Orner, Faustina, 347 Madison Ave.
1323 Avenue of the Americas
@ Naturally, since our business is the representation of established writers and the development of promising new ones , there’s a strong chance that we'd like to add you to our list. However...
Perhaps you feel that our firm is too large for you or too small for you or too fast-moving for you
o1 too slow-moving for you, or perhaps your great- -grandfather was once horsewhipped by a man named
Meredith and you hate everybody bearing the name — or, in a nutshell, perhaps any of the varied reasons
which cause writers to select one literary agent over another. On that contingency, and as a public service
to writers who live outside of New York City and do not have easy access to a list of New York agents, here
is one, reasonably complete.
On the other hand, if the Scott Meredith Agency seems just exactly right, and you’ve heard about the
good we’ve done other writers and believe we can do the same for you, let us see some of your work. We
report within one week.
Servicis:
Typical Meredith client appearances.
If your material is salable, we'll sell it to the best
possible markets at best possible rates, and cover sale
of
additional rights through our offices in Hollywood,
—™~
London, and other cities. If your material is unsalable
B/G BOOK gPoRTs
as it stands but can be repaired, we'll give you detailby-detail advice on how to repair it, so that you may,
Four-Man
dith Quintet
Merril
Busbené's Failure”
by
Ju
Your
You
without additional charge, return it to us for sale. And
are
by Reese Wade
if your material is completely unsalable, we'll tell you
why, and give you specific advice on how to avoid
those
errors in eat material.
Coronet
Terms:
the Ether Waves
First Freeze
Enigmas
Professionals: If you have sold $500 worth of fiction
by Vincentof Gaddis
or articles to national magazines, or one book to a
major publisher, within the past year, we'll be happy
to discuss handling your output on straight commission basis of 10% on all American sales, 15% on
ATR TRAILS
Canadian
sales, and 20% on British and all other
ond SCIENCE FRONTIERS
foreign sales,
S.ty 0.Gilbert
P. Means
Safety
Newcomers:
As recompense for working with beC, Close
A Novelette
ginners or newer writers until they earn their keep
RICAN
through sales, our fee, payable with material sent,
“LEGION
Real Story
is one dollar per thousand words and final fraction
(for example, five dollars for a script of 4,356 words);
Chained by Hy Guilt
minimum fee per script, three dollars. $25 for books
n
i
c
n
a
D
N
of all lengths. We drop all fees after we make several
TRIPLE WESTER
sales for new clients. Personal collaboration service—
LGVE
C—O
where the agency works with the writer from plot
) itoveh,¢Condensers eso
Love
Goes
Faunting
w
on = . Cage
idea through finished script and sale—by arrangeby Carol Grey
ment; information upon request. A stamped, self-adcoun
WESTERN
dressed envelope, please, with all manuscripts.
sae
}ASTOUNDING
EEKLY |
Poker
MichaelChips
Oblinger
Dawn
of Nothin,
WEE
Best
SCOTT MEREDITH LITERARY AGENCY
4
by George
Whitley
by H, C. Butler
yt
1650 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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Money
By STAN

In

Comics!

LEE

Editor and Art Director, Timely Comics, Inc.
ELL, what are you waiting for?
They've been publishing comic
magazines for more than 10 years.
They’ve been buying scripts for these magazines from free-lance writers for that same
length of time and paying good rates for
them. There are 92 comic magazines appearing on the stands every single month—
and each magazine uses an average of 5
stories. It’s a big field, it’s a well-paying
field, and it’s an interesting field. If you
haven’t tried to crack the comics yet, now’s
the time to start.
No matter what type of writing you
specialize in—adventure,
detective style,
romantic stories, or humorous material,
there is some comic magazine which uses
the type of story you’d like to write: And,
once you’ve broken into the field, you'll
find that your assignments come to you at
a fairly steady pace.
The pay is good. A competent writer can
write about 10 pages a day for $6 to $9 per
page, depending upon the strip he is writ-

,

ing and the quality of his material. So, this
comic field certainly bears a pretty close
scrutiny from any writer who’s interested
in receiving meaty checks, and in receiving
them often. (And I’ve yet to see the writer
who isn’t interested!)
“But I’m not good at drawing! How can
I work with an artist on a comic strip?”
How often I’ve heard that said by writers!
Look! You don’t have to be able to draw
flies! You do need an imagination, and the
ability to write snappy dialogue and to describe continuity. And what writer won’t
lay claim to those talents?
Comic strip writing is very comparable
to radio writing, or to writing for the stage.
The radio writer must describe sound
effects in his script, and the playwright
must give staging directions in his play.
Well, the comic strip writer also gives directions for staging and sound effects in his
script, but HIS directions are given in writing to the artist, rather than to a director.
He must tell the artist what to draw, and

12
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then must write the dialogue and captions.
A sample page from a script of “The
Blonde Phantom” follows. This is an actual
page, just as it was typed by Al Sulman,
the writer. You will notice that the page
ig roughly divided into two sections, the
left-hand section containing the instructions for the artist, and the right-hand
section containing the dialogue. There are
no set rules as to margins and borders, the
important consideration being to make sure
that the script is written clearly and can
be easily understood by the editor and the
artist.

DIGEST

The panel on facing page was artist Syd
Shores’ version of the instructions

given to

him by the author, Alan Sulman, whose play
by play description
what the characters

of what to draw and
are talking about, ap-

pears below.

Panel 1. Scene in office, as Louise clears up her desk.
Mark faces her.

1. Louise:

(thought) He never notices me! All he ever
thinks of is the Blonde
Phantom!
Gosh, if I
where the
tom lives!
a night of

could only find
Blonde PhanWe could have
it together!

Panel 2. Louise, hands outward, looking at the reader,
as if her thoughts in the previous panel were
just proven true by what Mark has said.

2. Louise:

See what I mean?

Panel 3. Louise, ready to leave office. Mark sits on desk
and smiles at her as if he has just thought of
a wonderful idea.

3. Louise:

Well, everything’s finished
for today, Mark! See you
in the morning!

Mark:

Say, wait a minute,
Louise! How would you
HEE 00..5.2.2

Panel 4. Louise alone, suddenly looking interested and
excited, expecting Mark to ask her for a date.

4. Louise:

Huh? Yes,
Mark?

what

is it,

Panel 5. Mark lights his pipe, expressionless, as if he
has changed his mind. Louise seems plenty
angry.

5. Mark:

Well, I de» OE <6 + SPE
mind! It wasn’t important! Good night, Louise!

Louise: (thought) That’s what
call a quick brushoff, you
your's «..
Panel 6. Door slams shut as Mark looks at it, slightly
surprised and bewildered.

One interesting aspect of writing a comic
strip is seeing how the artist finally interprets your script. Syd Shores used the above
copy to draw one page for “Blonde Phantom Comics,” issue #15. As you can see,
the artist relied on the instructions that
Alan Sulman typed on the left side of the
script.

6. Ballon from Louise:

I

Good night!

Mark:

Huh? Now what’s she so
mad about?
Sound effects: SLAM!

Bur there’s more to comic strip writing
than just knowing on which side of a
page to type artist’s instructions. Let’s try to
analyze some of the factors which go ‘into
the making of a good script:
1. Interesting Beginning. Just as in a story,
the comic strip must catch the reader’s

Novemser,
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L
HE WEVER NOTICES ME! ALL HE EVER
THINKS OF 1S THE BLONDE PHANTOM/
GOSH, IF I COULD
ONLY FIND WHERE
THE BLONDE
PHANTOM LIVES/
WE COULD HAVE
A NIGHT OF IT
TOGE
ri

WELL, EVERYTHING'S
FINISHED FOR TODAY,
MARK! SEE YOU IN THE
MORNING!

SAY, WAIT A MINUTE,
LOUISE! HOW WOULD
YOU LIKE TO...?

WUH? YES,
WHAT tS
IT, MARK@ ,

ed
ou
te,
ou

rer
orse!

WELL, I... ER... NEVER MIND! IT WASN'T
IMPORTANT! GOOD NIGHT, LOUISE /
THAT'S WHAT
I CALL A QUICK
BRUSHOFF, YOU...
yOu...

HUH? NOW
WHAT'S SHE
SO MAD
ABOUT?

WRITER’s
interest from the first. The very first few
panels should show the reader that something of interest is happening, or is about
to happen.
The action from
. Smooth Continuity.
panel to panel must be natura] and
unforced. If a character is walking on
the street talking to another character
in one panel, we wouldn’t show him
horse-back riding in the next panel with
a different character. There ARE times
when it is necessary to have a sudden
change of scene or time, however, and
for such times the writer uses captions.
For example, if we have Patsy Walker
lying in bed, about to fall asleep, in one
panel, and want to show her eating
breakfast in the next panel, the second
panel would have an accompanying caption reading something like this: “The
next morning, after a sound night’s
sleep, Patsy rushes to the kitchen to do
justice to a hearty breakfast.” Thus, by
the use of captions, we are able to justify
time and space lapses in our panels.
. Good Dialogue. This is of prime importance. The era of Captain America
hitting the Red Skull and shouting “So
you want to play, eh?” is over! Today,
with the comic magazine business being
one of the most highly competitive fields,
each editor tries to get the best and
snappiest dialogue possible for his characters. In writing a comic strip, have
your characters speak like real people,
not like inhabitants of a strange and
baffling new world!
. Suspense Throughout. Whether you are
writing a mystery script or a humorous
script, the same rule applies: Keep it
interesting throughout. Any comic strip
in which the reader isn’t particularly
interested in what happens in the panel
following the one he’s reading, isn’t a
good comic strip. All of the tricks you
have learned and applied in writing
other forms of fiction can be used in
comic’ writing insofar as holding the
reader’s attention is concerned. But remember, giving the reader well-drawn
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to look at is not enough; the
must WANT
to look at the
because he is interested in followadventures of the lead character.

5.1 Finally, a Satisfactory Ending. An ending which leaves the reader with a smile
on his lips and a pleasant feeling that
all the loose strings of the story have
been neatly tied together can cover a
multitude of sins. It has always been
my Own conviction that a strip with an
interesting beginning, good dialogue, and
a satisfactory ending, can’t be TOO bad,
no matter how many other faults it
may have.
One point which I can’t stress too
strongly is: DON’T WRITE DOWN TO
YOUR READERS!
It is common knowledge that a large portion of comic magazine
readers are adults, and the rest of the
readers who may be kids are generally
pretty sharp characters. They are used to
seeing movies and listening to radio shows
and have a.pretty good idea of the stories
they want to read.
If you figure that
“anything goes” in a comic magazine, a
study of any recent copy of Daredevil
Comics or Bat Man will show you that a
great deal of thought goes into every story;
and there are plenty of gimmicks, sub-plots,
human interest angles, and the other elements that go into the making of any type
of good story, whether it be a comic strip
or a novel,
Another important point to remémber
is: The only way you can learn about
comics is by reading them. So far as I know,
there are no schools which give specialized
courses in comic strip writing and no books
which can be of too much help to you.
Constant reading of the various comic
magazines is the only way to develop a
“feel” for what constitutes a good comic
strip.
Another consideration of prime importance is: Decide which comic magazine
you want to write for before you do any
writing. The various magazines in the field
have editorial differences which are almost
amazing. A story which Timely Comics
would consider exciting might be deemed
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"Miss Balting, sir, to give you ‘first look’.

too fantastic by True Comics, Inc., and
Classic Comics, Inc., would have very little
use for the type of story preferred at Fiction
House!
Each comic publishing company
has its own distinctive formula and the only
way to really grasp this formula is to read
the magazines.
OST everybody knows something about
the organization and workings of an
ordinary fiction publishing company. But
to most people, writers included, a comic
magazine publishing outfit is cloaked in
mystery. Let me tell you a little about how
a comic house operates so that you'll have
a better general knowledge about this large
but comparatively unknown field.
The guy you’re most interested in at a
comic publishing house is the editor. “How
does he differ from editors of other types
of magazines?” Here’s how: The editor of
comics is more of a coordinator. He not
only considers the merits of a script, but
also who is going to draw it and whether

it is written in a manner that will suit the
artist’s style of drawing.
If the artist who draws Hedy De Vine
has difficulty drawing crowd scenes and
specializes in close-up shots of beautiful
women, then the editor of that magazine
must be careful not to buy Hedy scripts
which call for many characters in each
panel and for many long shots.
It’s the editor’s task to make sure that the
scripts he buys are perfectly suited for the
artist to whom they are given, and also to
insure that the artist interprets the writer’s
script exactly as the writer intended it.
Of course, there are some artists who
write their own scripts, but they are in the
minority. The average artist, even though
he may be capable of writing his own script
because of his long-standing familiarity
with the character he draws, would still
prefer to have a writer write the script for
him‘ so that he can concentrate entirely
upon the drawing.
Therefore, you, as a writer, should ac-
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quaint yourself with the style of art work
which is used in the script you are interested in writing. And then slant your story
in such a way so that particular style of art
work will blend in perfectly with your story.
The writers who concentrate on such details
are the ones who attain top recognition and
top rates in the phenominal comics field.
OW then, here you are, a fairly accomplished writer interested in trying your
your hand at the comics.’ What type of
writing is your forte? Is it adventure, teenage humor, fantasy, true crime? At the
close of this article you will find a list of
comic publishers and the type of material
they buy. Just select your favorite from
this list. Let’s assume you prefer teen-age
humor and you have decided to cast your
lot with Timely Comics. The next step is
to write to the editor and get a list of the
teen-age magazines he edits and, if possible,
his story needs. After receiving the list of
magazines he sends you, head for the nearest newsstand and look them over. Select
the one which appeals most to you and for
which you think your style is best suited.
But up till this point your preliminary
work is just beginning. You’ve now got to
read every copy of this magazine you can
lay your hands on. Suppose “Georgie”
is the magazine you selected. Get old
copies of “Georgie,” get current copies of
“Georgie” and leave an order for future
copies. Read that strip until you can feel
you’ve known Georgie personally for years,
and can anticipate what each Georgie
story will be about after reading the first
page. Live with Georgie for days—get the
“Georgie” formula down pat—and then—
Send some synopses of “Georgie” stories
to the editor. Make them the same type
of stories which had been appearing in all
the “Georgies” you read. Not the same
PLOT, just the same TYPE of story.
Should your synopses click, you’ll get an
order for a “Georgie” story from the editor.
He will tell you how many panels to write
per page, how many pages in length to
make the story, and any other relevant information.

DIGEST
Now it’s up to you. If you write a perfectly satisfactory story (and there’s no reason not to, if you’re studied the magazines
long and carefully enough) there’s an excellent chance -you’ll be asked to do more
stories on the same character—and later
on, perhaps, additional stories for still other
characters. For once you’re “in,” there are
many assignments which can come your
way.
So, those of you writers who are itching
to crack new markets have a market waiting for you which is just made to order. It
may seem a little complicated, but the rewards are well worth any time you may
spend learning the comic style. I’m sure
you won’t regret spending the time—l
didn’t!
Comic
NOTE:

Magazine

Market

Write to the Editor to get his exact requirements and further details, before
working on any scripts!

ARCHIE COMIC
PUBLICATIONS,
INC., 241 Church Street, New York, N.
Y.: Harry Shorten, Ed. Specialize in
humor and teen-age. Six to 10 pages per
story, some three-page fillers. About six
panels per page. Rates vary depending
on writer and feature.
CLASSIC COMICS, 510 6th Avenue, New
York, N. Y.: .Harry Adler, Ed. Uses one
condensation per month of a classic, such
as “David Copperfield,” “Moby Dick,”
“Les Miserables,” etc. Back page of the
magazine lists all titles previously: used.
Runs 53 pages to the story. All scripts
are free lance. Pays $125 per story.
DELL
PUBLISHING
CO., INC., 149
Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.:
Oscar Lebeck, Ed. Work directly with
writers and buy nothing on the open
market.
EDUCATIONAL
COMICS,
INC., 225
Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y.: Ivan
Clapper, Ed. Four magazines in educational group: American history, science,
world history, and the Bible. Regular
crime, adventure,
comics:
animation,
family, magic, fantasy, western. Six to
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12 pages per story; approximately seven
panels per page. Scripts bring $5 to $10;
art, $20 to $30 per page.

and nine to sixteen. Five or six pages
per story. $6.00 per page, with extra for
research.

FAWCETT
PUBLICATIONS, INC., 67
West 44th Street, New York, N. Y.: Will
Lieberson, Ed. Buy practically everything
on the open market. Use adventure,
humor, western, fantasy, teen-age, and
jungle comics. About $7 per page, about
8 pages per story. Are overstocked now.

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS,
10 East
40th Street, New York, N. Y.: Joseph
Greene, Ed. Humor, animated, fantasy,
jungle, detective.
Seven to 12 pages,
about six panels per page. Pays about $5
to $9 per page, depending on writer and
feature.

FICTION HOUSE, INC., 670 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.: Jack Byrne, Ed. All
scripts are staff written.

PREMIUM
SERVICE CO., INC., 119
West 19th Street, New York, N. Y.:
Robert D. Wheeler, Ed. Would like
writers experienced in comic book technique to submit samples. Adventure, detective adventure are the best bets. $5
and up.

LEV GLEASON PUBLICATIONS, INC.,
114 East 32nd Street, New York, N. Y.:
Bob Wood, Ed. True crime needed.
Stocked on all other material. Five to
eight pages per story, about eight panels
per page. Average rate of payment $5
and up.
HARVEY PUBLICATIONS, INC., 1860
Broadway, New York, N. Y.:
Leon
Harvey, Ed. Teen-age, adventure, animated, .detective, western. Number of
pages vary. Rates vary with writer.
2
HILLMAN
PERIODICALS,
INC., 535
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.: Ed
Cronin, Ed. Buying only true crime on
the open market. Six and seven pages to
the story. Rates vary.
NATIONAL COMICS PUBLICATIONS,
INC., 480 Lexington Avenue, New York,
N. Y.: Whit Ellsworth, Ed. Very light
requirements at present. Only interested
in working personally with writers.
PARENTS’ MAGAZINE, 52 Vanderbilt
Avenue, New York, N. Y.: Eliot Kaplan,
Ed. Educational, adventure, true _historical, current events, teen-age.
All
magazines slanted toward specific age
groups: four to eight, eight to twelve,

QUALITY COMIC
GROUP, 25 West
45th Street, New York, N. Y.: George
Brenner, Ed. Buy very little free-lance
work. Prefer to have synopses submitted.
STREET
AND
SMITH
PUBLICATIONS, INC., 153 West 15th Street,
New York, N.Y.: William De Grouchy,
Ed. Teen-age, fantasy, and detective.
Also have an All-Sport Comic which uses
true human interest stories of sports
figures and how-to-do-it stories. About
eight pages per story, 14 pages for the
lead story, with four to six panels per
page, paying up to $10.
TIMELY COMICS, INC., 350 Fifth Ave.,
New York, 1, N. Y.: Stan Lee, Ed. Adventure, teen-humor, and true crime.
Quiz Dave Berg, Script Ed., on his exact
needs before submitting.
A. A. WYN, 23 West 47th Street, New
York, N. Y.: Fredrick Gardener, Ed.
Teen-age, adventure, fantasy, detective.
Seven to 10 pages per story, six to seven
panels per page. Rates vary.
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Make
By WILLIAM

[' ISN’T literature -— this business of
writing for the movie fan magazines—
but it’s a living.
Your audience will consist, mainly, of the
hair-dryer set and young girls who swoon
over Sinatra and gush over Gene Autry.
Those who read The Atlantic won’t know
your by-line and you'll necessarily become
reconciled to “I read an article of yours at
the beauty parlor.” But, it’s possible to
wangle $100 a week, every week, via the
fan-book route.
Strangely enough, almost all such magazines have their editorial offices in New
York City, a mere 3000 miles from the
film capitol. Probably because New York
is a publishing center, because these firms
usually turn out other types of books as
well, and because everything even remotely
connected with the movie game is necessarily a bit daffy.
As to getting hold of the gilded film
stars, they all land in New York, eventually.
Usually on vacation and in a genial mood,
ready to be interviewed by all and sundry.
This, of course, only holds good if the
studio is financing their stay. When Warner Bros. is paying for Joe McBlow’s $30-aday suite at the Plaza, Joe is interviewed
all day long. When Joe sneaks into town
on his own, he even hides from the Brothers
Warner—until it’s time to head for The
Stork.
If you’re an enterprising writer, you may
subscribe to the Celebrity Service (daily)
listing, which says who’s in town and where.
If you’re fairly well established, however,
you can simply wait for one of the editors
to call and order a piece on so-and-so.
Usually the studio press agent has previously sold the editor on the star and has
made all arrangements for you to see him.

A
LYNCH

Fan--Book
VALLEE

The choice spot in a day of interviews is
lunch. Some studios insist on seeing the finished story ;some don’t care. In the case of
the former, sic them on the editor—it’s his
property now.
Story-length depends on the editor. Some
want 1500 words, others 2400, a few take as
many as 3000. The lead is preferably as
provocative as possible; the angle, ditto.
Keep your lead within two or three paragraphs, at most. In the case of a biographical story—good only on new stars and for
once only in each book—write a lead that
introduces the’ newcomer and establishes
him by his so-far picture-record and then
swing into his history, beginning at the beginning. Let this run to six or seven pages—
in the case of a ten-page, 3000-word yarn—
and then hop into short, personal items concerning your subject. This latter helps considerably. You'll find that the standard
hour’s interview will only result in about
seven pages of bio-material, even with the
aid of the studio-supplied biography. Such
histories, by the way, are often unreliable
and it’s wise to let the star check them over
before you start.
The thing that makes an interview, of
course, is leg work. If you have the facts,
you'll sell your article though it may be
published as a re-write. What is this legwork business?
Lgt’s say Beulah Bondi is coming to town
and you’ve interested an editor in the story
and made arrangements with Miss Bondi’s
studio for an interview. A casual inquiry
shows that she used to be with Stewart
Walker’s Stock Company and that her leading man was McKay Morris. You spend an
hour with Mr. Morris talking about Miss
Bondi. “Anybody else in town, Mr. Morris,
that used to work with her?”
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Yes, her high school elocution teacher
is retired now and lives up in New Rochelle.
Name’s Devoriac; there can’t be so many
of those.
A week’s hard work of following all such
leads will net fifteen or twenty short interviews and give you a bagful of impressions
about Miss Bondi. A hundred little things
about her life, that either she doesn’t talk
about to most reporters or has forgotten,
will be in your lead. Maybe you can get a
photostat of the first small-town newspaper
account of her first appearance on a high
school stage. Showing it to her is a delightful way of opening an interview. Lard into
the conversation bits you’ve picked up from
her friends and associates. “I happened to
see George Aldrich, yesterday. He said . .”
“Aldrich! Why, how is he? I haven’t
seen that old ... ,” and so you’re into the
interview by the simple process of pressing
the right button.
The real meaning of leg work is that
before you call on the subject you know
enough about her to write an interview anyway. You can always stir up memories, and
nostalgia, by mentioning old friends, teachers, directors and, in addition, mentioning
something about them that ties your subject
right into it with a fact.
“Kay Francis told me the other day that
when you were in stock you played in the
premier of “Death Takes A Holiday” and
that you just loved the part of...”
“Is Kay in town? Well, I’m glad I met
you. Just where is she?”
Lead your subject into revelations which
you can distill later by throwing in actual
quotes about her from people she used to
know. Leg work prepares you with a hundred odd little pieces of factual information
and each one of these can be used as a line
to pull information out of your subject.
“What ever happened to Tom Powers?
Didn’t you used to know him?”
“My goodness, how do you know all these
people? You brilliant child!”
“I wish I were; it’s just being a writer
that carts you around.”
An amateur writer once got an appointment with Vicki Baum and said: “Now,
please tell me about yourself.” Miss Baum
smiled and said: “But you must prod me.”

A week’s leg work beats twenty written
questions any day because the results of the
leg work pre-write your story into certain
channels and your questions all have direction giving your article a prescience that
cold interviews never have.
The little personal details are of intense
interest to readers, and they’re easy to dig
out of the most inarticulate glamour workers from the Coast. To help you, keep a
prepared list of headings to run through.
Such, for example, as: clothes, radio, reading, music, sports, cooking, etc. The actors
don’t object to answering these and the
answers do fill up space, handsomely. In the
event that your bio-stuff runs over the seven
pages, the personal items can be condensed
into dot-dash material and not wasted.
Naturally, such personal questions often
bring out facets of personality that ordinary
questioning doesn’t. Quizzed as to her tastes
in music, Loretta is apt to bend your ear off
with her hatred of jive, overwhelm you
with her hidden classical yearnings and the
full story of the opera she’s dashing off between takes and Clark’s screen bussing. This
personal department does just as well even
when you’re doing a story with a spécific
angle, since many of the replies will fit the
angle, might (often do) supply a better
angle.
HE angle-thing is often a cause for
head-scratching. Editors sometimes supply them for you, and they’re usually sane,
but, at times, they'll dream one up that
won’t work out. Claudette, you discover,
doesn’t give a hoot about the hobby the
boss swore she was nuts about, wouldn’t
care to pretend that she was, and so where
are you? On your own and probably just
biting into studio-bought, hot-house asparagus and you’d better come up with something quiek like a mouse. Luckily, many
stars are so experienced along these lines
that they'll help you dig up an angle and
then start tossing out the right answers.
In the case of Miss Lucille Ball, the personal .questions helped considerably, bringing out vital bits relating to former tastes
vs. present ones. The story had been a
tough fight to begin with, since the editor
had firmly ruled out Lucille as 1) a poor
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"Okay. okay ... cut the tragedy and get back to work!"

gal who’d worked hard to make the grade,
2) a poor gal who’d made the grade with
the greatest of ease, and 3) a lucky gal
who’d married a guy named Desi Arnaz. I
was to use any angle I liked, as if there was
any angle left to like.

I was more or less decided on a modelangle. Lucille had once worked for Hattie
Carnegie as a clothes-horse—what if she
had stayed in the Carnegie stable? A running comparison between such a possibility
and the present Ball status might possibly
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work out here. At Sardi’s, we squared off
over chicken salad, came out fighting and
began. Miss B. was a trifle on the smart-gal
side, ready with the hard-boiled comedy
a@ la her movie Ball-bearing. “Where,” she
kept stopping to demand, “is this question
leading to?” Bad tactics, inasmuch as I
hadn’t the faintest idea, except that I was
trying to stick to the general angle in the
back of my mind. It was rough going. As
the interview wore on (both of us), the Ball
relaxed, dropped her wise-gal approach and
began to talk intelligently about the old
(but not good) days as contrasted with the
present in Hollywood. We also discussed the
future—she was then rehearsing for Dream
Girl, her first stage role and headed for the
road, a very successful venture as it turned
out.
The usual angle-sources are studio biographies, studied in advance of the interview,
or, research done in magazine files, or, a
look-see in the studio publicity collection of
data. Having done one life story on Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and being stuck for an
angle for another piece on him, I went to
the trouble of studying the files on him,
and family, at the New York Public Library
at Fifth and 42nd Street. There I came
across a vituperative account of Junior,
written by a girl, an article that blasted the
pants off from him because he is polite
and for, allegedly, being a phony. It was
easy enough to build a story on countering
these charges, since Junior is naturally and
honestly polite and because he’s no phonier
than you or I—much
less, probably,
than .
(For your information, that
branch of the public library maintains a
glassed-off theatrical section on the third
floor. It’s devoted to the theatre and allied
arts and comes complete with clips and pix
—photostating both on order.)
Most of the movie celebrities are easy to
talk to and are inclined to be helpful. Press
agents are generally smart apples and
should be encouraged to help with the quizzing at the interview. Take it easy on the
number of questions. If you get the subject
off on the right foot, he’ll supply all that
you need, with only a gentle prod, occasionally, from you, plus a little expert steering. “Dammit!” Fred Allen said at Toots

DIGEST
Shor’s, “I ran into a writer today with a
list of 127 questions that I was supposed to
answer in detail!” In a vein of twangy sarcasm, Allen went on to say what he thought
of such, all of which being along the lines
of what he had been saying for publication
about Hollywood—after one question had
set him off. The result appeared in print
as: “Through Darkest Hollywood With
Needle And Fred.”
OU can see for yourself by dropping
into your beauty parlor, but it happens
to be my personal conviction that the movie
fan book, per se, is a much maligned affair.
True, their ads veer towards the corn remedies and cheaper cosmetics, but the I.Q.
level is better than it’s generally cracked up
to be. Granted there are still articles written
by gushy sob sisters, nevertheless, you can
find plenty of sane, well-written pieces in
them—pieces that describe movie laborers
as human beings who come equipped with
full sets of working faults.
One fan magazine recently attacked the
problem of Hollywood’s debt to society in re
the divorce question and employed representatives of three faiths to crack down on
divorce mavericks in the film colony. For
this, the editor came in for considerable
criticism and there was some talk of moviecompany-advertising cancellations. Despite
this, the book continues to carry a full load
of movie advertising and a neat circulation
jump served as an applause meter.
I’ve never tried to write down for a fan
magazine and I use two-and-three-syllable
words like esoteric, denouement, paradoxical and idiosyncrasies—words reputedly out
of bounds for this audience. I’ve never
minimized a fault in a movie queen, never
skipped a divorce, never suggested that
Cary & Co. were perfect, and have even
commented on pronunciation-quirks and
nervous habits noted as we talked, a deux.
The phrase, “not a typical fan-magazine
article,” is one that might well be applied
to most of the contents of these magazines.
So, don’t gush, don’t use a third-gradeprimer style, or you won’t sell your stuff to
the Yaleman boss of one of the fan books.
The average American reader likes to see
both sides of a question. If you’re writing
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about a star and like her very much, and
know that the public does, too, it’s still all
right to balance out the article with perhaps one choice criticism in quotes from
an acquaintance who has reason to feel that
way. Nothing malicious, sarcastic, libelous
or mean would be in order, but any fair
criticism of the star’s acting ability, or general attitude, gives the interview a sense of
balance. You can then include several
quotes that are favorable to give the article
a sense of the direction that you intend.
Criticism in the nature of a wise crack,
made for its own sake, is also all right if
you make it clear by attributing the wise
crack to a comedian that you are ringing
in with humor, not invective. You can
bring in criticism, to give the article a
cutting edge, by first stating it, and then
answering it.
Instead of calling a star active, or charming, or the like, try to show her in action,
and let the reader come to that conclusion
from your, own interview scenes. Use dialogue to give the reader your impression of
the star; rather than writing: “She speaks
cleverly.” (And if she’s an empty-headed
fool, you can always give the whole thing
the double switch and make Mr. Burnet’s
day for him.)
Appended, you'll find a full’ list of
magazines that go in for movie stories;
you'll also find their editors easy to approach. Another thing, over and above
these lies a potential market in Collier's
and its brethren and sistren. Collier’s film
pieces are usually done by Associate Editor
Kyle Crichton, but they sometimes buy
from outside. One of the free-lance coterie
sent them a piece on Susanna Foster that
had been rejected by a fan book (at the
then price of $75), which, he says, they
bought for $500. For that matter, almost
any magazine is a market for movie personality stories. Radio is still a rival in the
advertising department but not so the
cinema; and that luscious art that goes legin-leg with movie stuff is a welcome addition to any of them.
In my cwn case, it’s free-lancing, with
several steady outlets that provide anchors
guaranteeing a living wage and allowing
for swings at other types of magazines. One
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anchor is a monthly pictorial-biography
which tells a star’s story in pictures, captions and text—starting with baby stills and
carrying on up through to today, plus stills
illustrating milestones in his movie record.
It involves collecting \the necessary pictures
from office files, from the studios and from
the stars themselves, who’re usually fairly
willing to ransack the attic trunk for such
ancient history. Outfits like Culver Service
also sell old prints and stage photographers
like Vandamm are helpful in the play sector
—at $10 a copy.
Another book used a New York gossip
column of mine for over a year—illustrated
with my own sketches. It was made up
wholly of movie gossip re New York and
the amount of New York film-flam that
turned up was amazing. For this magazine,
it’s now a monthly feature article, also with
drawings, and it has so far included such
pleasant subjects as a Warner Bros. junket
to Skowhegan, Maine, for the world premier of a picture (Life With Father—
Advt.)— four days in a Pullman special
train and living off the fat of the train.
For yet another book, in my case, there’s
a monthly movie review department. The
business of catching movies in advance in
New York, air-cooled projection rooms
could hardly be called arduous. Big leather
chairs; smoking not verboten; the feature
alone is shown and from its start; no urchins
racing up and down the aisles. This particular book is unique in the fan field in that I
am allowed to write honest criticism of
what I see. The word “lousy” is permissible,
and the finger may be applied wherever it
is rightly deserved. That, in a book dependent in good part on film advertising, calls
for real courage and suggests the word
integrity. A year and a half of this has resulted in no loss of movie ads, even when
they run close to reviews labeling the pictures stinkers.
For these; and other books, I also do
articles based on interviews. It isn’t bad
work and the movie companies are inclined
to be on the generous side when it comes to
lunches and cocktail parties.
For Joan Crawford, let’s say, Warners
will give a party at the Sherry-Netherlands
and call in the whole movie press gang. If
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you like a nip, there’s all you want and the
best. The food department offers sandwiches and sometimes a buffet, making dinner, by a coincidence, practically no problem at all. Momentarily the movie moguls
are talking economy (due to the British 75
per cent tax), but, even so, Paramount recently tossed a $3,000 shindig at the swank
Rainbow Room in Radio City for Mr. DeMille’s “Unconquered,” a party which included a $1,000 contest for a one-word adjective to be used to describe the picture.
(It was won by two gents who both thought
of “Paramonumental,” even though “Paramonstrous” was a popular and more descriptive word being bandied about the
place.)
“Economy”
is obviously not a
$1,000-word with any film outfit declaring
several-million-dollar dividends every happy
quarter, and also depending on publicity to
sell stars and pictures.
So much for the golden rewards available
for those who would rub elbows with Lana
and tell all for a price. Anyone can get a
line on movie personalities—for 40c, any
afternoon; and movie actors, unlike stuffy
financiers, are anxious for publicity. Look
over the fan magazines and study their contents for models for one of your own. Fresh
viewpoints and good writers are always in
demand. Everyone, they say in the biz, is a
movie critic.
If you’re interested in a behind-the-scenes
sampling of a few film-greats, take Charles
Laughton as a sample. Good old Mr.
Laughton is quite pleasant to talk to, and
he serves an admirable sherry. His profanity
however, has to be cut out of your notes—a
loss of fifty per cent. He’s the same with the
ladies as with the gents. . . . Madeleine Carroll runs to temperament, or so I was told;
but since I began our confab by announcing that I wasn’t interested in her love life,
she relaxed, gave out with sufficient, including a cute “my bottom” reference. . . . Betty
Field was a clam from the first word, voluble only when it came to some catty remarks about other stars that were useless
for the story. This was written mainly from
files. . . . Fred Astaire is a better dancer
than talker, but at least he’s willin’. .. . Jack
Oakie rambled on for three hours without
stopping. He knows the movie business from
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the ground up and had terrific things to say
about several stars, about whom terrific
changes were obviously in order. . . .Betty
Grable looks the same off as on screen.
However, look around for the nearest filing
cabinet before you agree to interview her—
you'll need help afterwards.
Oddly
enough, glamorous Carole Landis has considerable wit and talks well. In her case it
was a tricky angle, but she came through
with everything necessary and saved the
day. Proving that appearances are misleading—though no one has found fault with
Carole’s. . . . Veronica Lake is so tiny she
looks like a child, but she talks grownup.
She made the mistake of letting Life quote
her as saying she’d kidded many interviewers (including this one) with stories about
her imaginary McGill University medical
training, etc. She has managed to live it
down, but it’s dangerous ground for anyone
subject to further interviewing. . . . Don’t
be misled by screen-typing. Edward G. Robinson ‘really is a mild fellow, a genuine artlover and an expert on the subject of the
theatre. Easy to talk to, he’s friendly and
an ardent salesman for his pipe tobacco,
which is marketed under his name. . .. Win
McDowall is a type of screen-mother you
don’t read about. She’s very helpful on an
interview and will keep you up to date on
son Roddy by mail. . . . Do a lot of work in
this business and you can watch kids like
Roddy McD. and Bonita Granville grow
up before your eyes. Interview Bonita back
there, and she amazes you because the child
pours your drink for you; do her later on
and she joins you in a small one... . You
meet interesting people like producer-writer
Nunnally Johnson when you call on his
wife, Dorris Bowdon. The man pretended
he’d leave town if he was dragged into the
interview, but when he gave in he added a
mountain of gags that helped. Years later,
Johnson recalled the interview, in detail.
Make a note to approach him for a cushy °
job writing movie scenarios. ... Frank
Sinatra’s no jerk, regardless of your opinion
of his singing; he can and does talk. . . . Director Alfred Hitchcock was quite shy when
he was cornered, but he warmed up and did
some confiding. As always, the best items
were off the record. . . . That Boris Karloff
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is intellectually inclined. has been bruited
about ; that he really is, is the truth of the
matter. He’s edited several anthologies and
made successful appearances on Jnformation, Please. His interview conversation is
studded with well-turned phrases that need
only be applied to paper and sold. . . . Of
course it’s never a chore to sit and talk to
the good-looking wimmen you meet in this
game. Such as Olivia de Havilland, who
was feeling run down and so asked if she
could stay in bed (well-chaperoned) while
she talked. It made a nice touch for the
story.
In Hollywood, fan magazine interviewers
must be listed with the Johnston Office, and
that number is about to be cut. In New
York, it’s*catch as catch can and, if you’re
on your toes, there’s quite a lot to be caught.
Much more could be written on this subject in general but someone named Ella
Raines just called and asked us to a cocktail party she’s giving in her suite at the
Plaza.
Work, work, work—all the time... .
Markets
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New
York City 16. Henry P. Malmgreen, editor.
Use mostly 2000-word interviews with stars.
Also buy photographs and cartoons. Reports
in a week and pays anywhere from $50 to
$300, immediately.
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Two sister Ideal magazines are Movies
and Movie Stars Parade. Frances Kish handles the first book; Pat Murphy, the second.
Both buy short articles of around 1500
words, mostly on assignment.
Reports
prompt, and rates vary.
Movie Show, 37 W. 57th St., New York
City 19. Lester Grady, the editor, sometimes
buys pictures, and is also in the market for
3000-word articles. Symposium-type articles,
using many names, are popular. Reports are
quick, with rates of $75 to $100 on acceptance.
Movie Story, 67 W. 44th St., New York
City. Dorothy Hosking, editor. This book
deals in fictionalization of movie plots, but
the catch is that they only want them from
writers who’ve already made a name in
fiction writing. Pay is about $100.
Movieland, 535 Fifth Ave., New York
City 17. Beatrice Lubitz, editor. Want
shorter articles, about 1000 words, for
which they offer $100. Also buy photos.
Photoplay, 205 E. 42nd St., New York
City 17. Adele Fletcher, editor. “We use
stories on Hollywood, motion pictures and
cinema stars exclusively. Also use photographs. Report in two weeks; payment
varies and is on acceptance.”
Screen Album, 149 Madison Ave., New
York City 16. Charles Saxon, editor. All
material for this magazine is done on
soecial assignment.

-Motion Picture, 67. W. 44th St., New
York City. Editor Maxwell Hamilton says:
Screen Guide, 535 Fifth Ave., New York
“We will buy intelligent, realistic, angled
stories on. Hollywood, its stars, and picture- * City. Also edited by Beatrice Lubitz, and
specifications follow Movieland’s.
making in general—with emphasis on the
names of persons actually appearing on the
Screen Romances, 149 Madison Ave.,
screen. We do not want the old-style, hackNew York City 16. Evelyn Van Horne,
neyed fan book story. Please query first.”
editor. This magazine buys fictionalization
A report here takes two weeks, and pay is of movie scripts, but generally on assignfrom five to ten cents a word.
ment.
Movie Life, 295 Madison Ave., New York
City 17. Betty Etter, editor. This is a
monthly, all-picture magazine, and is not in
the market for free-lance contributions. An
Ideal Publication.

Screenland and Silver Screen are both
lodged at 37 W. 57th St., New York City
19. Delight Evans edits the former book,
Lester Grady, the latter. Requirements are
the same as Movie Show’s.

Put

Your

Best

Script

By PAULINE

Forward

BLOOM

VEN for a snapshot you smooth down
you to count words. Just multiply the numyour hair and put on your prettiest
ber of pages by 250 and you have your word
smile. For a formal photograph which
count for the script. It is a good idea to
is to stand on the piano, you look your best.
check your wordage by counting the numThe manuscript which you send into a
ber of lines on every tenth page or so, and
publisher’s office does much more to reveal
the number of words in an occasional line.
you than a photograph, and it is far, far
The first page of your manuscript should
more important if you are serious about
have your name and address single spaced
getting it published.
in the upper left-hand corner. In the upper
Your book should be made as appealing
right-hand corner should be the approxas possible, so that the editor who picks it imate word count. Now drop down to about
up may say to himself, “Well, this looks
the middle of the page and type the name
good to start with.”
of your book, in capital letters and underWhat is the best way to present a book
lined. Drop down a few more spaces and
manuscript for possible publication?
begin your copy.
Before the first page, it is a good idea
First of all, any manuscript should be
to have a title page, consisting only of the
typewritten. This is so essential that there
name of the book and the name of the
is no room for discussion. Some editors say
author, both in caps and underlined, and
frankly that they send back hand-written
in a symmetrical arrangement in the middle
scripts unread.
You should use a fairly good grade of of the page. This not only looks pretty,
but as a dust cover protects the rest of the
bond paper, 812”x11”, and you should make
manuscript. It is usually the first and last
two or three additional carbon copies. This
pages of a script which begin to look tired
is important not only in case of loss of the
after two or three submissions. With so
original, but also in case of its publication.
little typing on it, this title page can be
A book is a property which belongs to you.
After selling the publication rights, it is easily replaced after each submission, so
very likely that at least some of the sub- . that the manuscript presents a fresh appearance for the next editor.
sidiary rights may be valuable, and retyping
After the first page, which has the worda whole book is quite an expensive business.
age in the upper right-hand corner, this
If you do it yourself it is even more expensive. For the carbons, you may use a space should be used for numbering the
pages, with a hyphen fore and aft, like this:
good grade of onion skin, which will make
better copies.
-2-, -3-, -4-, etc.
Your type face should be clean and your
The ideal typewritten page contains
about 250 words, approximately 25 lines of ribbon black. Editors who spend all day
about ten words each, double-spaced, of and frequently part of the night reading
scripts think this is important.
course.
This allows a margin of about
1% inches on the left side, and about
If you are submitting a whole book, do
1% inches at the top and at the bottom.
not fasten any of the pages together. Often
For paragraphs, indent about 1% inches.
writers send their book manuscript in the
The advantage of such a margin allocabox which contained the blank paper. If,
tion and spacing is that there is no need for
however, you are submitting an outline and
26
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a few chapters, it is a good idea to insert
your manuscript in a protective folder. This
keeps the pages of your manuscript fresh
longer. Type the name of the book and
your name on the outside of the folder
following the form on your title page. Stay
away from fancy bindings, fastenings or
“dressing up.” Elaborate trappings are the
hallmarks of inferior MSS.
Mail your book manuscript flat. If you
are submitting a whole book, send it by
Express Prepaid, and in the accompanying
letter ask the editor to return it by Express
Collect. A smaller script may be sent by
first class mail, with a self-addressed
stamped envelope for its return.
The letter which accompanies your manuscript is important. If you have had previous publication, by all means list the
houses which have used your material. If
you occupy a professional post of any kind,
or have received any awards, or honors,
the editor would like to know about them,
particularly if they have some bearing on
the subject of your book. If the honors are
local, omit them in most cases.
Most publishing houses are now trying
to report on manuscripts within a month.
After a month, a polite letter of inquiry, is
in order. If your book is receiving such
serious consideration that it requires additional readings, the editor will inform you.
It is always a serious mistake to let months
go by without checking.
Many of the publishers I spoke to suggested that writers send in an outline and
two or three chapters, whether the work is
one of fiction or non-fiction. This makes
a smaller manuscript which takes up less
room in his office and is easier to handle
and to read. If the editor is interested,
he can always ask for more material without commiting himself to a contract.
To the writer this practice has even more
advantages:
1. It is easier and less expensive to submit
part of a manuscript rather than a whole
one.
2. Because it is less bulky, it usually gets
a faster report.
3. The author can start submitting his work
before the whole book is finished.
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RINEHART & COMPANY
232 Madison Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.

INC.

STANLEY M. RINEHART, JR.,
FREDERICK R. RINEHART
JOHN SELBY, Editor-in-Chief
JEAN CRAWFORD, Mysteries Editor
BARBARA CHAPMAN, Juvenile Editor
The Rinehart suite has the atmosphere
of a tastefully furnished, smoothly functioning home. Both the arrangement and the
decor of the rooms suggest a series of quiet,
well-appointed studies, rather than offices.
This atmosphere: did not happen accidentally. It is the result of the excellent taste
of Sherwood S. Slaight, who in addition
to being the official interior decorator, is
also the company’s treasurer and office
manager.
Including mysteries and juveniles, Rinehart puts out about 80 titles a year. Fiction
has something of an edge here, though this
house is always interested in seeing a good
book of non-fiction too.
Mr John Selby, editor-in-chief, is tall,
gray-haired and handsome. A novelist himself, Mr. Selby understands a writer’s problems. Since Mr. Selby was brought up to
be a concert pianist, he knows music well,
and all the books on this subject naturally
gravitate toward him.
Starting with Mary Roberts Rinehart, in
1929, this firm has published the work of
many distinguished writers, among them
Carl Carmer, Marc Connelly, Walter de la
Mare, Floyd Dell, Philip Wylie, Upton
Sinclair, Hervey Allen, Alec Waugh, Myron
Brinig, Rose Franken, James Branch Cabell,
Charles Jackson, Frederick Wakeman, Stephen Vincent Benet, August Derleth, and
many others. Faith Baldwin has a contract
with Rinehart which covers the production
of her whole lifetime.
There have been many notable sales of
Rinehart books to Hollywood. Wakeman’s
“The Hucksters” brought $200,000, as did
Jackson’s “The Self-Condemned.”
Since
1937, Rinehart has been putting out the
River series, consisting of four books a year,
the present editors of which are Carl
Carmer and Hervey Allen. +
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In the matter of contracts, Rinehart will
copyright in the name of the author, and
will offer advances depending on circumstances. They expect a 50 per cent split
of second serial rights, book club rights,
condensation, abridgement and permission
to quote.
The remaining subsidiary rights remain
with the author unless this publisher handles the placing of them. In that case, they
ask for 20% of the foreign publication
rights, and 15% of the movie, radio,
dramatic, television, etc. If they place first
serial rights, they ask for fifteen per cent
for this service; otherwise, the author
retains 100 per cent.
LIVERIGHT PUBLISHING CORP.
386 Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
ARTHUR PELL, Editor-in-Chief
Mr. Pell is a solidly built gentleman who
looks as though he might be a good lawyer
or a top business executive. And he discussed the practical aspects of publishing
with a great deal of knowledge and
acumen.
When a book justifies it, he will spend
$5,000 advertising it, knowing all the time
that no matter how hard it is pushed, it
will not sell more than 5000 copies. All
through the interview Mr. Pell kept stressing the fact that above everything else, he
wants to publish good books, even if their
sales possibilities seem limited.
Non-fiction is important here—history,
biography, psychology, poetry and informational books on many subjects, including
millinery, marriage, the American Indian,
knitting, travel, education, sewing, etc., etc.
This house is 30 years old and puts out
about 18 titles a year, including a few
juveniles, though these are not particularly
emphasized. It has published many wellknown authors, both old and new—Hendrick Willem Van Loon, Emi] Ludwig,
Stendhal, Melville, Sterne, George Moore,
Samuel Hoffenstein, Padraic Colum, Hart
Crane, Sherwood Anderson, Samuel Hopkins, Adams, Gertrude Atherton, Maxwell
Bod_nheim, E. E. Cummings, John Dewey,
Isadore Duncan, Sigmund Freud, Ben
Hecht, Jacob Wasserman, and many others.
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Contract terms are flexible. Royalties
start with 10% and frequently go up to
15%. As a matter of policy, Liveright usually opens negotiations by asking for a share
of subsidiary rights, the amount varying
with the circumstances. Then it becomes a
matter of both author and publisher conceding some points in order to prevail in
connection with others. There are cases,
Mr. Pell said, where subsidiary rights remain with the author.
Mr. Pell is not only willing, but eager to
look at first books, but they have to be good.
HENRY HOLT & COMPANY
257 Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
DENVER LINDLEY, Editor-in-Chief
JOHN WOODBURN, Fiction Specialist
ALLEN TATE, Poetry, Music and Belles Lettres
SIRI ANDREWS, Juvenile Editor
Henry Holt & Co. is 81 years old, and has
a solid backlog of perennials that have been
young a long, long time. So it can afford
to be, most discriminating in its choice of
new books for publication.
The regular trade department puts out
about 100 titles a year, about half of which
are fiction, (no westerns, and no detective
books). The non-fiction division includes
poetry, music, belles lettres, history, biography, etc., with particular emphasis on
books of current importance, both national
and international in scope. The list includes
a high proportion of books from abroad.
The big thing here is that both fiction
and non-fiction must be on a-high level of
literary excellence. If a first book makes the
grade, it is gladly accepted for publication.
Mr. Denver Lindley was previously editor
at Appleton-Century, and fiction editor of
Collier's. He is well known and liked by
writers and publishers everywhere.
In spite of its somewhat scholarly background, this house has a pairicularly efficient advertising and promotion department, in addition to which it has a promotion arrangement with Richard Taplinger.
For the last three years, it has carried a
widely discussed weekly page in The Saturday Review of Literature, which has been
responsible for the sale of many Holt books.
Books in the slush pile are read and re-
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ported-upon just as promptly as those which
come in through agents. A_ preliminary
report is usually ready after a week or so,
and if the book is kept beyond that time, it
is probably getting a second reading.
Copyright is in the name of the author,
and the contract form is a more or less
standard one. Royalties start at 10% and
go up, except in the case of foreign books,
where they are. usually lower.
This house asks for no part of the prepublication sales of magazine and other
rights. They do ask for a part of the second
serial rights, and of the excerpt and digest
rights if the sale is made after publication,
(in which case the publication is presumed
to have made the sale possible). Wherever
the firm has handled motion picture, radio,
foreign and other rights, and has negotiated
the sale, it shares in these rights as an agent
would.
ROBERT

M. McBRIDE & COMPANY
200 East 37 Street
New York, N. Y.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE, President
JAMES W. ZARBOCK, Editor-in-Chief
Robert M. McBride & Company is 35
years old. It puts out about 30 books a year,
of which a few are juveniles, a few fiction
and the rest non-fiction. This house does
not publish any westerns or mysteries.
The two strongest personal enthusiasms
of Mr. McBride, president of the organization, are antiques and travel, and these
are reflected in the McBride publishing lists.
McBride puts out many books on antique
furniture, silver, pottery, etc., also on home
decorating, building, gardening and related
subjects.
Being the publishers of Travel Magazine,
this house has available to it many exploitation and sales outlets for travel books of
all kinds, both national and international.
Also in this category are books on exploration, adventure and biographies of people
well known in the exploration, travel and
adventure fields. Many of the travel books
published here have been chosen by the
National Travel Club, a book club which
accounts for a considerable distribution of
books on this subject.
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At present this company is also building
up a sporting library consisting of books on
skiing, golf, tennis, sailing, fishing, horses,
dogs, hunting, etc., etc.
In charge of the trade department is Mr.
Zarbock, a slender, quietly competent young
man who knows the publishing business
thoroughly. He sympathizes with writers’
problems and works closely with them in
every way that he can. Knowing how im?
portant prompt decisions sometimes are, he
tries to report within three weeks, whether
the writer is known or unknown, whether
the manuscript comes in through an agent
or by way of the slush pile.
The book may be copyrighted in the author’s name at his request. Royalty rates
vary, as do the other terms of the contract,
but McBride shares in the second serial
rights. With a new author, they also try to
arrange a participating interest in some of
the other subsidiary rights. But each of the
terms is of course subject to negotiation.
GREENBERG, PUBLISHER
201 East 57 Street
New York City 22, N. Y.
ELLIOTT W. McDOWELL,

Editor-in-Chief

Mr. McDowell, the editor-in-chief at
Greenberg, has the mark of the writer about
him. His shirt-sleeves are rolled up, his tie
is loosened, his eyes have a way of wandering out the window and fixing themselves
on something beyond the horizon.
You can trace his influence on the Greenberg book list: “Forest of the Dead,” by
Ernst Wiechert; “I Wait For Miracles,” by
Th. Th. Heine, the first novel of an 80 year
old beginning writer who is one of Europe’s
leading caricaturists; “Horncasters,” a first
novel by Victor Johnson about a lynching
in the South.
But he is a practical man too, for Greenberg puts out many practical books. No
matter what it is you want to do, there is
pretty sure to be a Greenberg book which
will show you how to do it. “Five Acres and
Independence,” by M. G. Kains has already
sold a million copies at the original price.
Other long-term successes published here
are about flying, jazz, fishing, gardening,
drawing, designing, cartooning, radio, busi-
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ness, cooking, psychology, marriage, baseball, poultry raising, care of pets, carpentry,
amateur dramatics, child adoption, and
even horse race betting. If you contemplate
a how-to book which has not already been
too thoroughly covered, Greenberg would
like to see it.
They have excellent facilities not only for
publishing it, but for promoting it too—
agents in all parts of the world, advertising
in specialized magazines, and special lists
and outlets which other firms do not develop. In addition to this, Mr. McDowell
believes this firm’s advertising budget is
proportionately heavier than that of other
firms.
Greenberg books seem to be close to the
needs and likes of the average reader.
Montgomery Ward lists more books put out
by Greenberg than by any other publisher, this in spite of the fact that the
Greenberg list is a comparatively small one
—from 20 to 30 books a year. The Christian
Science Monitor will not accept advertising
for a book which is not on its specia] “approved” list, but it does carry many Greenberg ads.
Mr. McDowell suggests that instead of a
completed book, writers submit a very carefully worked out synopsis or table of contents, with about 100 pages of copy. This
will give the editor enough material to consider, and at the same time will not represent as heavy an outlay of time for the
writer as a whole book. Manuscripts are
almost always decided upon within a
month.
Copyright may be in the name of the
author on request, but Mr. McDowell did
say that the Greenberg contract does not
meet Author’s League requirements. Greenberg expects 50% of the book club and
second serial rights. As to movie, radio, television, foreign rights, etc., they will ask for
cuts, varying from 50% to nothing, depending om circumstances. “It’s a matter of bargaining,” said Mr. McDowell frankly.
“Like other publishers; we take what we
can get. But if it’s a book we’re keen on
and the author or his agent hold out—why,
we give way, like everybody else.”
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MACMILLAN COMPANY
60 Fifth Avenue
New York City 11, N. Y.

H. S. LATHAM, Vice President, Editor in Charge
of Trade Department, and Editor-in-Chief of
Miscellaneous Books Department.
MR. R. L. DeWILTON, Religious Books Editor
MISS W. RESSELS, Outdoor Books Editor
MISS DORIS S. PATEE, Juvenile Editor
If you include its English parentage,
Macmillan is more than 100 years old, but
‘it became a separate American publishing
corporation 50 years ago. It puts out about
200 titles a year, which are chosen from
manuscripts that come in at the rate of 50
to 60 a day. You figure out the proportion
of acceptable titles yourself, and then you
will perhaps have a better idea of how
important it is to give each piece of work
you produce the very best that is in you.
Mr. Latham, vice president, editor-incharge of the trade department and editorin-chief of the Miscellaneous Book Department, is a genial, portly gentleman who
came to Macmillan straight from college 39
years ago, and has remained ever since.
Working with him is a staff of nine associate editors whose job it is to help Macmillan writers produce the best work of
which they are capable. Each new writer is
assigned one of these editors, not arbitrarily,
but for sound reasons of compatibility. For
example, if an editor discovers a writer and
becomes particularly excited about him, if
a writer and editor share an enthusiasm
over the subject of the book, or if a writer
knows one of the editors and asks to work
with him, they will be teamed up, and
everything possible will be done to establish
a friendly writer-editor relationship.
Mr. Latham stressed the fact that young
writers do not get lost in the shuffle here.
This house is particularly interested in developing new talent, and goes out of its way
to do so. It has strong advertising, publicity,
and mail order departments, which make it
a point to work just as diligently with new
writers as with those of established reputation. “After all,” Mr. Latham points out,
“some of the old ones are on the way out,
so isn’t it ordinary good sense to build up
the new talent from the very beginning?”
(Continued to page 80)
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Truth

About

the

True

Detectives

By R. J. TRAVERS
1, Y RITING true detective stories is
really a murderous business. The
market makes a specialty of booby
traps and going up against it is like navigating through a minefield without a compass. During the last two years, I ground
out and sold 5,000 words a week to this
market. To summarize it briefly, true detective stories are highly colored accounts
of actual murder cases. They are illustrated
by photographs. A dozen or so publishers
buy about 150 of the 5,000-word stories a
month and pay an average of two to three
cents a word.
Those are the facts. Everything else is
hazed over by variables as contradictory as
the characters of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Hold on tight while we tour the market,
and I’m quite sure you'll see what I
mean.
Editors prefer to deal with writers who
live near the scene of the crime. As a
matter of fact, though, a very large percentage of the manuscripts are turned out
in New York by hacks who cull their material from newspaper clippings.
Some
writers retain newspapermen
in cities
throughout the nation at a small fee to
wire them when a murder occurs and then
mail the clips and photos as the case develops. Some of these men who specialize
in supplying material will gather as many
as 75 newspapermen to work for them.
Naturally the writers must pay either
their own reporters or the agencies for the
material, and in order to get full value
from a murder case they often sell two or
three versions of it. The newsmen who
supply material also sell duplicates of the
same cases to several writers.
The New York picture, then, focuses on
a dozen or more writers who are amazingly

resourceful. Competition is keen, cost of
material and pictures is high, and emphasis
is on sharp and deceptive practices.
The market is so ghost-ridden that offices
of some of the big producers are as eerie
as a haunted house. Even some of the
ghosts have ghosts! I’ve had as many as
four stories in a single issue of a top magazine under four different bylines. One
editor, who has bought at least fifty of my
yarns, isn’t even aware I exist.
Various versions of the same murder
case appear in competitive magazines and
although they’re all presumably based on
fact, I’ve rarely seen two versions which
were similar. The agencies specializing in
true detective stories angle their material
so that similarity of authorship is not suspected.
Editors aren’t exactly pleased with this
state of affairs. They’re hostile to writers
who sell multiple versions, and they’re extremely allergic to libel, plagiarism, and
crude distortion of fact. They’d prefer not
to deal with the mass production writers.
But during and for several months after the
war, when the market was booming and
copy was scarce, they had no choice.
Editors of the better magazines are now
trying to build local coverage and, therefore, a summary of market conditions
should be of interest to writers content to
handle only the occasional cases which
occur in their areas. I’ll explain enough
about filings, basic story requirements, formula, and markets, so that almost anyone
who can write a declarative sentence can
make himself a fortune so small it will be
hardly noticeable.
We’ll assume Joe Smith lives in a city of
50,000 population, the citizens of which can
be counted upon to murder about half a
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dozen of their fellow citizens annually. One
morning our hero is struggling valiantly to
prevent himself from sitting down in front
of a cold typewriter and turning out some
prose. He picks up the newspaper, figuring
he can waste almost an hour by reading
everything from banner to obituaries. He
notices an item on Page 1 which explains
that somebody has killed John Doe.
Now if Joe wants to try his hand at
covering the case for one of the fact detective magazines, he’s got to discard his
dreamy literary pursuits and, instead, chase
after an elusive thing called a filing.
A filing is true detective parlance for a
query. When a murder occurs anywhere
in the nation scores of writers are making
telegraphic or telephone queries to the
editors before the victim’s body is cold.
They all ask for the exclusive right to
handle the story. Each editor grants a
single filing, and the writer who gets it
collects the material and produces the yarn.
The others, whose queries were rejected,
forget about that particular murder and
wait patiently for the next one.
Since it’s essential to get a filing before
attempting to write the story, I'll explain
exactly how Joe Smith should go about
getting one. If Joe is a professional, he
begins long before a murder occurs. He
sends a letter to the editors explaining that
he’s qualified to handle true detective cases,
that he can get both the official and the
inside dope on murders which occur in his
area, that he can write acceptable copy, and
that he can obtain the necessary photos.
He asks the editor to consider him for
coverage of murders which occur in the
city where he lives. If the editor replies
favorably—some of them will explain they
already have coverage in the area—Joe
waits for a murder to happen. When it
does, he wires the editor immediately, giving the name of the victim, the place
where the murder occurred, the date, and
perhaps a phrase or two calculated to
sharpen editorial interest in the crime. If
the editor replies granting the filing, Joe
can then proceed to collect the material
and, when the case is solved, write the story.
Joe is bound to encounter strong competition in the attempt to get a filing. He
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can’t quarrel with the system, however, because it serves a very useful purpose. If
the cases were not assigned by granting
of filings, dozens of writers would produce
the same case for the same editor and, of
course, only one would make the sale.
Since established writers will get the
lion’s share of filings on current cases, Joe
might find it profitable to make a slightly
different pitch. Most editors buy old cases
—that is, stories of crimes which occurred
as long as ten years ago—if it hasn’t been
published previously. Perhaps Joe can
delve into old newspaper or police files and
come up with an old case which nobody
else has written. He queries the editor by
mail. If a filing is granted and the editor
likes the story, Joe may get a better break
on subsequent wires requesting filings on
current cases.
We'll assume now that Joe has obtained
a filing. Before he can write the case, he
must be certain that it meets certain basic
requirements. I'll list them in the order of
relative importance.
The case must deal with homicide. A
few off-trail stories based on larceny, detective personalities, or prison methods are
purchased but the editor usually orders
them from established writers.
Deaths
which result in third-degree murder or manslaughter verdicts aren’t often acceptable.
The killer must be indicted and, eventually, convicted. Most editors won’t publish
the story until conviction, but they usually
want the manuscript after indictment.
When the killer is convicted the writer
forwards a one paragraph add listing date
of trial, verdict, and penalty. Occasionally
an alleged killer is acquitted. That’s nice
for him, but it’s tough on the writer who
must cancel the story he wrote after indictment. Trial often is delayed several months
and many editors won’t pay for the story
until conviction.
Both killer and victim must be members
of this white race. (This, by the way, is
probably the only instance of racial discrimination which may not be objectionable).
Neither victim nor killer may be juveniles
—as far as their chronological age is concerned. If the killer is younger than eigh-
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teen there’s the possibility he won’t be
charged with murder. If the victim is extremely youthful—for example a child
murdered by a pervert—motivation of the
crime is either taboo or obscure.
The above requirements are seldom circumvented. Others aren’t quite so rigid,
but they’re important from the writer’s
standpoint since they will determine the
quality of the story.
If a thug goes into a store, kills the
proprietor, and leaves with the contents of
the cash register, the only possible motive
is robbery. And the only actual element
of mystery is the identity of the killer. Since
the murder probably wasn’t premeditated,
it’s not good material on which to build
suspense, characterization, and climax.
Such a case should be discarded unless exceptionally clever police work, puzzling or
bizarre clues, or some intriguing angle is
involved.
Most murders are dreary affairs. Often
the writer must bolster his stories with
fictional motives, clues, and police work.
And even fiction can fail if there isn’t at
least one acceptable factual prop. A good
criterion for judging value of cases is
whether or not killer and victim were
acquainted.
If they weren’t the case is
going to be difficult to handle. It will be
necessary to invent enough conflict and
motivation to link the activities and the
destinies of total strangers.
In general, the case should provide some
element of mystery. If John Doe was killed
by a drunken companion in view of several
witnesses who immediately captured the
killer and turned him over to police, the
case probably won’t be worth writing. A
good criterion here is lapse of at least
a few hours between discovery of the murder and arrest of the suspect.
Editors like cases which involve young
and pretty women either as killer or corpse
—preferably the latter. Feminine interest
makes a weak story saleable. If all the
characters are masculine more than average color, dramatic incident, and climax
is required.
Some editors, particularly the better ones,
reject cases which concern the murder of a
man by his wife—or, of course, the other
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way around. It’s difficult to handle such a
situation without directing suspicion immediately at the guilty spouse.
There are exceptions to every one of
the above rules. I’ve built many an impossible case to saleable stature by fictional
devices. But I don’t advise the novice to
try it. I recall one case in which a disgruntled employe stepped into his boss’
office, shot him, and scooped up some cash
which was lying on the desk. As he raced
from the room a detective grabbed him.
The killer immediately confessed and was
jailed on a murder charge. That’s the
type of case the amateur would find difficult to write. However, I turned out two
completely different versions of it. The
operator I was ghosting for at the time
wrote two more versions, and another ghost
wrote a fifth. It was necessary to invent a
police investigation, clues, motives, and
dramatic incident not once, but five times.
The five versions of that “true” detective
case were sold. That was two years ago,
though, when editors weren’t too particular.
Since then the trend has been toward less
fiction and more emphasis on police work,
characterization, atmosphere, and narrativé
effect.
Although several magazines are beginning to use a few posed photos as illustrations, they still require a picture of the
killer or killers, victim or victims, at least
one of the investigators who solved the
case, and shots of the scene. Glossy prints
of pictures which appear in the local newspapers are adequate. They usually can be
purchased from the news photographer. If
not, the writer may ‘have to employ a bit
of ingenuity to get a set of pictures. He
may find it especially difficult to find sufficient art to illustrate old cases. The glossy
prints should be submitted with the manuscript of the story. Captions and_identifications should be penciled on the back of
each photo.
E’LL assume now that Joe Smith has
a filing, has decided that the case is
worth writing, and has obtained the necessary photos. After the case is solved by
arrest of the killer, all he has to do is
write the story. It will be good or bad de-
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who has been held by police since his arrest,
is released.
Page 20: Clear up any loose angles relating to clues or activities of the murdered
man or killer, or motive. Conclude the
story with a statement that on such and
such a date a grand jury returned an indictment of murder against the killer and
trial was set for the next term of court.
The most efficient way to discover variations and refinements of the basic formula
is to compare the page outline given above
with several published stories. None of the
factual sequences of the two hundred or so
Outline of a T-D Story
true detective yarns I’ve written ever fitted
A page analysis of 5,000 words on twenty
into the pattern of the formula; they had
manuscript pages breaks down something
to be forced into it. This was done by ficlike this:
tional devices, introduction of phony susPages 1 & 2: Find the body, identify it, pects, and planting of phony clues. The
introduce the cops, establish the atmosphere
fiction was blended without doing too much
which is to color the story.
violence to the facts.
Pages 3 to 5: Find all clues. Have the
The police investigators must always be
cops visit the home of the victim and
represented as shrewd and resourceful.
trace his activities leading up to the time of Solution of the case must never be accihis death. Then, either reasoning from the
dental; it must result from police work
clues or from statements made by the vicand deduction. Never direct suspicion totim’s relatives, friends, or employers, start
ward a living person.
:
fhe cops on a hunt for the phony suspect.
Don’t assume that the writer is free to
Pages 5 to 10: Introduce the killer casshuffle fact and fiction as he pleases, or
ually—if at all possible-—as a minor witness
that editors approve such a handling. If
or bystander, or have him picked up by the
the phony aspects aren’t worked in skillcops, grilled, alibied, and released. The
fully, the editor will reject the story; or, if
object is to present the killer early so that
he prints it, will get complaints from police
his capture won’t be a complete surprise.
authorities or individuals involved in the
His presence early in the yarn will unify it. case. Editors don’t always recognize ficThen continue the search for the phony
tional touches in stories they buy. In one
suspect and let the cops make deductions
case I had a fictional suspect picked up on
from clues and the activities of the victim.
a robbery charge and then held for the
Pages 10 to 14: After further insight
murder.
The editor asked, seriously
into clues or information unearthed by the
enough, for the police record on the robcops, capture and arrest the phony suspect.
bery charge. Other editors, though, insist
Build a strong case against him but don’t
on seeing newspaper clips of the crime so
reveal any clinching evidence.
they can compare the: facts with events dePages 14 to 17: Let the cops, either
scribed in the stories.
reasoning from something the phony susUse every fact, every splinter and piece
pect has said, or from belated deduction
of a fact that’s available. If phony clues
from original clues, suddenly pick up a
must be planted make them consistent with
new trail which will lead them to the killer.
the circumstances ef the case and with the
Pages 18 & 19: After some more clever
characters involved. Don’t plant a jeweled
deduction and police work, cops pick up
poniard in a laborer’s lunchbox; passionate
the killer and pin the crime on him. Killer
love letters in an elderly spinster’s desk;
confesses, or if he does not, the evidence
rare bits of sculpture in the basement of a
against him is reviewed.
Phony suspect,
tenement; an ancient Egyptian scarab on
pending upon his skill in handling action,
suspense, and dialogue within the framework of a very strict formula.
The formula itself is very simple. Find
the body, identify it, and establish the fact
of murder. Introduce the investigators who
are to solve the crime and let them pick
up a few clues. One of the clues must point
to a phony suspect; another should hint at
the motive ; the third must remain obscure
until it finally leads to identification and
capture of the killer.
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Dan McCloskey wasn't handsome
— but
neither was he unhandsome.
His frame,
however small and slight, was wiry. Thick
horn-rimmed glasses but enhanced sharp,
piercing, black eyes. A thin acquiline nose
which might have been termed pointed offset
a humorous mouth. His mind, his mind was
razor keen and... ."
the victim’s forehead, or rare coins in his
pocket.
Acceptable plants are stubs of theater
tickets; sand or some other identifiable
substance in the victim’s fingernails; a
smudge of face powder on a lapel. An
effective clue may be a cryptic, but thoroughly logical phrase mumbled by the. victim just before he dies; or recollection of
such a phrase by a friend or employer.
Some clues Won’t have to be invented.
Usually the killer leaves the murder weapon
at the scene of the crime. If the vietim
was feiled by a bullet, the slug and police
ballistic reports on the type and caliber
of the gun from which it was fired are
useful. Other weapons such as bludgeons
or knives may be available. After describing the actual weapon, it may be possible to add enough fiction to develop it
into a first class clue. If the victim is
killed by blows of a club the cops can often
deduce whether the murderer was right or
left handed. Force of the blows may be
related to the strength of the killer. Other
possibilities are bits of fabric clinging to
the club, a feather, a trace of chemical, or
a bit of twine around the handle of the
club.
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In most cases there is considerable time
lost before police actually learn the identity
of the victim. If possible, get the story
moving faster by planting an identification
card. on the body. Don’t waste too many
words describing the grief of the victim’s
relatives. Every extraneous incident must
be deleted in order to crowd all necessary
plot development, description, and characterization into 20 pages.
As soon as the killer is captured—which
climaxes the story—end it as quickly as
possible. Don’t ever distort facts relating
to the locale, identity of victim or killer,
jury verdict, and penalty.
I could continue the list of suggestions
and cautions for more than a mile, but I'll
summarize them all by saying: study published stories carefullv, outline them, notice
the blending of fact and fiction, and then
use whatever ingenuity and judgment you
possess.
Most editors, after accepting a story, require the writer to sign and have notarized
a statement which makes the writer legally
responsible for all statements of fact. Editors who don’t use separate forms incorporate a similar statement on their checks so
that when the writer endorses them he
accepts liability for any legal actions that
might result from publication of the story.
The forms look very formidable, but if the
writer’s conscience is relatively clear, he
need have no fear about signing them.
The Principal Markets
A list of the principal markets follow.
The comments, all of which are based on
my own experience, should help the novice
to make an intelligent choice among them.
There are other markets, which may be
irregular, and some of the markets listed
below may vary titles or occasionally editors
from time to time. For further information,
see this month’s “ N. Y. Market Letter.”
MacFadden Publications, True Detective, Master Detective, both monthly, John
Shuttleworth, Editor, 205 East 42nd Street,
New York City, 17. These books are the
best. Current and old cases. Stories must
conform to facts. No fiction is acceptable.
Top quality writing; emphasis on police
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methods. Write story chronologically and
make all details exact and exhaustive. The
toughest market to hit but it pays the
highest rates. Rates up to 4c a word with,
sometimes, a bonus. Photos used, $5 apiece.
Payment for both manuscript and pictures
immediately on acceptance.
Dell Publications, Inside Detective, W. A.
Swanberg, Editor; Front Page Detective,
West Peterson, Editor, both monthly, 149
Madison Avenue, New York City, 16.
These two books are also top markets.
They are edited extremely well and writing
must be colorful, dramatic. Current and
old cases. Stories must conform closely to
facts although a few fictional touches,
blended very carefully, may be acceptable
if they aren’t too blatant. Difficult market
to hit. Rates 3c a word. Photos used, $5
apiece. Payment for both manuscript and
pictures immediately upon acceptance.
Fawcett Publications, Startling Detective,
Hamilton Peck, Editor; True Police Cases,
Sam Schneider, Editor; both monthly, 1501
Broadway, New York City, 18.
Startling is a good market since the
editor is starting to shift to locak coverage.
Requirements are fairly high, and emphasis
is definitely on police work although atmosphere, color, and bizarre incident is favored. Editor will stand for considerable
fictional touches if they add up to a good
story and aren’t too far from the facts. Has
many favored writers, but it’s possible to
get into the market with good old cases or
current ones which occur in areas where
he has no resident writer. Pays $150 for
manuscript on acceptance; $5 apiece for
pictures on publication.
True Police is a fairly new publication,
formerly edited by Horace Brown.
It
is, without doubt, the best edited book in
the field. Stories have color, excellent characterization, and only the best motivation.
Many very old cases are used. Most of the
writers are top men; very few hacks. Small
possibility for beginners hitting it. Good
to study, though, to see what can be done
with a fact detective story. I’ve never sold
a story here so I’m not certain about rates.
Top writers undoubtedly get fair payment;
probably average payment is the same as
Startling.
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Hillman Publications, Crime, Headquarters, Real, and Uncensored Detective, all
monthly, Hugh Layne, Editor, 535 Fifth
Avenue, New York City, 17.
This is the ideal market for beginners.
The four books use up to forty-four cases
monthly. Current and cases not more than
five years old; although good ones older
than that would probably be accepted. Editor insists on local coverage, although a few
of the mass-production writers manage to
get into the book regularly. Quality of
writing need not be too high. Fictional
touches acceptable within reason. Lots of
local color is required since apparently the
effort is to sell the magazine on a large
scale in localities where the crime described
occurred. Payment is $125 for manuscript
on acceptance; $5 apiece for pictures on
publication.
Triangle Publications, Official Detective
Stories, Harry Keller, Editor, monthly, 400
North Broad Street, Philadelphia, 30, Pennsylvania.
This market is not exactly wide open.
The editor wants local coverage and generally gets it although some areas are still
open. .Mostly new cases. Editor is very
particular about filings; doesn’t want any
fictional touches, but will accept some from
his established writers. Wants rough, tough
cops in the Chandler tradition. Motivation
must be of .the best. Book is photo-offset
and usually beats all other magazines with
current cases. I’ve never sold to this one
although I was able to get filings of cases
which never developed well enough to be
written. Uses off trail stuff, occasionally.
Payment is said to be about 3c a word and
$5 for pictures.
Detective World, Lionel White, Editor,
Joseph Piazza, Managing Editor, monthly,
i9 West 44th Street, New York City, 18.
This market is also okay for beginners.
The editor demands good cases and insists
on high-quality writing but payment is low
and slow and as a result most of the established writers don’t bother with it. Uses
both current and old cases. Not too difficult to get filings and, if story is well written, it will be accepted eventually. My experience has been that reports take about a
month, payment which is presumably on
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acceptance is delayed another couple of
months, and pictures are paid for several
weeks after publication. However, the editors are excellent to deal with on everything except financial matters. Payment is
$100 for the manuscript, and $3 apiece for
pictures.
Volitant Publications, Tru-Life Detective, Vital Detective, and others; Tony
Field, Editor, irregular, 103 Park Avenue,
New York City, 17.
These publications, in large format, try
to be more sensational than the others, and
woman-interest is practically a must. In
my opinion it’s not a good market for either
beginner or established writer since reports
are sometimes delayed for months, payment
is not made until publication; and payment
for pictures is delayed as long as possible.
Payment, when finally received, has been
$100 for the manuscript and $5 for pictures. Rumor is, though, that these rates
may be reduced.
Frederic J. Buse Publications, Authentic,
Current, Timely, Baffling Detective, 66
East 78th Street, New York City, 21.
These books were good ones, using mostly
current cases and permitting a lot of fictional touches. They were suspended in
March, 1947. Current rumor is that they
will resume and if they do the market
should be excellent. Previous payment policy was $100 for manuscript on acceptance,
$5 for pictures on publication. Watch for
resumption of these magazines.
Postal Publications, Inc., Complete, Expose, National, Amazing, and Leading Detective, bi-monthly or irregular, Robert E.
Levee, Editor, 366 Madison Avenue, New
York City, 17.
These magazines were formerly under
the Martin Goodman imprint. The editor
seems to want authentic local coverage although some mass-production writers ap-
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pear often. Uses current and old cases.
Payment is said to be from 2 to 3c a word
for current cases, less for older ones; pictures $3 to $5 apiece. The beginner may
find this a good market, and should try it,
although I'll admit it never tempted me.
Columbia Publications, Confidential,
Human, and Revealing Detective, Ethel
Sundberg, Editor, 241 Church Street, New
York City, 13.
Current and old cases. The magazines
have been quarterly or irregular, although
they seem to be appearing often enough
at present. I’ve been told payment is not
particularly high. The beginner might discover that the market is okay.
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A Lady Enters Paradise
Sir:
Certainly Bennett L. Perryman can live on $3
a day—anyone may who has the courage. We’ve
lived on less than that, and have four children.
Our first move was to buy three acres of good
tillable ground on a small hill, with tall “trees for
shade, and a view. With our own hands, and
what little money we had, we built the first unit
of our house. As the checks came in we made
additions and added luxuries, and there was no
debt to worry us.
The three greatest living expenses are food,
rent and fuel, in order named. We raise and preserve half our food. After fifteen years of experimenting to find the ultimate in efficiency, we
have reduced our stock to one cow, one hog,
twelve leghorn hens, a very large vegetable.
and
berry garden, and plenty of canning. Nearly all
of our seafood comes from the nearby river and
ocean, sone meat from our fall shooting, and lots
of sport and sunshine thrown in free.
It’s important to be hard-hearted and keep to
barest essentials in production, and not get romantic over goose or turkey raising, or goat
dairies or rabbits. They take time and are too
diverting. The primary purpose is writing.
The old-timers had an almost lost secret of
living that should be revived for some types of
people. They built small, compact houses, easy to
heat and otherwise Maintain. They provided
much of their living, and had some small business or enterprise to provide necessary cash. Being
in a rural place, they wore simple clothes that
cost little, and had a few “dress up” things for
“going to town” or parties.
We captured this simple life. The staple food
we must purchase costs about $500 a year, house
maintenance (taxes, insurance, repairs) about
$50, fuel about $60. Most of the fuel cost is for
cooking as the house is heated with wood. From
a nearby sawmill we cart slabs and burn them in
a huge, old-fashioned logwood stove. This sounds
primitive, but is efficient ;and more and more of
our city friends back up to the fire, saying,
“There’s really nothing quite like a wood fire, is
there ?”
We are seventy miles from New York City and
the numerous writing markets. We are five miles
from two railroads, and numerous bus lines, so
are hardly isolated.
Three acres are a nice quantity of land. There
is not so much land that we feel we must “do
something with it” or make it pay its way. Yet
there is plenty for a large fenced playpen to confine our exuberant offspring.
But one must have courage to flout modernism
and be different. Yet nothing could temnt me to
exchange this chance to work in the garden when
the dew is on, or when the birds are singing at
dusk. I have a huge pocket sewn on my dungarees
and carrv a large pad and penci's. No work is too
important to interrupt and get down those story
ideas when they strike. They can be developed
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later on the typewriter. Now it is a flash of idea,
or conversation or description. I do my best
thinking when working in the sun, and none of
the neighbors think less of me if I sit down and
write. They have their peculiarities, and grant
me mine.
Breaking away is the hard part—daring to do
something different. And finding the right place.
But there are plenty of them, all over the land.
Little towns on the edge of larger towns, the outskirts of commercialism. Little places full of character and individuality where one can “enjoy life,
liberty and harmony” on whatever one can make
in a day.
(Mrs.) Bette Smarr,
R. 1, Box 261,
Lakewood, N. J.
Trade Journal
Sir:
Western Upholstery, Furniture & Bedding is a
craft publication going to upholstered furniture
manufacturers, mattress and sleep equipment
manufacturers, custom upholsterers, designers,
decorators, automobile and aircraft trimming
and upholstering departments and shops and all
the various allied crafts.
Our prime need is well-illustrated semitechnical stories on plant operating problems
for the upholstered furniture or mattress menufacturer. These articles should not be merely
case histories, but should tell how a plant solved
a particular problem that may affect others in
the industry.
We are always in the market for case histories
of an unusual upholstering installation in a bar,
restaurant, theatre, airliner, bus, railroad or
similar installation. Articles must be well illustrated, and should give the trade names of
materials used and colors of upholstering materials. Upholsterers often invent special techniques of their own which would be interesting.
We are also very much interested in getting
well-illustrated articles on re-upholsterers, designers and decorators, with articles on reupholsterers being preferred at the present time.
At the present time, we are running articles
only on operations in the eleven Western states.
We are trying to build up an inventory of both
news and articles from the area West of the
Mississippi River, and we will be more than
happy to hear from writers living between the
Rockies and the Mississippi for consideration
as regular correspondents. As a matter of fact,
we are very anxious to line up a staff of regular
correspondents in all centers of the West.
Payment—2c a word minimum, on acceptance
Fast reports, usually within a week. It would be
best to query the editor on articles before
submitting them. News items always welcome.
Joun L. Cooney, Editor,
P. O. Box 9367, Sta. S,
Los Angeles 5, California.
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By HARRIET

LETTER

A. BRADFIELD

HE new magazines which were able
Ts carry through to actual publication
this fall make a good showing.
Mademoiselle’s Living came out with as
handsome and exciting a first issue as the
newsstands have seen in many a day. Perhaps it is not fair to compare this with the
usual run of first issues, since it had behind
it all the experience and well-tried talents
of Betsy Talbot Blackwell’s Mademoiselle
staff.
As a market for writers, it is very specialized. But what a beautiful showcase for
what it does buy! It is a market only for
short articles under 2,000 words, very concentrated in treatment. These are mostly
of the how-to type, or are short humorous
pieces on the home. As to viewpoint, all
must appeal to the smart young homemakers of today. This is a Street & Smith
Publication, 122 East 42nd Street, N. Y. 17.
The fact-detective field seems to be holding as steadily as any, these days. But there
are some important changes in editors, and
even some new titles.
Publisher Martin Goodman, who shifts
his publications around to enable him to
sail very close to the sales-winds, now has
nine fact-detective books—all quarterlies.
Robert E. Levee edits these at 366 Madison Avenue. (N. Y. 17.) And as he keeps
to a very similar policy for all nine of the
magazines, a single query about a case takes
care of the group.
Six of thesg books follow the title pattern
of Amazing Detective Case, being Complete, Leading, National, Exclusive, and
Best Detective Cases. The other three are
Exposé Detective, Ten True Crime Cases,
and Exposed Crime Cases. That last one
indicates the choice of titles must be getting low.
Current cases are preferred whenever

possible. But old cases are welcome if they
are really good, and if they have not been
published (here or elsewhere) for three
years. This is the time fact-detective editors figure for a new crop of readers ‘to
appear. A good choice of pictures is important. As to lengths: short-shorts between 1,000 to 2,000 words are always welcome.
The average story runs 4,000 to
5,000 words, but not over that.
The basic rate of payment has been
boosted a bit, it is pleasant to report. Old
cases now bring 2 cents a word, while new
cases bring from 2'%2 to 3 cents. Pictures
are mostly $3 each for all used. And there
is just one check from this house, both text
and pictures being paid for on acceptance.
Reports, I am told, are very fast here. The
editor does not like to see manuscripts waiting more than three work days without a
report going out.
Fawcett Publications have shifted the
editors of their two fact-detective books.
Horace C. Brown, who has been associated
with the company for a number of years,
resigned recently. So far, he has been reported as wanting to free-lance rather than
make connections with any other publisher.
To fill his place, Sam Schneider has been
taken off Startling Detective, of which he
has been editor since that magazine’s postwar revival, and has been booted upstairs
to handle editorial affairs on True Police
Cases. This is a literal as well as figurative
move, since the latter magazine is up on
the 23rd floor.
Last month, the Market Letter carried
a report from Horace Brown on the needs
of True Police Cases. You can rely on that
information as being dependable, for the
new editor tells me he is not contemplating
any particular changes. Only one correction should be noted: in the very short ma39
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terial, 500 words is about right for a onecolumn story.
Just to keep the record straight, however,
here are the needs as told to me by Mr.
Schneider. For the articles, off-trail stuff
is most welcome. This would include material from public officials on crime detection or almost anything in police fields.
First person stories of people involved in
crimes are good; either criminals or those
in any other role which lends itself to a
moving story.
A foreign background is sometimes acceptable. “Tight” writing is a must if you
would
impress this experienced
editor.
Lengths may be anything from 500 words
to 7,000. Reports are usually very fast.
And payment is at the top of the field. Address: True Police Cases, 1501 Broadway,
N. Y. 18.
Hamilton Peck, associate editor for two
years on Startling Detective, has been
upped to editor now. He seems like a very
modest sort of man, but turns out to have
an unusually colorful background, all of
which he puts to good use in his work. He
started off as a mining engineer, working
for six years iz the interior of Alaska, the
mountains of New Mexico, and other colorful places. Then he switched to newspaper
work. Perhaps as a result of those sixteen
years’ experience, he thinks that newspaper
‘ work gives a man the best background
training possible for doing fact-detective
stories. During the war, he was with the
Office of War Information in Australia and
the Philippines. You can see why he likes
good background work and why he'll be a
hard man to fool with anything not strictly
according to the facts!
There are no policy changes planned for
Startling Detective. Variety is especially
welcome in this market, and that means
period of crime, place of crime, angle of
presentation, as well as pace in the telling.
The best average length here is 5,000 words.
The market is also wide open to one and
two column shorts. Count about 500 words
to a column. A few stories can run 1,200
to 1,500 words, also, for one-page features.
The shorts deal with any phase of crime or
police work. They should carry a lot of
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punch in the writing. And a two-column
article or story needs a gimmick or snapper
at the end for a special fillip.
Reports are fast in the field. The editor
sends two separate checks. Text is paid
for on acceptance; about 3 cents a word
for regular stories, about 5 cents for the
shorts, which must be very much boiled
down, yet with color and reader-interest.
Pictures are paid for on publication. Address: Startling Detective, 1501 Broadway,
a
HOTOPLAY
has promoted
Adele
Fletcher to the position of editor. She
replaces Helen Gilmore, who died October
8th. Miss Fletcher has been a writer for
Macfadden magazines for many years, and
has recently been fashion editor of Photoplay. Fred Sammis continues as editorial
director of the magazine.
Address: 205
East 42nd Street, N.Y., 17.
There has been a change of policy on the
three love pulps which Marie Antoinette
Park edits for Columbia Publications: Gay
Love, Ideal Love, and Romantic Love. Instead of using all original shorts and novelettes, each book will now feature a condensation of a complete novel already published in book form.
The editor is still in the market for shorts
up to and including 5000 words in length.
But as only a very few can be used in each
magazine, the market here is now very
limited. Payment is one cent a word, on
acceptance, for whatever original material
is bought. The new policy begins with the
February issues. All these magazines are
quarterlies now.
Address:
241 Church
Street, N. Y. 13.
Scientific American, one of America’s oldest periodicals, has been purchased by The
Sciences, Inc. and will be converted into
“a new magazine of the science8,” according
to its announcement. Orson D. Munn has
resigned as editor, a position he held for
many years. He will retain some financial
interest in the magazine—which has been
owned by his family practically since its
start 102 years ago.
The new editor and publisher is Gerard
Piel. Dennis Flanagan is the new managing
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editor. The new Scientific American is expected to cover all fields of science: the
physical, biological, and social sciences, engineering and medicine.
It has skipped
some issues, to allow for the change, but is
expected to go ahead early next year.
Changes will be gradual, to hold former
readers and draw in new ones.
The magazine is planned to occupy a
place between the technical and _ professional journals of limited circulation and
science-reporting in the general magazines.
An increase in size is planned. Most of the
material will be staff produced or done to
assignment, as requirements are very stiff.
Offices are the same as they have been: 24
West 40th Street, N.Y., 18.
There are several changes of address to
be noted now. Story Magazine and %Story
Press have moved to 116 East 30th Street,
N.Y., 16. (They were formerly at 432
Fourth Avenue.)
The new place is the
“basement” floor of a nice old brick house
in one of the few lovely old side streets of
Manhatten that boasts trees and vines and
little dooryards fenced off from the public
walks.
Open the gate and descend a few steps.
Push open the door under the high mainentrance steps, and there in the little hallway you will see to your left the glass Information window. It is a pleasant looking
place, with a homey sort of atmosphere that
only one of the “little” magazines can indulge. But work goes on in a business-like
way.
Story has had to skip one issue, quite
a gap on a bi-monthly. But the editors hope
to keep to a regular schedule after this.
There is no change in policy or requirements.
The Annual College Short Story Contest
continues, and the closing date for the current, or 14th contest is March 1, 1948.
Stories must be no shorter than 1500 words,
and no longer than 7000. The first prize is
$100. Check with announcements in the
magazine or write to the editors for terms
of the contest. Each contest, and especially
ones for college students, seems to have
special requirements about manuscript submission which must be adhered to. Remem-
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ber the new address: Story, 116 East 30th
Street, N.Y., 16.
Volitant Publishing Company has also
found itself a new home. Formerly at 103
Park Avenue, this company bought an aged
private residence directly behind the Advertising Club’s Park Avenue building. The
new address is 105 East 35th Street, N.Y.,
16.
Things were in a terrific turmoil when I
pushed open the big outside door and stepped into a dim but noisy carpenter’s heaven.
The first floor was still dark with ancient
paneling which is said to have come from
an Italian monastery in the 19th century.
The switchboard and information clerk
were huddled, for safety’s sake, in the second-floor hall. And while I asked about
editors, two carpenters were—quite literally
—nailing pieces of the flooring down right
under my feet.
The various Volitant magazines hold
firmly to the needs reported here recently.
Frances Glencott, editor of the new Cover
Girl Fashions, says there is practically no
free-lance market on her type of magazine
Most of the material must come from those
on the inside of the fashion business.
W. W. Scott always has good advice for
writers— and can’t understand why so few
seem to submit really professional-looking
material. Why do so many, he wants to
know, keep their addresses secret? They
leave the address off the manuscript—as no
able writer would do!—and he has to search
high and low, on b cks, on original envelopes, maybe on a letter sent in a separate
envelope! But he has a reasonably good
market, now that Sir! has been promoted
to a monthly.
Requirements are just the same on all
the other titles of this house. Tony Field
continues to edit the three fact-detective
books: Tru-Life Detective Cases which is
a monthly, and Sensational Detective Cases
and Vital Detective Cases, both of them bimonthlies. George Shute handles the two
picture monthlies, Hit and Laff. Remember the new address for all of these: 105
East 35th Street, N.Y., 16.
Dell’s fact-detective market is about as
steady as any I know. Here it is almost a
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year since I had called on ‘\sese two editors,
but the books were going z'o:1¢ as smoothly
as ever, with no changes im requirements,
their rates of payment still as high. W. A.
Swanberg, editor of Inside Detective, and
West Peterson, editor of Front Page Detective, continue to agree on what they
want and what they pay. More pages are
being added to each magazine with the
February issues, so the market is wide open
for good copy.
The biggest need, as always, is for case
stories averaging 5000 words in length.
Short stuff of 1000 to 1250 words is also
good, and can be articles on anything to do
with crime, sketches. of law-enforcement
officers, anything unusual which can be
handled in a compact article form.
One suggestion these two editors have to
make is that a better coverage of crimes
in all parts of the U.S. would give better
variety. There are plenty of good writers to
handle crime-stories in California, New
York, Chicago, and through the South. But
where are the writers in Ohio and Indiana,
Missouri, Nebraska and the Dakotas; in
New England? There are opportunities for
new writers in those areas. Newspapermen
make good fact-detective writers for this
market, too. They know how to get facts,
and are used to handling this type of material. Also, they know that facts and
reliable information are of utmost importance.
Front Page Detective and Inside Detective have a combined circulation of a million copies a month. They can afford good
rates. Text brings 3 to 4 cents a word,
depending on how new the case is and
whether rewriting is needed. Pictures bring
$5 and up for each one accepted. And
payment is all on acceptance; a single check
for story and pictures. Address: 149 Madison Avenue, N.Y., 16.
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Love Short Stories and Love Book. Consequently her market is always open, at least
for shorts, which may run up to 6000 words.
Stories under 4000 words seldom have
enough plot and emotional buildup to suit
her. Right now she can use short novelettes
of around 6000 to 8000 words. She would
look at a few longer ones, up to 12,000
words, if they are very good.
A seasonal background is another feature
she likes. When you read these notes, she
will be ready for spring stories, March or
April. More realistic actions and habits
may now be used. A study of current issues
will do more to make this clear. Foreign
backgrounds are good when colorful and
dramatic. But Middle-West or small town
backgrounds for reader-identification rather
than Slamor are also excellent.
Payment on these magazines is one cent
a word and up, with emphasis on the “up”
after several acceptances. The market is
also open to verse up to 16 lines in length,
payment at 25 cents a line. Address: 205
East 42nd Street, N.Y., 17.
HE THRILLING GROUP of pulps is
open, as usual, for shorts up to 6000
words in practically every field, especially
detective and Western, which are the most
important lines in this house. The three
love books are really crying for short material, of which they never have enough. The
short lengths are always best for the newcomer here. The novelettes and novels are
done largely by regulars or by experienced
writers. Payment is a cent a word and up,
on acceptance. Address: 10 East40th Street,
N.Y., 16.
See, the picture magazine of which Robert A. Pines is editor-publisher, has a steady
and slim market for articles of about 3000
words. Two are used to an issue. A “name”
writer has the inside track here. But anyone with unusual material will find it considered carefully. Subject matter should be
controversial, provocative, or very topical.
and interesting to the reader. The editor
likes writing with action and punch. IIlustrations are optional. Some types of subjects
are better if the pictures come with the text.
Other subjects may be illustrated by the
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staff. But if you have good, unusual pictures, be sure to let the editor know. Payment is at medium good rates, varying with
the author and the importance of the piece.
See has now reached a circulation of over
a million. Address: 10 East 40th Street,
N.Y., 16.
Five Novels, the remaining pulp in the
Dell string, has been suspended, at least
temporarily. The January issue will be the
last for the present. This leaves its editor,
Kathleen Rafferty, with the three crossword
magazines to keep her busy. These titles:
Crossword Puzzles, Official Crossword Puzzles, and Pocket Crossword Puzzles. The
only open market is for different types of
puzzles,-and the editor seems to take a very
dim view of material submitted. Most freelance puzzle constructors don’t seem to-do
any research in the market, and display
originality. The pay is very low, she adds in
a discouraging tone. But she does have one
need. She can use some of those brief 500word mysteries. Address: Dell Publishing
Company, 149 Madison Avenue, N.Y., 16.
Magazine World has been suspended
since the May issue. But there has been
some sort of reorganization, and the editors
hope to continue the magazine in the near
future. Address: 40 East 49th Street, N.Y.,
17. This was another trade journal that
steadfastly failed to show any prescience in
its articles or offer a cutting edge in its text.
At Editorial Features, 215 Fourth Avenue, Radio and Record Stars has been suspended temporarily.
The editor, Walter
Holze, is hoping to resume. publication with
the first of the year. Meanwhile, the two
cartoon magazines, Cheers and Smiles, go
right along, as do the four crossword magazines. On the latter, the market is very
limited, but Mr. Holze reports that he is
willing to look at one puzzle from each
contributor who cares to submit material.
(And he means one, and one only!) If you
have not received a copy of their rather
strict rules about puzzles, you had better
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope and
ask for a copy before submitting at all.
Address: 215 Fourth Avenue, N.Y., 3.
Some contests: The big story contest now
open is that conducted by Modern Ro-
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CASH
MODERN

STORY

PRIZES
ROMANCES

CONTEST

THE

PRIZES

3 FIRST PRIZES OF $1,000 each....

$3,000

4 SECOND PRIZES OF $754 EACH..

3,000

8 THIRD PRIZES OF $500 EACH....

4,000

SS: PRIEES. 608

STORY
Booklengths
Novelettes
Short

s28 ‘$10,000.

LENGTHS

.

of 15,000 to 20,000 words
of 10,000

Stories

to 12,000

words

of 5,000 to 8,000

words

Part of your own life story may
make interesting reading, and it
may win one of Modern Romances big cash prizes. All
stories submitted for the contest
must be written in the first person. Whether or not your story .
falls,into the prize winning
group, it will be considered for
purchase by Modern Romances.
Should we find your story available for purchase, it will be paid
for at our regular rate—4¢ a word.
The contest opens October 15,
1947 and closes February 15,
1948. Send manuscripts to Story
Contest, MODERN ROMANCES,
149 Madison Avenue, New York
16, N. Y.
For further details see the November or January issue of
MODERN ROMANCES.

Modern

Romances
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mances, with three top prizes of a thousand
dollars each, besides four at $750 and eight
at $500. Hazel Berge, the editor, gave full
details as to all requirements in last month’s
Writer’s Dicest.
The contest runs till
February 15th, 1948. This is the Dell bigcirculation magazine in the confession field.
Address: 149 Madison Avenue, N.Y., 16.
The magazine Tomorrow is closing its
current College Contest on December 31st.
For this, stories must be under 5000 words
in length. They will be judged solely on
the basis of literary merit. First prize is
$500; seeond is $250. Prize-winning stories
are to be published in the spring and summer issues of Tomorow. All others will be
considered for publication as if regular contributions, and will be paid for at regular
rates. Literary standards are high in this
magazine, better note.
The phrase “College Contest” and the
writer’s name, college, and mailing address
must be on both the manuscript and the
envelope, and all must enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. Address: College Contest, Tomorrow,
11 East 44th
Street. N. Y. 17.
The magazine Science Illustrated, together with the McGraw-Hill subsidiary
publishing company, Whittlesey House, is
sponsoring a Second Biennial Prize Contest
for books by laymen on scientific subjects.
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This opens December 1st, and will close
November Ist, 1948.
Prizes offered are
53,500, $1,000 and $500. Write directly
for a.copy of the exact requirements: 330
West 42nd Street, N.Y., 18.
The recent history of this magazine again
answers the question of “who should edit
a butcher’s magazine: a butcher or an editor?” The first issues of Science Illustrated
were edited by accomplished technical men
in various fields of science. The last four
issues (it took him that long to use the
“hold-over”) are the work of John Whiting,
no scientist but a professional editor. It
might be helpful for some of the journalism
schools to use the first three and the last
three issues of this magazine when teaching
students editorial technique.
And while
the professors are standing in line to know
what else we want them to do, we suggest
getting the first two and the last two issues
of Holiday which offer further graphic illustration of the same point. This is, if Curtis
and McGraw Hill will let their first few
issues go back into the light of day.
The Dodd, Mead Intercollegiate Fellowship closes its next competition on April
15th, 1948. A circular giving details and
terms for the awards may be obtained by
writing to Dodd, Mead & Company, 434
Fourth Avenue, N.Y., 16.
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EFORE I advertised myself as a
literary counsellor, I was already
established as a writer in several fields.
During the past six years I have sold
every manuscript I have written. Fourteen magazine articles have been sold
in the last sixty days.
I make the above statements, not
boastfully, but because you have a
right to know who your coach is, what
he has done and IS NOW CAPABLE
OF DOING FOR YOU.
I have no printed lessons or form
criticisms, conduct no school or literary
agency. I provide EDITING. CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM or COMPLETE
REVISION, as your particular manuscript requires. My help is strictly individual.
Here is how we get started:
Write me a note TODAY, asking for my 2,000-word folder
which explains in detail how
I work with authors. Also. include any information you wish
to give concerning your own
work.
Interviews by arrangement only.

CARSON'S

RECORD

CREDITS:
Two published novels. Two textbooks for writers. Hundreds of magazine stories and articles (in 32 national magazines). Forty-six radio
dramas.
AFFILIATIONS:
Authors League of America. The
Authors Guild. League of Western
Writers, Inc. National Writers Club.
The Manuscripters (co-founder).
EXPERIENCE:
Seventeen years of professional
writing. Books and magazine stories
now published in every Englishspeaking nation on earth.

CHARLES
601 SOUTH

VERMONT,

LOS ANGELES
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Radio

&
By HELEN

ADIO writers, as do writers in other
media, frequently have a reason to
get up on their Grievance Platforms
and cry out, like the song—‘“Why Don’t
You Do Right? This cry might be directed
to a network, station, ad agency or independent producer who may be guilty of a
breach of ethics in dealing with writers.
The writer is entitled to a fair and square
deal, for without him there would not be
a solitary word heard on the word-hungry
airwaves.
The following are some grievances experienced by radio writers:
Release Forms. A release form is required by networks, stations, ad agencies
and producers to protect themselves and
their clients against charges of plagiarism.
The present release form is greatly in need
R
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Television
ROWLAND
of revision, for its wordage implies that the
writer is signing away all rights to his material at the time of submission, without a
guarantee that he will receive fair treatment. Payment, if any, and other terms are
entirely up to the agency’s discretion. If
the writer deals with a reliable organization,
the ominous-looking release need not be
feared, in most cases.
Under this release, many writers fear to
send in their Program Ideas. Radio Writers
Guild is currently fighting for the abolition
of fhe present form and the establishment
of one which is fair to the writer. Why
is a release form necessary at all in radio
writing? Writers submit to magazines with
no strings to their material and receive
fair play.
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Failure Or Delay In Sending Release
Forms To Writers. Writers often complain
of the long time it takes for them to receive a release when they send for one, enclosing self-addressed stamped envelope. It
takes little effort to tuck a mimeographed
sheet into an envelope.
Slow Reports On Submitted Scripts.
This is a common complaint among radio
writers. The writer is entitled to as speedy
a decision on his script as possible. By his
submission, the writer is giving the organization an exclusive option to his script and
should receive courtesy and fairness.
After keeping his script a few weeks,
some concerns may inform the writer
that they are “holding” his script for further consideration. Delay is depressing
when it culminates in a rejection.
Demanding All Rights To An Accepted
Script. Some concerns want to own a script
for all time, for $150 or so. The writer
should strive always to sell First Rights
Only to bis script—that is, to lease it for
one-time broadcast only, rather than to sell
it outright. By selling First Rights Only,
the writer retains second rights, which call
for duplicate payment each time the script
is aired. The writer also retains television,
book, magazine, stage and screen rights to
the story.
Lack of Name Credit To The Writer
On The Air. Many organizations fail to
give give writers air credit. The writer is
entitled to the three seconds it takes to say,
“Tonight’s story was written by James
Brown.” All the minor cogs in fhe wheel of
a show are usually given air credit. Why
slight the writer? Many writers will not
submit scripts to organizations which give
them no air credit.
Also, credit should be given on the air
before the script is aired, rather than after
the performance, as is usually done by organizations which do give name credit.
Failure To Inform The Writer Of The
Script’s Broadcast. Some organizations do
not see fit to notify the writer of the time
his script will be broadcast. The effort it
takes to drop a note or postcard to a writer
to inform him of the date, is infinitesmal.
The writer is entitled to hear his script
aired, for his name is attached to it, and
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protection
plus—
Where protection and identification are important, you'll find Sheppard’s complete
line of manuscript envelopes to be a good
investment. They are easily identified by the
tangy mint Flavor-Seal flap. If your favorite
6ffice supply dealer can’t furnish you with
the Flavor-Seal flap envelopes, write direct
to Dept. 710.

Qoyed
5b
ENVELOPES
Mfd. by Sheppard Envelope Company
One Envelope Terrace ® Worcester 4, Mass.
N. Y. Office © 25 East 26th St. © MUrray Hill 3-8160

CHECK
A
DAY!
Article writers in every state and even foreign
countries, from Hollywood authors to prison inmates, are clamoring for “CHECK A DAY FOR
FILLERS" because this guide gives three features:
|. How to "dig up" and write magazine fillers;
2. 365 subjects, one a day for a year; and
3. The leading markets for these short articles,
paying up to*!0c per word. Complete, 50c.
"99 KINDS OF COLUMNS TO WRITE," a
short-cut to success in newspaper and magazine
columning. It solves problems of what to write
about, the preparation and how and where to
sell columns. Only 50c.
"$200 A MONTH WITH YOUR CAMERA," a
course in camera journalism, plus forty ways to
make photographs pay. Special, 50c.
"HOW TO OPERATE A NEWSPAPER CLIPPING SERVICE" explains in detail a home business with your own hours and no boss. Ideal parttime work for writers. 25c.
“THE WRITER'S BOOKKEEPER," a “must" for
all authors. Writing is a business, so keep a complete record. What are your profits and losses?
What are your income tax exemptions? A bookkeeping system and also a manuscript record,
I
All for $2.50
FRANK
A. DICKSON
808 Elizabeth St., Dept. ., Anderson, S. C,
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SALES

For new and established writers, and
yet we can’t say we’ve reached the
bottom or caught up with editorial
demands made on us. Yes, we do
have access to markets, and are in
daily touch with editors in the largest
publishing center in the world. Now
it is up to you, if you want to sell that
story, article or novel.
Requests for material are coming
to us from quality and pulp magazines, from publishers of novels and
books, and from motion picture studios. Here is what one producer
writes: “I would prefer a comedy
story with the customary dramatic
touches—a story with a new ‘gimmick’ or some refreshingly novel
idea.” Has your story or novel the
germ of a good motion picture ideaP
10% is our commission, Our fee is
$1 per thousand words, up to 5,000
words; and 50c per thousand thereafter. The minimum
‘fee on one
manuscript, 3,000 words or less, is
$3. Each script should be accompanied with return postage.
Our help is friendly, constructive
and professional—and faithfully followed leads to sales. After two sales,
we drop the fee and sell on a straight
commission
basis. We
report
promptly.
We read book-length novels and
sell them on a 10% commission basis,
if found suitable for publication or
motion picture production. With each
novel, the writer is required to send
in a small fee of $4 for our letter of
appraisal. The express charges on
novel or book to our office should be
prepaid.
Short stories with any plot or
theme, and articles on social, economic and political problems are in
special demand. The writer should
send them in at once to make the sale.
MANUSCRIPT
BUREAU
154 Nassau Street—Tribune Bidg.
New York 7, N. Y.
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moreover, he desires to hear their air interpretation of his work.
The writer should also receive a copy of
the final mimeographed working script used
by the Director and actors on the air.
Pretense Of Being In The Open Market
For Scripts. Fortunately, this practice is
rare, bu: when it does occur, is undesirable.
For example, before “The Ford Theatre”
program began, lengthy publicity was given
to the fact that the program would spotlight original scripts from new and established free-lance writers in the open market.
Then it was learned that actually several
writers were assigned to write the adaptations of old, over-done stories, plays, etc.,
with only two original scripts from freelance writers to be used in each 13-week
cycle. Such publicity is uncalled-for, especially for such a top show.
Howard Lindsay, M.C. of “Ford Theatre,”
and famed half of the Lindsay-Crouse writing team who penned “Life With Father”
and “State Of Thé& Union,” spoke in defense of free-lance writers in the New York
Daily News recently. He said, “Dramatic
programs employing the same scripters over
a period start out strong, but are usually
quite weak toward the end. Much of this
could be eliminated if sponsors, like magazines and book editors, bought more freelance writers’ efforts. It would also keep
the radio writing market fluid, instead of
allowing it to stagnate because a dozen or so
monopolize the field.”
Why not suggest this credo to your own
“Ford Theatre’ producers, Mr. Lindsay?
*
*
*
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL &
BAYLES,
INC.,
1607 Vista Del Mar
Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD
STAR
PREVIEW,
aired Sundays, 6:30 PM., EST over NBC.
This new dramatic program series gives
promising young actors and actresses an
opportunity to perform for a nationwide
network audience: Each week, a movie
star introdyces a talented newcomer believed to be headed for screen fame. The
microphone is then turned over to the
young acting discovery, who plays the lead
in an original light comedy drama. A com-
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pany of veteran radio actors serve as supporting players.
On a recent broadcast, Ronald Colman
appeared with Vanessa Brown in a script
written by True Boardman. The story told
of a girl who came to Hollywood to seek a
screen career. The girl turned out to be the
daughter of a famed Hollywood leading
man who refused to admit his age. On another broadcast, Robert Young introduced
Gloria Graham who played the lead in a
script, “My Big Brother,” by Milton Geiger.
Free-lance scripts are used for the series
—of half-hour length, and preferably dramas with a romantic comedy thread. Jack
Van Nostrand of the SSC&B advertising
agency, is director of the series, and writers
may write him for a release before submitting scripts Enclose self-addressed stamped
envelope. Program is sponsored by Whitehall Pharmacal Co., makers of Anacin—
which is good to take when you’re having
a headache over a story plot.
*
*
“4
HORRELL
ASSOCIATES,
Lambert &
Feasley, Inc., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.
GRAND CENTRAL STATION, aired
Saturdays, 1:00 PM., EST over CBS.
This fine network “steady” furnishes a
ready market for free-lance scripts, and during its nearly 500 weeks on the air has depended entirely on free-lancers.
Martin
Horrell, genial producer, informs me that a
varied menu is served on the program as to
story type. Romance, drama and mystery.
Young love, old love or no love.
Melodrama and drama with a theme. Stories
should be wholesome, modern-style stories a
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The Magazine of Writing ‘Know-How’
That's WRITER'S NOTEBOOK, making its first
appearance January |, 1948. It's something you
won't want to miss. It's for the beginning writer
and it's for the selling writer.
Each issue it'll carry authentic, professionally
stamped articles on the various know-hows of the
writing game. The fundamentals of fiction writing
in all their many little wrinkles will be offered
with vivid examples given to make it easy for all
to understand exactly what is meant and what
is necessary to make your story stand up.
You won't merely be told what to do. You'll be
shown how it's done.
The first issue contains a splendid article by
Myrtle J. Corey, whose stories you've read in
Ranch Romances and other popular titles for
years. Charles Molyneux Brown, who started in
the pulps and wound up in Cosmopolitan and
the Hollywood studios, also has a timely article
in the opener, Features, know-how and highly
helpful tips abound. Many valuable contributions
are on the hook for future issues. Don't miss
them.
Subscribe today. If you're not satisfied after
the first three issues, your money will be cheerfully refunded. Single copies, 20c; six months,
$1.00; one year, $2.00; three years, $5.00. Canada
and Foreign, $3.00.
NATIONAL WRITERS’ NOTEBOOK
Ernie Phillips, Editor and Publisher
SANTA MARIA
CALIFORNIA
MANUSCRIPTS TYPED
Minor Corrections
Original and Carbon
All Work Proof Read
Extra First Page
50c per 1,000 Words
Mailed Flat
ELIZABETH CALLANAN
Box 386
Helmuth, N. Y.
OUTDOOR STORIES BOUGHT
For southern Hunting, Fishing and Flying magazine
1000 to 2500 Words — Usual Rates Paid
Prefer accompanying pictures or sketches,
but not necessary.
Submit for approval to
OUTDOOR SPORTSMAN
109 Commerce
Little Rock, Arkansas

BIG

MONEY

RADIO WRITING INSTITUTE
Studio F—Box 110
Hollywood 28, California
* Gentlemen:
,
.
=$ Please send me your free information
on how I can train for a permanent and
highly
paid future in radio in my spare
his!

WRITERS ARE NEEDED FOR THE
BIGGEST BOOM
IN RADIO HISTORY:
~~
Our complete course in Radio Writing can train you for the = NAME .
highly paid jobs in radio, or as free-lance writers who SELL.
OUR
SUCCESSFUL
STUDENTS
PROVE
THIS : appress
MAIL

COUPON

TODAY

[on

swe
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RADIO

NEW
MARKETS

including original, second and third rights,
foreign and transcription are available to
clients using our sales cooperation. We
have been established in Hollywood—
center of radio production—since 1918.
Our writers are selling scripts to top programs at top prices. You, too, may have
our editorial guidance and sales representation.
Just explain your writing experience to
our editor and ask for a release before
submitting material. You may join our list
of selling writers today if you meet our
requirements.
SCOTT

CARLETON
Editor

Bentel

Agency, 6066 Sunset
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Blvd.

Free Typing Coupons Issued
on Monthly Quantity Basis
MANUSCRIPTS
DELUXE
50c per 1000 Words
MARY MORRIS TYPE SHOP
652 N. Dillon
Los Angeles 26

DicEsT
la Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal and McCall’s. Radio demands more action, however, than printed story versions,
to avoid talkiness and to meet radio’s everpresent time limit.
Story should begin in or near Grand
Central Station—preferably “in.” Remember the Station building houses everything
from offices, restaurants, and art galleries
to lingerie shops, as well as trains. It is
literally “alive” with people; and wherever
people and action convene, that thing called
a story is certain to pop up.
Script should be half-hour length to run
about 20 minutes. This means about 22
typed pages in script format. Double-space
dialogue. Triple-space between each speech.
It is better to over-write, so editorial changes
can be made toward tightening material.
Taboos: Comedy—especially farce. Overloading. story with characters.
Mr. Horrell reports within 2 weeks. Payment
— $150 on acceptance.
No release
form required when script is submitted.
Author credit on air. Enclose self-addressed
stamped envelope. Program is sponsored
by Pillsbury Mills, Inc. Mr. Horrell informs me that many fine scripts aired have
come from WriTER’s DicEsT readers. Virginia Conroy had her fine script, “Pearl of
Sheba,” aired recently, among other writers.
*
*
*

GEORGE LEWIS, National Laugh Week
Foundation, 347 Madison Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.
The National Laugh Week Foundation,
formed in 1945, is rapidly becoming a Humor Headquarters de luxe. Under its banner, George Lewis, founder and director,
runs the Gagwriters’ Institute, Gagwriters’
Protective Association, Special Material
yOU CAN BE A
Writers’ Guild and “Humor Business,” a
NEWSPAPER
REPORTER!
new trade journal of the comedy world.
City Editors want well-trained competent reporters
who know how to “‘get the story.’’
The NLWF is dedicated not only to stimOur complete, basic, copyrighted correspondence
course will give you a comprehensive, PRACTICAL
ulate laugh-production by encouraging Mr.
background in newsgathering, newswriting and the
professional city room techniques employed by sucand Mrs. America to smile from April 1—8,
; essful
Writtennewspapermen.
and directed PERSONALLY by top-flight,
metropolitan newsmen, the course is the product of but has a more constructive deeply-rooted
—_By enrolling
a ohne NOW , we beli
believe you can gain the purpose. Mr. Lewis aims to discover, encentvalent of at least ONE YEAR’S ACTUAL WORKcourage and promote the works of aspiring
ING EXPERIENCE at home, on your own time—
AND AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD.
comedy writers with genuine talent. He is
We guarantee satisfaction—or your money back.
Write today for information.
interested in considering comedy scripts
PACIFIC SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
and gag material from writers, and writers
Oakland 4, Calif.
P. ©. Box 116
when writing advertisers.
introduction
best
your
is
Digest
Writer’s

SHORT STORY WRITING
How fo write, what to write, and where to sell
Our courses
Short Storyand Writing,
Writ'ng
Article
Writing. inVersification,
others, realJuvenile
cffer constructive
ng
criticisms;
honest,andp actical
For full frank.
particulars
a sampleadvice;
copy of teachi
the WRITER'S
MONTHLY, write today to:
The Home Correspondence School
Dept. 70
Springfield 3, Mass.
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NovEMBER,
may query him regarding their material,
enclosing self-addressed stamped envelope.
His, free Gagwriters’ Institute for potential new humorists, including ex-GI’s, has
been in operation for over a-year and already some of its graduates have achieved
writing assignments for network comedy
shows, such as the “Milton Berle,’ “Bob
Hope,’ “Robert Q. Lewis” and “Arthur
Godfrey” programs. It convenes Wednesday evenings and writers living in or around
N.Y. who care to attend may contact Mr.
Lewis for the time and place. Top radio
comedy experts lecture on writing technique
and procedure including: Milton Berle,
Dean of the Institute, Goodman Ace, CBS
Supervisor of Comedy Writing, Marvin
Marx, a writer for Fred Allen, and Art
Henley, well-known gagwriter who has
written for many top programs, and wrote
a stimulating course, “Radio Comedy: How
To Write It,’ which is available through
Mr. Lewis’ organization. At the sessions,
new material is showcased and criticized.
Talented writers are recognized and their
material screened and brought to the attention of radio and night club comics.
“Humor Business’ magazine, published
by Mr. Lewis, is designed to create, buy,
sell, market and deliver good humor. It is
slanted for comedians, gagwriters, cartoonists and humor editors and publishes new
material by new comedy writers.
oe
*
*
STATION WOR, 1440 Broadway, New
York 18, N.Y.
FOR YOUR APPROVAL, aired Sundays, 1:30 PM, EST over MBS.
This showcase for new programs of all
styles is back again with the new season,
and continues to provide a market for writers with something new and different to
offer in programs—whether they be innovations in comedy, drama, musical or other
original types of shows.
Jock McGregor, WOR producer-director,
who sports a friendly red beard, continues
to M.C. each individual program format
on the air and selects the program ideas
and scripts which are aired. Each program
is a premi¢ére—and whether it becomes a
fixture on the air depends upon the reaction of listeners to the initial performance.

YOU

DO THE WRITING—

WE'LL

DO THE SELLING

| We offer agency services for estab| lished and beginning writers, covering
| fiction, non-fiction, and foreign language markets...
v
Immediate readings, quick reports, and
| effective placement...
v
Full information

on request.

C. V. PARKINSON
Literary Agent
Brightwaters, L. I.,
New York

PROMPT

TYPING SERVICE
PICA TYPE
EDITORS appreciate and BUY readily, neat, accurate,
and technically perfect manuscripts in correct style, with
flawless spelling, punctuation, and grammar, First copy
on Eaton—20 pound bond; carbon free. Mailed flat with
your original, Fifty cents 1,000 words. Novels, shorts.
MARIE ADAMS, 1612 High St., Des Moines, lowa

SELL

IN THREE

MONTHS...

OR YOUR MONEY BACK
IF YOU CAN WRITE CORRECT ENGLISH
YOU CAN WRITE JUVENILES
AND SELL WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
I've sold over 3,500 Stories,
Serials, Articles, and Fillers to
Juvenile Editors.
Now I'm teaching.
Also
CRITICISM—COLLABORATION
Vuvenile Book Manuscript Criticism A Specialty
Write for Terms and for FREE Pamphlet
*'Fundamentals of Juvenile Writing."'
Dept. D
WILL HERMAN
Author of “My
‘‘My Formula
Juvenile forSuccess
Fic Sepretw” and
5703 Broadway, Room 4
Cleveland 4, Ohio
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How

does your own success
compare with these?
Says Palmer Training Changed
Rejection Slips Into Checks
“I can honestly say that four months
with the Palmer ins titute gave me more
practical help than my four years college course. Before taking the course,
I had received five rejection slips to
one acceptance; now the situation—
more than reversed. I am glad to give
Paliner my wholehearted recommendation.”’—Rev.* Donald H. James, Titonka, Iowa.
Beginner Earns $103.80
“T am a woman fifty years old, yet after only
two lessons I sold one article to Physical Culture. Then I sold two more articles to the same
magazine, a story to Your Faith and one to Hou
to Reduce, giving me a total of $103.80. They’ve
asked for more.”—Minette Bonner Lowing, San
Bernardino, Calif.
Sells While Learning
“Although I have not yet finished the course,
my second article has been sold and will be published by a national magazine this fall. Your
course has enabled me to do this.’”—Radmilla
McGuire, East Hampton, N. Y.
Sells to Best Magazines
“Since working with Palmer I’ve been
able to sell to the Post, American, Coronet, Esquire, Liberty, and other top pay
magazines. I received more than $500 in
royalties for radio broadcasts based on one
article. Naturally I’m an_ enthusiastic
booster. I consider it the finest course of
its kind in existence anywhere.’’—Keith
Monroe, Santa Monica, California.
Palmer’s fiction training is basic training for
highest pay writing in all these fields: short
stories, novels, mysteries, magazine articles, newspaper features and radio programs.
FREE Book and Lesson
See for yourself how Palmer can help you increase
your part-time income or enjoy a really profitable fulltime writing career. Send for (1) illustrated book giving
details of instruction and service, ie letters
from Palmer-trained writers, and (2 sample $M%ai377-.
lesson showing how interesting and under7
standable Palmer methods are. Both sent 7
FREE by Palmer Institute of Authorship,
Caiieaata
since 1917, Desk J-117, Hollywood 28, Calievkatinae
fornia.
VETERANS: please advise if eligible for training under
the GI Bill of Rights.
FREE
BOOK

Palmer Institute of Authorship, Since 1917
1680 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Desk J-117
Please send me free illustrated book “‘The Art of
Writing Salable Stories,’ explaining how your training helps new writers get started. This is confidential.
No salesman will call.
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
Address
ee
ee
ae
State..

DIGEST
They are invited to write in all comments—
good and bad.
“We have but one requirement,” Mr.
MacGregor explains. “The program idea
must be new. Even if some of our staff
members dislike it, we'll air it on the show.
as long as there is a new angle or an unusual
character in the format. We want it to get
listener-criticism — even if they give it a
thorough lambasting! The listeners surely
let us know if the program is good or bad.
They mince no words in their letters to us.”
A wide variety of subjects have been
aired on the show since its inception over
a year ago. There has also been a varied
group of idea contributors, which include
beginning writers and Mr. and Mrs. Radio
Listener as well as professional program
planners and specialists. Programs given air
try-outs have ranged from a highly informative dramatization of the machinery of government agencies, titled “This Is Your Government,” to a whimsical nostalgic teenage comedy written by a Minneapolis matron.
Obtain a release from WOR and submit
program ideas with sample scripts to Mr.
MacGregor. Enclose self-addressed stamped
envelope. If program idea is not of a dramatic nature and needs no scripts, submit
merely a detailed outline of general format
and gimmick behind the show.
=
*
%

DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
INC., 5515 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles
38, Calif.
The Don Lee System has pioneered
Radio and Television and is the Hollywood
headquarters of the Mutual network. Their
Radio Station KHj is very active in programming and one of the most popular in
West Coast Hooperating circles. Their Tele
Station W6XAO has its $1,000,000 Studio
located atop Mt. Lee — 1700 feet high—
highest mountain accessible by road in the
Hollywoodland range.
This network is interested in receiving
both ideas and script material from writers
for live or transcribed radio and television
programs. Obtain release first and retum
it signed with material to the Script Editor
at above address.
Enclose self-addressed
stamped envelope.

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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The new Mutual-Don Lee Radio and
Television centre, being constructed in Hollywood, costs $2,500,000 and should soon be
ready for operation. It will occupy 112,000
square feet of space, and will be the largest
and most modern of its kind built for sound
and tele broadcasting.
*
*
+
RADIO RANDOMS
Nat’] Association of Broadcasters’ new
“Standards of Practice for American Broadcnguail* has been adopted by NAB’s Board
Directors and highly endorsed by over
100 network officials at NAB’s 25th Annual
Convention. Code is undergoing slight revisions and will be ready this month.
Charles R. Denny resigned as Chairman of
the Federal Communications Commission
to become Vice President and general
counsel of the Nat’] Broadcasting Co. His
salary is reputed to be from $35,000 to $50.000 annually. . . . Charles P. Hammond,
assistant to NBC’s Executive Vice President.
and Sydney H. Eiges, Manager of the Press
Dept., were just elected Vice Presidents of
nm Niles bang President, announced
oie a adie of NBC ‘Advertising and
Promotion. Mr. Eiges came to NBC as a
writer in the Press Dept. in 1941. A year
later he became Assistant Manager and in
January, 1945, Manager.
Before joining
NBC, he was with Internat’] News Service
in N.Y. for 11 years, as night editor and
cable editor. . . . Thomas E. Knode *: the
new Director of NBC Press Dept. Mr.
Knode joined NBC as news editor in 1938,
after serving 3 years with United Press in
Washington as a reporter and radio news
editor. In 1940 he became Director of the
Washington NBC News Dept...
.
Listenability is on a near-par for the 4
top networks due to power boosts and new
stations added by FCC. Statistics compiled
by MBS engineers show that the networks
give daytime service to listeners over 90 per
cent of the days of the year as follows:
NBC — 29,275,000; CBS — 28,688,000;
ABC—28,412,000; MBS—28,398,000.
WOR, a pioneer in Frequency Modulation
broadcasting, resumed FM activities October 20, when WBAM, their FM station returned to the air in N.Y. In April, 1941,
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REWRITE
Important

MAGAZINE
Announcement!

lized WRITERS’ COUNT =L 4
ied on a non-adve.i-“ine
generally accepted ;>=-ary agents.
vertise REWRITE. But we
TRITERS’ COUNSEL SERV1 not do so now.
TRY REWRITE TODAY
Subscriptions, $2 per year. Single copies, 25c. Trial
Bundles: 7 issues, $1. 15 issues, $2. No free sample
copies.
rnd you NEED Ms. ENVELOPES? .
.
at the
10opesSs obtainable
opidaindg

PRACTICAL SERVICES FOR WRITERS
The Writeers’ Book Club- saves you money on all
book
dues, no
The WCS Cirway to read all
he WCS Scholarship Fund
WILLIAM

E. HARRIS

Writer's Counsel Service
44 Langdon St. (Tro. 4858) Cambridge 38, Mass.
A National Institution Since 1929
MANUSCRIPT TYPING
Your manuscript accurately and neatly typed on
good grade bond paper. Fifty cents—1!000 words.
Minor corrections, carbon copy, extra first and
last page—all free.
IDA SINGER
Tillsonburg 2
Ontario, Canada
_ SellYOUR ——

THEMor

aes
ee
bowen—— $1 for trial criticism.
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF POETRY
632 Melba St.
Dallas 8, Texas
If mi your story
is isn'tsalablesalable.we
If itnich]
help you
Until we've
Sold

sell returned
it at thewithusualconstruc
10°7
it’s
intwo fu.ure
No delays;
of yourwork.stories
or one
$ 3.00
6,4
100
as
Novels, 10,001 words on
seveeses SEED

Box 502

ta Maric, Calif.

MANUSCRIPT TYPING
Prompt, Accurate, Dependable
Corrasable bond. Carbon and extra first page free.
Mailed flat if desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. 50c
per 1000 words. Over 30,000 words, 10% discount.
FRANCES HOLLINGSHEAD
Orinda 2054
12 Le Cintilla Avenue
Orinda, California
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WOR gave N.Y. its first licensed FM station—W/7I1NY.
Amer. Telephone &
Telegraph Co. and N.Y. Telephone Co. are
opening a new coaxial cable between N.Y.
and Phila. to carry radio and tele network
programs and 1500 simultaneous phone
conversations. The other cable operating
between these cities was built in 1936, and
was the first coaxial cable made by Bell System. .
The 70-story RCA Building in
Radio City, N.Y., is the biggest office
building in the world. It is the home of
NBC in N.Y. and NBC offices and studios
occupy 11 floors. . . . NBC has the largest
broadcasting studio in the world — Studio
8-H in the RCA Bldg. It is 2! stories high,
78 feet deep, 135 feet wide and seats 1300.
. . . All of NBC’s Radio City studios float.
Each studio is 2 rooms—one room suspended inside another. Double walls, double
ceilings and double floors resist all outside
sounds and vibrations—it’s 99 per cent pure
quiet.
The NBC network consists of
16,000 miles of special telephone lines linking over 165 stations. . . . About 500,000
people take the famous NBC Studio Tour
yearly.
Know how that thing called
Mike works? A microphone changes sound
waves into electric impulses. These are sent
out by transmitters, picked up by radio sets
and changed back into sound waves. The
impulses produced by the microphone are
extremely feeble—about three one-billionths
of a watt. At NBC they are increased 166
billion times—then broadcast over NBC’s
network of stations, such as WNBC, N.Y.
WNBC’s 50,000-watt transmitter is located
at Port Washington, Long Island, N.Y.
*
*
*
RADIO BROADCASTING AND TELEVISION: An Annotated Bibliography.
By Oscar Rose. 120 pages. New York:
H. W. Wilson Co. $1.50.
The books, articles and pamphlets which
have been published on radio and television
during the past 10 years, are reviewed, classified and annotated in this book. Nearly
1000 books and other radio-tele literature
are listed, dealing with radio and tele
careers, writing, acting and announcing,
publicity, sales promotion, history, laws and
education.
It is an indispensable guide for broad-

DIGEST
casters, writers, teachers, librarians and advertisers. Mr. Rose has done a thorough
job in organizing this needed volume. He
is a CBS Program Director and does overseas broadcasting for the U. S. State Dept.
*
*
*
THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION.
By
Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr. 194 pages. New
York: Harper & Bros. $3.
This newly revised edition is finely written and contains a storehouse of information on the new sight-and-sound medium,
which background. is a requisite for potential tele writers, producers, advertisers and
all others interested. It gives specific facts
in an entertaining non-technical vein, of
tele’s past, present and inevitable future.
Among other pertinent issues, it discusses
network television, theatre television, stations, programs, camera angles, news and
sports telecasts and acting. Tele writing,
while not treated in detail, is discussed
through the book. Television is compared
to the movies and theatre, and its effect on
each is prophesied.
In the Appendix, historic steps in tele are
chronologically listed from 1867-1947. In
case you think tele wasn’t around in 186/7,
it’s a fact that in that year James Clerk
Maxwell outlined theoretically and_predicted action of electromagnetic waves,
without which we’d have no television.
The author, Orrin Dunlap, now an RCA
executive, is both a Radio and Tele pioneer,
and author of many radio books and another tele book. He was Radio Editor of
the New York Times from 1922 to 1940.
*%
*
*
TELEVISION
The launching of television on a national
scale is, as General David Sarnoff, President
of RCA, says “no longer around the corner, but right on the doorstep.” He predicts
that by the end of 1948 there may be 50
tele stations, 5,000,000 U.S. tele viewers
and 750,000 telesets in use. He believes that
sound and sight broadcasting
— radio and
television—will combine in due course, just
as did sound and sight in motion pictures.
Four thousand persons viewed NBC’s new
black-and-white large-screen receiver at the
NBC and Nat’! Association of Broadcasters’
conventions in Atlantic City. Made by
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Frederick Palmer
President of Storycrajters Guild.
(Not connected with any other
institute of writing since 1928.)
THE DEMAND FOR WRITERS HAS
NEVER BEFORE BEEN SO GREAT
No writer was ever “born” a writer.
But many are born with an “aptitude”
for writing. A few cash in on their
aptitude by learning sound writing
technique
and the better thev
learn the more they earn.
Many who have writing aptitude
never know they have it. Thet’s why
Frederick Palmer created !
ao0w
famous Psychological Per»:
_ .lity
Quiz and Aptitude Test . . . the result
of 30 years’ experience in discovering
and teaching new writers.
Storycrafters Guild will send you this
aptitude test FREE
(see coupon).
Then your response to the test will be
thoroughly analyzed, and you will receive a personal written report of
your writing potentiality—a
frank
evaluation of your ability to learn the
technique of writing for publication
. all without obligation.
If you pass this elimination test and
qualify as a Student-Member of Storycrafters Guild, you will be eligible to
take America’s finest home-study
training in creative writing ...providing the utmost personal attention as
well as the finest guidance and constructive criticism.

OF

TALENT

for magazines, radio or motion pictures. Never before has the demand
been so great. Never have so many
people earned so much
money at
writing.
lf you find yourself unable to obtain
full value from Storycrafters Guild
training, then you may terminate your
training and membership at any time
without further obligation.
Burl Tuttle, author
of innumerable
magazine stories,
photoplays,
and
articles says:
“Storycrafters
Guild training and
lifetime sales service is superior to
anything that has
ever been available
for people who
wish to write and
BURL TUTTLE
sell
what
they
write. Membership in Storycrafters
Guild is worth far more than it costs.”
No agent will call. Storycrafters superlative training and lifetime guidance is all conducted by mail (airmail
East of Rockies), and no one will call
at your home.
THE

IMPORTANT

INGREDIENT

IS “ACTION.”

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY!
Storycrafters Guild, Dept. W-12
5617 Hollywood Bivd.
Holl
28, Calif.
: Without obligation please send FREE psychological
Personality Quiz, Aptitude Test and details of
Home-Study Creative Writing Course.

No finer home-study course is available, and as would be expected, Storycrafters Guild tuition is in line with
Mr.
ON
Ee ee eee OEE See ee
the superior quality of the training
Mrs.
offered. You will learn to write in a
REE: eccndisposcctasecvcddxtncedecuses
lua
professional and profitable way. You
can earn while you learn, whether
you wish to write spare time articles
and “fillers” or aspire to write stories
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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FICTION

WRITERS

Full and strictly individual attention to fiction
manuscripts, single or as basis for a four-lesson,
one-person development course. Years of experience. No assistants. No marketing. 25 years
magazine editor. Four books on fiction writing.
ARTHUR SULLIVANT HOFFMAN
Carmel, New York

MANUSCRIPTS
TYPED
Assign this important work to an expert. Publishers recommend my services.
ELSIE

AUGENBLICK
VAnderbilt 6-0492
342 Madison Ave,
New York 17, N. Y.

FICTION
COURSE—$9
Learn the short-cuts to success in the BIG MONEY
short-short field from an expert. My authoritative
book, “Let’s Write Short-Shorts’ (a $Z value), is
the text upon which my streamlined 6-lesson course
is based. Personal attention for every student!
Short-shorts, written as assignments, given thorough, detailed analyses. I will give you absolutely
FREE a copy of “‘Let’s Write Short-Shorts’” and a
list of the latest short-short markets when you enroll.
FOY EVANS
Americus, Ga.

MANUSCRIPTS
Neatly and Accurately Typed
50c per 1000 words; 75c per 1000 words
With Spelling and Grammar Corrected
FREE CARBON COPY IF DESIRED
PEGGY O'NEIL
1821 88th Ave.
Oakland 3, Calif.
Want to write for the Sat. Eve. Post?
Want to write the “Great American Novel’?
Write to us for profitable, practical, professional criticism, editing and marketing help. Novels, stogies, plays,
poems and articles welcomed.
AUTHORS' AND PUBLISHERS’ SERVICE
31 West 92nd Street
New York 25, N. Y.
NEAT MANUSCRIPTS
CLICK
Prompt. Free carbon. Mailed flat with original
Minor corrections.
50c per thousand
10% discount over 10,000
HUNTER TYPING SERVICE
Peoria 5, Illinois
Norwood Park
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RCA Victor, it is 5x7 feet, and showed
NBC’s video shows as clearly as a movie
screen.
NBC also has a new specially-designed
camera, called’ a kinescope recorder, which
produces clear motion pictures direct from
the face of a tele picture tube. It’s a landmark in tele development and was created
over a period of 10 years in cooperation
with Eastman Kodak Co. It will enable
NBC Television to syndicate its own program material to affiliated stations coming
into television, but not yet interconnected
with the NBC network by coaxial cable or
radio relay.
Further plans for the development of
NBC’s television network are bristling. A
new commercial tele relay was inaugurated
by WRGB, General Electric’s tele station
in Schenectady, N. Y., making possible da}
and night pickups from
WNBT-N.Y.,
NBC’s tele station. For 7 years, WRGB has
been relaying WNBT programs evenings
only. Microwave relay stations between
N.Y. and Schenectady now carry NBC pictures from N.Y.’s Empire State and General Electric Bldgs., to Mt. Beacon (55
miles up the Hudson River Valley) to
Round Top Mt. (55 miles further) to the
Mt. Helderberg relay (29 miles further)
and finally to WRGB’s antenna in Schenectady (14 miles further).
These current
strides are a far cry from the days when
WRGB produced the first play ever televised, “The Queen’s Messenger,” in 1928.
Station WBAL-TV, Baltimore, will be
added to NBC’s tele network soon, and
service will also be extended soon to Boston,
Cleveland, Chicago and Los Angeles. The
existing NBC East Coast Tele network is
now comprised of WNBT,
New York;
WRGB, Schenectady, N. Y.; WPTZ, Philadelphia, Pa., aad WNBW, Washington, D.
C. WNBT, their pioneer station, received
the first commercial television license in
the U. S. on July 1, 1941. WNBW had an
auspicious
début
recently attended
by
Washington’s political élite.
American Television Society in New
York, just made their 5th Annual Awards,
for outstanding contributions to television.
Don McClure, President of the ATS, presented the Awards at an open meeting at
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the Barbizon Plaza to: The Electric’ Association of Chicago for outstanding community effort to promote television; The
Dramatists Guild of the Authors League
of America for outstanding contributions to
tele programming ; John R. Poppele, President of the Television Broadcasters Association, for his efforts in solving tele problems.
He submitted to FCC a programming
schedule to relieve commercial tele stations
faced with the problem of 28 hours a week
minimum operation. He encouraged televisers to adopt a self-imposed code of ethics.
He has rescinded a proposed 20 per cent
amusement tax on telesets in public places.
He helped overcome objections to apartment
house tele antenna _ installations;
George Shupert, former ATS President, for
efforts in behalf of television and the ATS.
Headquarters of the ATS are at 415 Lexington Ave., New York 17.
John F. Royal, NBC Vice President, has
just been appointed by Frank Mullen, NBC
Executive Vice President, as his assistant on
television to supervise the development of
new talent and features for NBC’s expanding tele network. Mr. Royal says President
Truman’s appearance on television, October 5, showed him to be as much a video
“natural” as the late President Roosevelt
was a radio “natural.” It was the first telecast from the White House. Mr. Royal also
says that makeup is unnecessary for political
candidates due to NBC’s kind Image Orthicon camera. In fact, he believes makeup
would make them look ludicrous, rather
than improved. Hollywood, as would be
expected, favors makeup touches for the
politicos. Could Perc Westmore be seeking
a seat in Congress?
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YOUR
POEMS
WILL SELL
You want to express yourself in poetry and verse:
the poetic impulse is as universal and natural as the
desire to talk. But something is wrong with your
product. Rejection slips prove this. Is this condition
incurable ; or is there a road to success, for you?
There is a cure. It may be an easy one. You may
lack the professional touch. I can teach it to you. If
you have it, some simple cause prevents your work from
clicking with the editors you aim for. I can probably
spot it for you.
For 25 years I have taught poets, versifiers and
songwriters how to perfect their verse and get the
fullest returns from it; as instructor in versification at
New York University ; William and Mary College,
Richmond Division; and elsewhere. Most of my work
with private pupils, ” ranging from beginners to Pulitzer
Prize topnotchers, is done by correspondence.
One of my poems has now netted over $25,000. I sold
60 poems of my own in 2 months this year. Quite @
number of my pupils do better. My pupils rank tops in
magazine and volume publication, and in winning anthology and other poetry contests. This nation-wide
record improves constantly. You may order from me _my
two standard textbooks: my Unabridged Rhyming Dictionary, $3.07, and Poets’ Handbook, $2.60, both postpaid.
Why neglect longer the many profits from versification?
Including all the valuable secondary rights. I offer every
service poets need, with volume publication as an important goal. Your chief enemy is delay. Write today:
you are unfair to yourself to delay longer. Send $1 for
trial criticism of 1 poem; $3 for two.
CLEMENT WOOD
B
kill, Del
» N.Y.
POETS
— id_ self-addressed stamped envelop for PRIZE PROAM: Quarterly prizes, $25, Poetry Book Contest, ete
1 will receive also descriptio ns of HELP YOURSELF
S ANDBOOKS ($1 each) containing 999 PLACES TO
SEND POEMS
KALEIDOGRAPH, A National Magazine of Poetry
(Published monthly since May, 1929; 25c a copy; $2 a year)
624 N. Vernon Avenue
Dallas 8, Texas

SHERIDAN
Ruth

Maddien

366 Madison Ave:
New York 17, N. Y.

AGENCY
Sheridan
435 79th Street,
Woodcliff, N. J.

If you write for fun, turn the page, but if you
want to convert your ability into money, now
is the time to cash in on your stories, articles
and books. Magazine editors and book pubishers are eager to find promising new writers.
Regardless of what type of material you are
working on, now is the time to work hard if
you want to start selling. We can help you
get results just as we have helped other
writers.
Our clients have sold to practically all the
large, national magazines, but we are interested in getting new clients who are sincerely
anxious to sell and who are willing to work
hard, absorbing sound criticism and careful
writing help.

Verse
Sir:
The Tidings uses high quality verse, prints
only one poem a week so the market is small
and highly competitive, pays 50c a line the 10th
OUR RATES ARE:
of the month following acceptance, requires a
Stories or articles to 5,000 words....... $5.00
stamped and addressed envelop for return.
From 5,000 to 20,000 words. .75¢ Per M words
Only poetry mss should be sent to me. All other
Booklength manuscripts...... 50c Per M words
inquiries should be directed to The Tidings office.
Fees should accompany all manuscripts. We
James L. Durr,
suggest you get that script in to us at once,
1005 E. Grandview Ave.,
Sierra Madre, California.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers,
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Quality Magazines
Tomorrow Magazine, 11 E. 44th Street, New
York City 23. Eileen J. Garrett, Editor. Issued
monthly; 35¢ a copy; $3.50 a year. “We use
fiction of high quality, with an average length
of 3000-5000 words. Also articles on literature,
public affairs, the arts and important personalities. Buy poetry, but no photographs. Report
in two to ten days. Payment is $125 and up
per story, $10 and up for poetry, and an average
of $150 per article.”
Second Class Magazines
Sunday Magazine Section, Seattle Times,
Seattle 11, Wash. Chester Gibbon, Editor. Issued
weekly ; 15¢ a copy. “We use all types of articles,
but prefer Pacific Northwest angle, 1200-1500
words. Want suitable art, unless article lends
itself to sketches. Use only syndicated short
shorts and do not buy free-lance figtion. Photographs bought, but no poetry. Report in three
weeks. Payment varies from $15 to $25.”
Travel, 200 E. 37th Street, New York City 16.
Coburn Gilman, Editor. Issued monthly; 40¢
a copy; $4.50 a year. “We use articles, 1500 to
5000 words, on travel, exploration, adventure,
archaeology, anthropology. Also black and white
glossy photographs. No fictio’
Report within
a week. Payment is 1¢ a wora .-4 $5 each for
pictures, on publication.”
Juvenile and Young People’s Magazines
Classmate, 810 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn.
J. Edward Lantz, Editor. Issued weekly; $1.25
a year. “We use stories of religious and cultural
interest, 1500 to 3000 words, adapted to interests
of young people from 15 to 25 years of age.
Also articles of religious and cultural interest,
1000 to 2000 words. Photographs should accompany copy. Buy some poetry with religious
themes. Report in one to two months. Payment
is 1¢ to 2¢ a word, on acceptance.”
Movie Magazines
Motion Picture Magazine, 67 W. 44th Street,
New York City. Maxwell Hamilton, Editor.
Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.80 a year.
“We use intelligent, realistic, angled stories on
Hollywood, its stars and picture making in

general (emphasis on names of those actually appearing on the screen). We do not want the
old-style, hackneyed fan book story. Writers
should query first. Do not buy fiction or poetry
and rarely buy photographs.
Report in two
weeks. Payment is 5c to 10c a word.”
Screen Album, 149 Madison Ave., New York
City 16. Charles Saxon, Editor. Issued quarterly;
15¢ a copy; 60¢ a year. “All material is done
on special assignment.”
Pet Magazines
Dog World, 3323 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago
16, Ill. Will Judy, Editor. Issued monthly;
35c a copy; $3.00 a year. “Material used is for
professional dog field and requires expert knowledge. All articles are staff written or done on
assignment. Do not use dog stories or fiction,
photographs or poetry.”
Little Magazines
World Philosophy, Box 36, Three Rivers, Mich.
Marie Harlowe Pulley and William S. Pulley,
Editors. Issued bi-monthly ; 20¢ a copy; $1.00 a
year. “We use articles up to 3000 words as
follows: (1) Positive atheistic approach (some
Nietzschean articles occasionally) ; (2) All considerations of Oriental philosophies, especially
atheistic Buddhism and Sufism;
(3) Antiimperialism articles, also shorter anti-war material ; (4) Anti-racism articles. Use short poetry
in line with article requirements, but no fiction
or photographs.
Report in three days. No
payment except subscripticns and copies of
magazine.”
Western Pulp Magazines
Action Stories, 670 Fifth Avenue, New York
City 19. Malcolm Reiss, Editor. Issued quarterly;
20¢ a copy; 80¢ a year. “We use fast, colorful
western stories, 2500 to 25,000 words. No
articles, photographs or poetry. Report in two
weeks. Payment is 1¢ to 1%2¢ a word,. on
acceptance.”
Frontier Stories, 670 Fifth Avenue, New York
City 19. Joseph Callahan, Editor. Issued quarterly; 20¢ a copy. “We use well-plotted, fastaction stories of any length up to 30,000 words;
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Lariat Story Magazine, 670 Fifth Avenue,
New York City 19. Jack O/’Sullivan, Editor.
Issued bi-monthly; 20¢ a copy. “We use novelettes of 10,000 to 16,000 words and novels of
17,000 to 30,000 words, and want vibrant,
melodramatic yarns of the open range, embracing
strong characterization and a good, meaty plot
bolstered by lusty, love-romance interest. Also
use 3000 to 7000 word shorts covering wide
variety—humor, character pieces, action, etc.
Love interest not necessary; unusual climaxes
desired. Report in two weeks. Payment is 1¢
a word and up, on acceptance.”

THE $3,750 WEEK?
It wasn't all for the same author—but the
sales that made up this attractive total all
came through in one week—press-time. You
might have been one of the authors for whom
| raked in the blue chips—if you had taken
the trouble to find your true market. ,
Here are the amounts: $500 (Pennsylvania); $500 (New York); $200 and $100 for
the same author (New York); $200 (Washington); $200 (Georgia); $200 (California); $200
(New York}; $100 (New York); $50 (Nevada);
plus two assignments of $500 and $1,000
each—one fiction and one non-fiction.
The authors who split this jackpot had
something in common—they all followed my
advice on the kind of writing they should
do, and the markets at which they should
aim. They also took my advice about the
markets at which they shouldn’t aim, which
is equally important. Five of the sales were
to markets | suggested to the'authors.
| have always said it—in your own life, in
your own background, there is more story
and article material than you dream of, material that only you can use. All you need
to learn is—HOW.
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novelettes, about 15,000 words, and short stories
of any length over 1000 words. Strong emphasis
upon flavor and detail of frontier days most
important. Also use articles dealing with history
of early west, Indian lore, pioneers, up to 60007000 words. No filler length material or photographs. Poetry very rarely used. Report in
two weeks. Payment is 1¢ to 2¢ a word, on
acceptance.”

BOOK

AUTHORS

COMPLIMENT
OF THE
MONTH: John D. Fitzgerald,
of New York, who gets as high
as 5c a word for his short
stuff, is working with me on a
book. Fitzgerald writes: "A
guy finally puts down 75,000
words on paper. He likes the
baby because he cteated it
. so he wraps it up and expresses it to a guy named A.
L. Fierst who knows about these babies because he
has been a midwife for plenty . .. The guy gets
a diagnosis of what's wrong with the baby that
teaches him more about having a good hard cover
baby than he could learn in twenty years of writing,
10 years of schooling and reading every book on
making hard cover babies on the market."
LATEST NEWS: One of next spring's big books will
be HOW TO CONQUER SHYNESS, by Pauline
Titus. Funk & Wagnalls will get behind this with full
page ads, and a terrific mail order and promotion
campaign. The author has been working on her subject for fifteen years; she was with me for two
months when | sold the book for her.
The work of my authors appears on the list of such houses
as DUTTON, DODD-MEAD, APPLETON, DOUBLEDAY,
BARNES, NORTON, PRENTICE-HALL, VANGUARD, FUNK
& WAGNALLS, SIMON & SCHUSTER, LONGMANS-GREEN,
DAVID McKAY, MORROW, MACRAE-SMITH, GREENBERG, and many cthers.
YOU AND THIS BOOK MARKET: Through the years, |
have placed more first noveis, and first non-fiction books
than | can keep track of. | am receiving so many calls
that | can't list them here—but I'll be glad to see your
book lengths, mystery, straight novel or non-fiction. There's
a nominal charge of $5 for _ appraisal and comment.
(My sales commission is 10%
A.

L.

FIERST,

545.

Fifth

Avenue,

WHERE YOU COME IN
TELL ME ABOUT YOURSELF when you send me your
manuscripts—as my selling authors did. Let me show
you the marketable material in your own background.
Once | decide where your true talent lies, we Rl to town
—which is why | have made sales for my writers to the
SATURDAY EVENING POST, COLLIER'S, ‘ESQUIRE,
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, AMERICAN, THIS WEEK
and other top outfits, plus, of course, the pulps, the
confessions, the feature and the specialized markets.
a sales commission is 10%. After | make a couple of
ales for you | drop all fees. My rates for personal detailed
analysis, suggested revision, and experienced marketing of
your manuscripts are: $1! per
thousand words for the first 5,000
of any script; 50c per thousand
words thereafter. Minimum fee, $3.
Remember that my work with thousands of authors has made every
one of your writing difficulties
familiar to me. Send me your
best manuscript now and be sure
to tell me about yourself.*
* ONE WEEK REPORTS

Literary
New

York

17,

New
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YOU

CAN

WIN!

Shepherd Students are winning Cash,
Rings, Refrigerators,
Cars, Diamond
Travel Trips, Wardrobes, Radios and
Watches in Prize Contests!
You, too, can cash in on. Contests! The
Shepherd Course will give you the
Secrets of Winning. Write NOW for a
Gift Copy of the newest “SHEPHERD
CONFIDENTIAL CONTEST BULLETIN”—bringing you WINNING HELP
for the big Contests now on. It’s FREE!
SHEPHERD
SCHOOL
Dept. D, 1015 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

DIGEST
Book Publishers
D. Appleton-Century Co., Inc., 35 W. 32nd
Street, New York City 1. Theodore M. Purdy,
Editor. ‘We publish fiction, book-length manuscripts of 60,000 words or over only ; biography,
current events, popular historical studies, books
on child care, humor, travel and adventure,
economics and popular science, music and the
arts.
Rarely buy poetry and do not buy
photographs. Report in three or four weeks.
Payment is on royalty basis, with semi-annual
accountings.”
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 724 N. Meridian
Street, Indianapolis 7, Indiana. Mrs. Rosemary
B. York, Editor; Miss Patricia Jones, Juvenile
Editor. “We publish adult book-length fiction
of high literary quality, 75,000 words and up;
juvenile fiction for age level 8 years and up, with
20,000 words minimum length; book-length adult
non-fiction of high literary quality and appeal
to the general reader in subject matter. No
poetry or photographs. Report in two to three
weeks. Payment is on royalty bas’s only.”

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED NEATLY
Prompt Service
25 years typi ng experience. Minor corrections in_spe elling,
grammar and punctuatio n, if desired Mailed flat. Carbon free. Extra first
50c per 1000 words. Inquiries
promptly acknowledged.
JUNE H. REESE
2741 14th Avenue
Moline, Illinois

Charles’ T. Branford Company (successors to
Ralph T. Hale & Co.), 6 Beacon Street, Boston
8, Mass. ‘We publish non-fiction books; art,
craft, semi-technical, exploration, natural history,
biography. No fiction, photographs or poetry.
Report in two to four weeks.
Payment on
royalty basis.”

E. JERVIS BLOOMFIELD
Personal Attention
CRITIC
GHOST
Educated in 4 countries; traveled on 4 continents.
GABRIOLA ISLAND—BRITISH COLUMBIA

Crown Publishers, 419 Fourth Avenue, New
York City 16. Edmund Fuller and Hiram Haydn,
Editors. “We publish general quality fiction and
non-fiction books. Fiction should bé at least
65,000 words in length. No photographs or
poetry. Report in three to four weeks.”

WRITE CARTOON
IDEAS !
“BE FUNNY FOR MONEY” shows you how to write
and where to sell. REMEMBER only a selling cartoonist
IN NEW YORK CITY knows the needs of N. Y.
markets. Sell the big magazines. Send 25c in coin.
Mail today.
DON ULSH
144 E. 40th St., Dept..W
New York 16, N. Y.
PLOT
TROUBLES?
THIRTEEN WAYS TO PLOT is designed to solve
your plot problems with thirteen different plotting
methods and seven charts. Make your own mechanical plot aids; learn how to plot sound stories.
A card brings full details, $1.50 brings you your
copy, postpa id.
NE DOLLAR A MINUTE shows you how to cash
in on short-short stories. A car brings your copy
for five day examination. One dollar brings your
copy postpaid.
RITE ON TIME! Writer's Calendar. What to
write and when to send it. Fifty cents, postpaid.
FREE copy of short-short markets with all orders.
All books.sold on money back guarantee
of satisfaction.
BLUE HILLS PRESS
Dept. D
Blue Ash, Ohio

Rudolph Field, 5 Columbus Circle, New York
City 19. Rudolph Field, Editor.
“We are
interested mainly in non-fiction books, particularly self-help books. Might use fiction, but no
photographs or pqetry. Report in thirty days.
Payment is on straight royalty contract only.”
Samuel Gabriel Sons & Co., 200 Fifth Avenue,
New York City 10. Bertram Gabriel, Jr., Editor.
“We publish juveniles for ages 8 to 10, and
picture books. Buy poetry, but no photographs.
Report in one to two weeks.”
Gramercy Publishing Company, 419 Fourth
Avenue, New York City 16. Alice Sachs, Editor.
“We want stories of romance, 60,000 to 65,000
words. Report in one month. Payment is on
contract and publication.”
Greenberg: Publisher, 201 E. 57th Street,
New York City 22. Elliot W.,McDowell, Editor.
“We publish book-length good fiction, juvenile
non-fiction, how-to-do-it books, humor. No photographs or poetry. Report in three weeks.
Payment is on royalty basis.”

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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Herbert Publishing Company, 3355 N. Olcott
Avenue, Chicago 34, Ill. H. G. Hecketsweiler,
Editor.
“We publish instructive books and
courses; technical, baby care, and general interest
material. No photographs, poetry or fiction.
Report in five days. Payment is on royalty basis.”
Lorenz Publishing Company, 501. E. Third
Street, Dayton 1, Ohio.
Mildred L. Kerr,
Literary Editor. “We want anthem material and
reading matter of informative and inspirational
type for magazines for church choirs; pageants
for Christmas and Easter from one-half to one
hour in length, with lyrics suitable for musical
setting. Also articles of interest to choir directors,
choir singers and organists, 100 to 1000 words.
No photographs or poetry. Report in one to
two weeks. Rates vary, on acceptance.”
McLoughlin Brothers, Inc.,45 Warwick Street,
P. O. Box 702, Springfield 1, Mass. “We publish
novelty and story books for very young children,
1000 to 2000 words. No photographs or poetry.
Report within three weeks. Payment is according
to amount of rewriting and editing necessary,
on acceptance.”
Rand McNally & Company, 536 S. Clark
Street, Chicago 5, Ill. Marion Dittman, Editor.
“We are currently overstocked in all types of
material.”
William Morrow ©& Company, 425 Fourth
Avenue, New York City 16. Frances Phillips,
Editor. ‘We publish novels of regular book
length, 70,000 words and over. No photographs
or poetry. Report’ in two or three weeks. Payment is on royalty basis starting at 10% usually,
and increasing on a sliding scale.”
Murray and Gee, Inc., 3630 Eastham Drive,
Culver City, Calif. Theodore Du Bois, Editor.
“We publish non-fiction from 25,000 to 80,000
words, depending upon type of book and quantity
of illustrations. We specialize in sound popular
technical and ‘how to’ books, with emphasis on
homemaking and gardening, although we would
like to be queried on all sound non-fiction books
regardless of the category in which they fall.
Buy photographs as part of complete book only.
Report in thirty days. Payment is on straight
royalty basis.”
Phoenix Press, 419 Fourth Avenue, New York
City 16. Alice Sachs, Editor. “We publish
mystery, western and sophisticated love novels,
60,000 to 65,000 words. Report in a month.
Payment is on contract and publication.”
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SLAUGHTER
LITERARY SERVICE
P. O. Box 56-D Burnet Woods Sta.
Cincinnati 20, Ohio — Phone AV 2332
DISTINCTIVE SERVICES
® Personal Collaboration
Market \Help on all Manuscripts
Individual Writing Assignments
Professional Manuscript Criticisms
Free Reading of Novels and Plays
Beginner's Training in Writing

Real
Professional
Training
For Writers

COMPLETE INSTRUCTION
Short Story © Poetry
Plays @ Novels

IN
Specific
Individual
Instruction
Mail Study
Courses

Rates: $100 per 1000 words to 5000; 60c per 1000
thereafter. Write for information upon courses and
poetry. Free report on plays and novels
SALABLE
TYPING
Professional Work
Minor Editing
Fifty Cents per 1000 words. Carbon Free.
Mailed Flat With Original
JANE GORDON
644 35th Street
Des Moines 12, lowa
WHY NOT PUBLICITY?
|
Publicity ang Public Relations work may be the answer
My * years experience has been telescoped for your|
benefit
rightec printed lessons
Se aa Pts a Free Pamphlet, “PUBLICITY IS
PROFITABLE.” No obligation.
STREAMLINED PUBLICITY COURSE
Frank C. Sullivan
Dept. D|
1130 Sacramento St.
San Francisco 8, Calif. |
aaiaaue t
A LOW COST PUBLISHING SERVICE }
for Authors
We print, publish and distribute your manuscripts in
book and pamphlet format. Send for free folder.
The William-Frederick Press
Pamphlet Distributing Co., Inc.
313 West 35th St.
New York 1, N. Y. Preah
PPro!
Manuscript typing done accurately and
neatly with minor corrections in spelling and
grammar, carbon and extra first page free;
50c per 1000 words; poetry Ic per line;
Promptness guaranteed. Only experienced
typists touch your script. Our typing service
will help you sell your work.
STRATHMERE WRITERS SERVICE BUREAU
P. ©. Box 52
Strathmere, New Jersey

Whittlesey House, 330 W. 42nd Street, New
York City 18. Edward C. Aswell, Editor-in-Chief.
WRITECRAFT SERVICE
“We publish book-length fiction of literary
Professional
revision, criticism, rewriting that will
distinction, historical or modern novels, and
do for you what you probably can not do for
juveniles. No detective fiction. Also publish
yourself—help you sell your stories. Information
book-length non-fiction, history, biography, psyfree.
chology, humor, useful arts, juveniles, reporting,
P. O. Box 202
Chicago Heights, Ill.
sports, science for the layman, diversions. Buy
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.

WRrITER’s DIGEST
COMPETENT
SPECIFIC
MARKETWISE
Analysis of your story, article, or film
original by published writer, editor,
studio story analyst.
$1 per thousand
— $3.00 minimum
Free with first order: THE 39 STEPS
IN STORY REVISION
PAUL
LAWRENCE
7104 Hawthorn Avenue, Hollywood 46, Calif.

MANUSCRIPT TYPING
corrections, extra 1st and last page,
carbon—free.
50c per 1000 words. 40c over 10,000.
JEAN M. SINK
Los Angeles 3, Calif.
78182 Avalon Blvd.
Phone: THornwall 6138
Minor

The

Little

Are

Important...

Volumes

IN A recent article in The New York
Times, “The Literary Market Place
Today” by Harvey Breit, the writer
quotes a distinguished publisher: “. .
‘We used to break even on a sale of
5,000 copies. Now ... we need 10,000
copies. The result? We’re shopping for
sure-fire stuff ... And that means that
we simply haven’t got room ... for the
little volume of verse, or the first novel
that we used to publish . . .’ And so,”
concludes Mr. Breit, “. . . publishers’
lists are growing smaller, tighter. More
big novels, fewer critical essays ...
fewer scholarly studies.”
WE THINK the little volume of verse,
the first novel, the scholarly study, the
critical essay are important. We can
bring them to the discerning reader. Our
books, generally published on a cooperative basis, are produced at comparatively low cost. Because of this, even
so limited a sale as six hundred copies
of, for example, a 64-page book of verse
will yield a profit to the author over
and above investment.
Ir your Ms has a definite audience, submit it to us. If we like it, we'll publish
it. For a free copy of A Decade of Publishing, write to Dept. D.

photographs, but no poetry. Report in three days
to three weeks. Payment is on regular trade
publisher’s sliding royalty scale, royalties paid
twice a year, advance determined by individual
book,”
Trade Journals
Business Education World, 270 Madison Avenue, New York City 16. Alan C. Lloyd,
Managing Editor. Issued monthly ; 20¢ a copy;
$2.00 a year. “We use articles that tell what
commercial teachers ought to teach, how to do
it, why to do it, criticisms of their graduates,
comments abgut their success, and factual information about business practices that teachers
can relay to their students. No photographs.
Report in a week. Payment is 1¢ a word, on
publication.”
Church School Builder, 2923 Troost Avenue,
Kansas City 10, Mo. Dr. Erwin G. Benson,
Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a
year. ‘“‘We use promotional and inspirational
material on Sunday-school problems and some
articles on home religious problems, 1000 words
or less.
Material with fundamental point of
view. Occasionally buy religious poetry about
Sunday-school subjects, or seasonal, but rarely
buy photographs. Report in two to four weeks.
Payment is $3.75 per 1000 words, on first of
month.”
Clothing Trade Journal, Morris Plains, N. J.
S. L. Simons, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a
copy ; $5.00 a year. “We use articles on garment
manufacturing, 500 to 2500 words. Buy photographs. Report in two weeks. Payment is $6.00
to $10.00 per 1000 words, on publication.”
Correct English, 1745 Broadway, New York
City 19. Norman Lewis, Editor. Issued monthly;
25c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We use self-help
articles on all phases of English, quizzes, vocabulary building, reading efficiency, spelling, correct usage. Liberal attitude with no pedantic
approach. Buy poetry, but no photographs. Report in two weeks. Payment is Yec a word, on
acceptance.”
The Dairy Guide, 1000 S. Second Street, Harrison, N. J. Rena Wolf, Editor. Issued biweekly; 10c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use
straight factual articles {no editorial comment)
on merchandising, selling, and promotion in
relation to retail food stores, under 500 words.
We buy poetry if subject matter is in our field,
and photographs. Report in one to two weeks.
Payment is lc to 2c a word and $2 to $5 for
photographs, on acceptance.”

Earnshaw’s Infants’, Children’s and Girls’
Wear, 71 W. 35th Street, New York City. Amy
Vossen, Managing Editor. Issued monthly. “We
use buyer interviews of juvenile wear buyers in
prestige department stores only, with plenty of
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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or labor saving; gadget or Tessie
arrangement,
vor an example of good ‘showmanship’ either inside or outside the store, an advertisement or series that
brought results, an attractive and effective remodeling or modernization job, a successful new
store particularly one opened by a returning
serviceman. The description may be from 50 to
500 words, more or less. The illustration may
be either one or more photographs or drawings,
sufficiently clear for effective reproduction. No
MS or photographs returned unless accompanied
by return postage. Not responsible for unsolictited manuscripts. Payment is $2.50 to $20.00
each for each story.”

direct quotes, and business arti s angled to
interest infants’ and children’s wea hop owners,
approximately 1000 words. Nothi
corny or
old-fashioned.
Buy professional photographs.
Payment is 14%2¢ a word, on publication.”
The Earth Science Digest, Box 581, Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Hendrik P. Zuidema, Editor.
Issued monthly. ‘‘We use articles on mineralogy,
general geology, fossil collecting, and gem cutting, 2000 to 5000 words. Also nature photography, cover phoios, and illustrated articles.
Payment is ¥2¢ a word.”
Education, 370 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Raymond P. Palmer, Editor. Issued monthly;
50c a copy; $4.00 a year. “We use educational
articles on subjects of interest to teachers, and
the best length is 2C00 to 4000 words. Please
query. No photographs.
Report in a month.
No payment, but authors (almost exclusively
teachers) are given year’s subscription to magazine plus extra copies of issue in which their
article appears.”

Midland Schools, 415 Shops Building, Des
Moines 9, Iowa. W. Henry Galbreth, Editor.
Issued monthly, September through May; 15c
a copy; $1.00 a year. “We do not buy any
articles. Our material is all contributed. Most
of it comes from educators in our own state, but
some is supplied by the National Education
Association, Washington, D. C., and the Rural
Editoriai Service in Chicago. We are really not
in the market for manuscripts.”

Garrison’s Magazine, 110 E. 42nd Street, New
York City 17. Flint Garrison, Editor. Issued
The Milk Salesman, 5405 Penn Avenue, Pittsmonthly. “We are in the market for ‘Illustrated
burgh 6, Pa. A. D. Walter, Editor. Issued
monthly; 25c a copy; $3.50 a year. “We use
Shorts’ directly relating to dry goods stores or the
articles pertaining to the home delivery of milk,
dry goods departments of department and genabout 500 words. Material is written for the
eral stores.
Acceptable subjects are: A good
driver. Buy photographs. Report in two to
department arrangement, a successful promotion,
four weeks. Payment is $5.00 on acceptance.”
a good window, a clever counter display, a time
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FLORENCE
STARIN
Literary Agent
1419 JESUP AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
N MY fifteen years in the literary agency
business I have sold millions of words to
such magazines as: Woman’s Home Companion, Saturday Evening Post, Cosmopolitan,
Ladies’ Home Journal, American Magazine,
Argosy, Household, Holland’s, Everywoman’s,
TODAY’S Woman and to all the leading
books in the pulp field.
“First Sale to Woman’s Home Companion...”
Writes Mary Lispenard Ward
“Thanks to you, my first story written after receiving
your advice and constructive criticism resulted in my
first sale to WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION. Your
hints and know how are of immeasurable value.”’
If you are a beginner you will benefit from
my constructive and detailed criticism and
direction, available at $1.00 per thousand
words. If you are a professional I will work
with you on a 10% basis.
REPORTS IMMEDIATELY ON RECEIPT OF COPY
HAVE YOUR
MANUSCRIPTS
Neatly and accurately typed. Dependable, prompt
work. Minor corrections in grammar and spelling.
Carbon copy free. All mailed fiat.
50c per 1,000 words. 40c over 10,000.
MARJORIE ABBOTT
25 Farquhar St.
Roslindale 3, Mass.
$ $
SALES
$ $
All you need is professional advice. My fiction has sold
to COLLIERS, THIS WEEK, ESQUIRE, AMERICAN
MERCURY, VARSITY; articles to TRUE, WOMAN’S
DAY, THE WOMAN.
Your manuscript will receive friendly, competent criticism at one dollar per thousand words
ED McNAMARA
344 Pelham Road
New Rochelle, N. Y.

DIGEST
Modern Miss Magazine, 200 Madison Avenue,
New York City 16. Caroline Hutchins, Editor.
Issued quarterly; controlled circulation; free of
charge to home economists and teachers of
clothing in schools and colleges. ‘“‘We use articles on the teaching of home economics (textile
and clothing division of the subject). Articles
must be written by one who knows field. For this
reason, little free-lance material is bought.
Mostly staff-written or done on assignment. We
do own fashion and other photography. We are
not interested in unsolicited sketches from
amateur dress designers. Report in two to three
weeks.
Payment is $5 to $50, depending on
length, subject matter, and reputation of author
in our particular field.”
Modern Stationer, 250 Fifth Avenue, New
York City 1. David Manley, Editor. Issued
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. “We use
business articles pertaining to stationery and
office supplies. Buy photographs. Report in ten
days. Payment is 1¥%2¢ 4 word.”
Rocky Mountain Restaurateur, 1447 Stout
Street, Denver, Colo. James E. Hickey, Editor.
Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We
can use short write-ups of restaurants in Rocky
Mountain region, preferably story of how recipes,
advertising, new equipment or new policies increased business. Also historic items are useful
if tied in with local scene in this particular field.
Photos will help sell us a story every time.
Report in three weeks. We ‘borrow’ photos,
paying $2 to $3, and return to source if desired.
Payment for articles is %¢ a word, on publication.”

Scholastic Magazines, 220 E. 42nd Street, New
York City 17. Kenneth M. Gould, Editor-inChief. Issued weekly during school year, in the
following editions: Senior Scholastic Combination Edition, World Week Edition, Practical
MANUSCRIPTS
English Edition, and Junior Scholastic. “We
accept a few unsolicited manuscripts, but the
Typed expertly and prompily.
bulk of the contents is written to order by
Minor corrections if desired.
50c per 1000, carbon free.
staff writers and is definitely adapted in style
and content to the needs of young people in
RUBY WATSON
English, History, Social Studies and vocational
829 Christian Place
Indianapolis 2, Ind.
classrooms. Senior Scholastic Combination Edition: Use short, vividly written informational
GHOSTWRITER
articles on government, social problems, history;
Eighteen years experience in mending writing
forum discussions of government and _ social
for marketing. | do not tell what to do. | do it
problems; articles on art, literature, English,
for you. Reference women's WHO'S. WHO. Corcomposition. Length limits, 700 to 1500 words.
respondence requires return postage. Natalie
Want no original short stories, plays or verse,
Newell, 2964 Aviation, Miami 33, Fla. Author of
as its contents in these categories is chosen from
HOW TO PLOT AND WHY, Postpaid, $1.00.
the work of leading contemporary writers as
specimens of literary form; World Week Edition: Use short articles on local government,
TYPING CF MANUSCRIPTS
world history, social problems, travel, economic
Accurate, neat and reliable.
geography; also forum discussions. of governGood work guaranteed.
40 cents a thousand words.
ment and social problems. Length limits, 700
to 1500 words; Junior Scholastic: For 6th, 7th
JUNE ROBBINS
and 8th grade classes. Contributions solicited
1330 West 98th Street, Los Angeles 44, California
Phone: Pleasant 1-1695
(Continued on page 68)
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PERSONALS
The circulation of Wrirer’s Dicest is much greater than
that of any other writer’s magazine. Each issue is read by
beginning writers, professional writers, editors, publishers,
writer’s clubs, publicity men, theatri-7] producers, adver
tising agencies and newspaper men throughout the United
States, Canada and writers colonies in a score of foreign
countries.
Rate is ten cents a word, including name and address;
box number, $1.50.
Copy with money order or check for the December issue
must reach us by November 5.
The purpose of the “personal” department
is to permit readers to swap, trade or sell
nominally priced items or services, and to
get in touch with others readers with whor
they can enjoy literary collaborations and correspondence.
The following “personals” are not accepted:
Professional national matrimonial service,
palmistry, numerology, astrolorv, professional
national friendship clubs, dream books, professional advisors without graduate degrees.
(Critics, typists, correspondence courses, and
literary agents may use display advertising
only).
WRITERS: Would you like two-room house, modern
plumbing, yet deep in woods of South Central
Oregon near Rogue River, Deer, Trout, Salmon
country. $10.00 week, $30.00 month. $8.00 a week
for meals if you don’t like your own cooking. A
springboard confab daily if you like. Box U-4.
COWBOY MAP OF TEXAS AND U. S. 35 funny
postcards, $1. Spot Map Co., Bedell Bldg., San
Antonio,
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR, newspaperman, magazine editor, and soldier of fortune will be available
for assignments anywhere in the world after
January 1, 1948. Box U-9.
CASH for your favorite toasts! Wataugan, Box 5402,
Raleigh, N. C.
FOOL-PROOF BOOKLET on punctuation. Every
problem discussed and illustrated. $1.00. Mrs.
Marjorie Davidson, Laceyville, Penna.
RAISE EARTHWORMS. Profitable sideline. Method
$2.50. Breeders $2.00 hundred. Earthworms Unlimited, 312 So. 2nd St., Yakima, Washington.
Lillian, “‘HAPPY BIRTHDAY” Love, Tony.
ATHENAEUM SOCIETY—Write book lovers, writers,
aesthetes. Dues one dollar. An intellectual fraternity. Branson, Missouri.
ORIGINAL HUMOR written to order. Any subject.
Cartoon ideas a specialty. Don Frankel, WD, 1508
South Homan, Chicago 23.
LIBRARY RESEARCH. Avail yourself of the extensive facilities of New York’s specialized libraries by sending us your research problems!
Accurately, comprehensively done; English or foreign languages. Reasonable rates; reliable, prompt
service, Library Research Institute, 475 Fifth
Avenue, Division G, New York 17, N. Y.
CATHOLIC WRITER 1947 YEARBOOK. Sixth annual edition, $1.00. Marolla Press, Dept. WD1,
Pence, Wisconsin.
“BECKY’S CORSET,” Ellie Hill, $2.00. House of
Pettit, 161 Lexington, New York City.
LUANA: Please write. Joe.
SHERLOCK HOLMES and SIR ARTHUR CONAN
DOYLE. A selected Bibliography for feature writers,
25c. Free with order: “How to Write Feature Articles.” Writer’s Service, 218 North 32nd St., Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin.
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A NEW YORK MAIL ADDRESS will give you
prestige and insure privacy in your correspondence. Your mail received and forwarded promptly.
Low monthly rates. Confidential. Reliable. Free
details. Arlington, 131-A West 42nd Street, New
York City.
WRITE with a wire recorder. Box 282, Arlington
Heights, Illinois.
a HANDPAINT IN OILS, china, vases, etc. I will
get dishes, vases, etc., or you may send them te
me. Also other art work done. Write for information. Raynelda Shaurette, Chetek, Wisconsin.
HANDWRITING ANALYSES. Crisp, definit: character studies by a _ conscienticus grapclogist.
$2.00 Miss Anna Kauffmaz, 436 Harpe Ave.,
Drexel Hill, Pa.
FREE CATALOGUES
— Fiction, Non-Fiction, Biography, Juveniles. Athens Book Company, 282 East
Hancock Avenue, Athens, Georgia.
POETS!
Christmas Special—Your favorite poem
beautifully illustrated in water-colors for framing.
Hand lettering. 9x12—$1.30. Craft Studio, Box
4718, St- E, Kansas City, Mo.
MAN OF I™TEGRITY AND GOOD TASTES will
welcome hearing from similar woman in Boston
area, age 25 to 45. Likes plain, Wholesome, fastidious type—with aesthetic as well as other interests. I am 36, in perfect health, with virile
mind and body. Circumstances require discreet
but sincere action. Write H. B. Lopez, c/o General
Delivery, Boston 9, Mass. Confidences observed
implicitly.
ORDER NOW! Second Edition, “So You Want Your
Songs Published?” Send 25c. Wilbur James Ingersoll, 419 West ist Avenue, Flint 3, Michigan.
Gives Markets, Advice.
LEARN HOW TO—‘‘Mimeograph,” $1.00; ‘Write
Songs,” $2.50; “Become A _ Publisher,” $1.00.
Knight Publishing Company, Dept. E, Leonard*town, Md.
WRITER’S INSTRUCTION BOOKS bought and sold.
Send your list for appraisal. Write for our list of
new and used writer’s books. Humanity Press,
220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
$10 A WEEK WRITING POEMS. Instructions and
markets sent for 25c. Charles Olive, Willmar,
Minnesota.
INSTANT WORD COUNTER, 25c cuin. Simple, ingenious device instantly and accurately counts
typed wordage—pica, elite, single or double spaced.
Count 5000-word story in one minute. Lawrence,
7104 Hawthorn, Hollywood 46, California.
CANADIAN INFORMATION: Simple questions, odd
jobs, complex research expertly, economically and
promptly handled. Elgin C. Hall, P. O. Box 18,
Ottawa, Can.
WANTED—Strictly frank and honest confessions of
your faith and philosophy of life as opposed to
other creeds and beliefs. Lyle Graber, Elrose, Saskatchewan, Canada.
CONFIDENTIAL Television Directory, $1. Gives
names and addresses of stations now transmitting
on regular schedule. Lists sponsors, advertising
agencies and individual producers buying program
material. Also outline of telecast requirements.
Cruger, 5800 Carlton, Hollywood 28, Calif.
WRITER, 33 years, always single, like to correspond
with independent
dy who may spoil him. Offers
psychology and literary ooleatatien, Box 20,
Room 940, 30 West Washington, Chicago.
“CHECKS”—Endorsed by critics and selling writers;
helping beginning writers. Send for “Checks.” 50c.
Wilmer Culver, 924 33rd South, Seattle 44, Wash.
SUN AND FUN Magazine. Health, profit, thrills;
10c. Pennebacker, Box 141, San Marcos, Texas.
JIM FERGUSON, M. H. K. C. B. Co., Harmon Field,
Stevensville, Newfoundland, would like to hear
from old friends.
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PLOTS WEAK? Send 25c for Super-Plotter System.
Also, at 25c each: Attaining Professional Style,
Selling Short-Shorts, Making Characters Live,
Writing and Selling Humor. All 5 for $1.00. W.
Heideman, New Ulm, Minn.
A REDHEADED CLUE. What editor asks What’s
in a Name?
SECRETARY, past forty, wishes to meet gentleman,
solid citizen, some culture, about 50, vicinity Los
Angeles. Box U-1.
CARTOONISTS: Free copy of the American Cartoonist, the monthly magazine of the comic art
profession. Send stamp. Box WD, 223 E. Regent
Street, Inglewood, Calif.
ATTENTION—Young woman who craves friendly
correspondence. A gentleman who travels believes
this a fine means to friendship. Write me. No. 265,
207 East 84 St., New York City.
SPEECH: Will you write it? I need a good speech,
subject matter along personality, applied psychology, inspiration and humor. State fee. Box U-12.
TOO BUSY to send Greeting Cards? Let us do it
for you, All types of cards and letters sent—
birthday, anniversary, Christmas, congratulations.
Ideal for all business and clubs. Write for our personal service opportunities. Donald W. Day & Co.,
Box 166, Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa.
STRUGGLING AUTHORESS, Catholic, early thirties,
interested literature, music, art, would like to correspond with Catholic gentleman, similar age, interests. P. O. Box 1104, Springfield, I
RESEARCH: Congressional Library and Government
Bureaus. Your problems promptly and expertly
handled. Any subject, simple or complex questions.
. L. Trask, 113 First St., N.E., Washington, D. C.
YOU’LL WRITE SALABLE HUMOR after reading
Frankel’s comic gagster. Exciting! Stimulating!
13c, Don Frankel, WD., 1508 South Homan, Ghicago 23.
MOMMY: Miss letters. Write. Love. Daddy.
THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS the professional uses in
checking his pulp or slick story. Covering plot,
construction, character, scene, style, taboos, etc.
The editor will look for these points—beat him to
it! 25c coin. Lawrence, 7401 Hawthorn, Hollywood 46, Calif.
CONFESSION WRITER wishes to contact another
woman confession writer for mutual criticism, inspiration and possible collaboration. New York
area. Box U-3.
BACK ISSUES magazines supplied. Reedmore, 240
East 9th, New York,
2
JOIN THE ROUND TABLE Discussion Group. Exchange ideas, opinions, etc. Membership free.
Winters, Box 665, C.S.S., New York 8, N. Y.
LIKE TO WRITE? Earn plenty $3-10 checks, rewritin news items, etc. Enclose stamp. “The
Oaks,” 806 Mishawaka Avenue, Mishawaka, Ind.
FREE TO WRITERS! Sample Writer’s Friend, containing helpful hints and market tips. W. Heideman, New Ulm, Minn.
DOLLARS DAILY! Cleared $1,900 in two months
by mail! Write immediately! Loeb, G-11, Silverton,
Cincinnati 13.
YOUR HANDWRITING AND YOU. Personal analysis, $1.00 minimum. Emelyn Petersen, 6044
Dorchester, Chicago 37, Ill.
FREE-LANCE (CREATIVE) WRITER (m:antime
stuck on trade publications), European background, sober, five-feet-ten, blonde, liberal, will
share his lonely free days. (plays, movies, museums, lectures, walks) with (up to 35) lover of
quietude (even solitude) and simple life who’d
like eventually become work-partner. NYC or vicinity. (Or—where are you?) Box U-5.
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IF YOU DON’T THINK you can be allergic to love,
read “What You Don’t Know May Hurt You.”
Intimate, revealing, illustrated. Best $1.50 you'll
ever spend. Rose, 145 East State, Columbus, Ohio.
ORIGINAL IDEA SUGGESTIONS for timely articles;
variety of subjects for preparation four months in
advance; issued monthly; one dollar per issue,
cash or money order. James R. Jacobs, Box 421,
G. P. O., New York 1, N. Y.
BOOK CLUB SUPERVISORS WANTED. We train
you for fascinating, spare-time Secretarial duties.
Receive outstanding book benefits and exciting library priveleges. Write Library-Builder’s Guild,
1212 Park Ave., Utica 3, New York.
WANT TO SELL YOUR BRAINS?—Write and publish your own knowledge in booklet form for
money. Publisher tells how in his own frank, revealing booklet. Free description. Write today!
Royal Publishers, Auburn 7, Alabama.
SINGLE MAN, 36, invites correspondence from similarly bored souls. C/o Box 629, Blandensburg,
Maryland.
ARTICLE WRITER’S MSS. CHECK LIST—101 vital
aids to acceptance arranged in instant check-list
form. Terse reminders for amateur and professional, to increase acceptability before mailing.
Covers editorial ‘“‘musts” on all phases of article
writing. Money-back guarantee. $1 postpaid. M.
E. Harrison, Postoffice Box 3445, Portland 8,
Oregon.
SPECIAL—21 beautiful assorted Christmas cards,
$1. Guaranteed. Leslie Fortune, Pocahontas, Tennessee.
IF YOU CAN COPY or trace simple cartoons, you
may earn up to $35.00 weekly, spare time, home
or office, in a new Duplicating Service for Advertisers. Particulars free. Cartoon-Ad-Service, Argyle
18, Wisconsin.
YOUNG AND LOVELY twentieth-century goddess
seeks someone of means to finance her metaphysical temple in N. Y. C. Jean Adair, c/o General Delivery, Cincinnati, ius’
DISCOURAGED, impecunious bachelor, 39, welcomes
encouragement or inspiration from ‘amiable, intelligent, broad-minded, modern young woman.
. F., Box 778, Chicago 90.
100 “EARN MONEY AT HOME?” offers, 25c. Homework Publications, 814 44th Avenue, San Francisco.
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS on 300 two-color
gummed labels, bound in an attractive imitation
leather case, only $1.00 postpaid. Use them an envelopes, packages, books, personal articles, etc.
Please write clearly! Musketeers, 54-44 80th
Street, Elmhurst, New York.
EAGER TO MAKE SOME MAN HAPPY! Must be
interesting, unusually kind and thoughtful and
appreciate attractive Jewish woman 35 with warm,
sympathetic personality without means. Box U-2.
WRITERS: Would you like to write without being
under pressure of earning a living? My booklet,
“Formula For Success,” tells you how you can retire from work with a comfortable income. Results guaranteed. $1.00 postpaid. Michael Fredrick,
Zoonesalc Counseling Service, Box 104, Lakeland,
orida
CARTOON GAG WRITERS—Learn secrets of gag
analysis that enables me to make gagwriting fulltime, paying occupation, Send $1.00 for set of instructions to Philip Leeming, Box 35, Hill Station,
Harrisburg, Pa.
YOUR REAL SELF EXPOSED, potentialities revealed
by graphologist of years’ experience. $1.00, Zuckerman, 519 Tulfan Terrace, New York 63, N. Y.
IF YOU HAVE WRITING ABILITY, you may be
interested in motion picture film editing. Send
$1.00 for “Profits In Home Movies.” General
Films, 4249 Barnett St., Philadelphia, Pa.
POETS—101 CASH MARKETS for all kinds of
oems, 25c. Poets Service, Box 1355. Lubbock,
exas.
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ATTENTION WOMEN! How much do you know
about men? My humorous book, “All Men Are
Wolves,” to be published soon, will give you the
real lowdown, Pre-publication price $2.50 for autographed first edition, or order.now and book will
be sent C.O.D. Spring, 1948, plblication. Edith M.
McIntosh, 549 W. Aldine Avenue, Chicago 13,
illinois.
RADIO ENGINEER, formerly Mid-Westerner and
married, now New Yorker and single, over 40,
5 ft. 11, 160 lbs., brunet, Christian, interested in
swimming, tennis badminton, music, dancing, an
occasional drink and metaphysics; invites correspondence from a suitable young lady who is so
happily feminine that she leaves pants and smoking to men, Box U-7.
YEAR’S READING—Your choice, low cost. All the
books you can read, including current best sellers,
for less than the cost of your daily newspaper.
Write for particulars. Ginn’s Chain of Books, Inc.,
907 Lowry Street, Columbia, Missouri.
MANUAL FOR AUTHORS—Notebook organization;
manuscript preparation, form, marketing, etc.;
analyzing, choosing markets; final tests for your
story. Invaluable. $1.50. Studio Story Method, 521
Radio Central Bldg., Spokane, Wash.
“TYPEWRITER PROFITS,” 50c. “‘Camera-Journalism,’”’ 25c. Book list free. Ralph Underhill, Beebe,
Arkansas.
CARTOONS DRAWN to your order, only one buck.
Ross, 111-14 76th Ave., Forest Hills, N. Y.
PROFESSIONAL YOUNG MAN desires wealthy marriage. Box 3454, El Paso, Texas.
GAG WRITING makes fine sideline—Learn technique of writing gags, parodies, cartoon ideas.
Particulars and 48-page jokebook, 10c. Don
Frankel, WD, 1508 So. Homan, Chicago 23.
WOULD IT HELP to confidentially talk it over by
mail with an understanding person? If so, write
Florence Gunn, Beaconsfield, lowa. Voluntary offering basis.
HOW TO BECOME POPULAR. Five hundred words.
Complete, $1.00. Mrs. Laura Saebo, 3717 L St.,
Vancouver, Wash.
“LET’S WRITE ABOUT YOU,” by Charles Carson.
A good book for writers. $2.00. W: ter’s Digest.
PROFESSIONAL PLOTTING will help you sell.
Writecraft, with 12 years’ experience writing, selling, will sketch your story idea into a well-plotted,
emotionally appealing, balanced and organized story
brief. We plot for selling writers and can help you.
Send story idea and $3.00. We will do the rest,
guaranteeing satisfaction. Writecraft, Box 202,
Chicago Heights, IIl.
KEY TO CASH! My Filler Formula covers entire
field—how, why, where. $1 buys KEY TG CASH.
Cozy Caruthers, 861 S. Fedora, Los Angeles 5.
SPIRITED, MATURE GENTLEWOMAN desires correspondence with cultured, educated gentleman to
discuss life’s perplexities. Box U-8.
TROUBLED? UNHAPPY? PERPLEXED? Bio-Psychologist, university
aduate, offers thorough
analysis and recommendations any problem, $3.00.
Arthur Allen Zicker, BP.D., 1014 Pine Street, San
Francisco 9, Calif.
MUSI* WRITTEN to poems. $3. Marcella Williams,
Box %030, San Francisco, Calif.
IT CAN’T BE WISHFUL THINKING to believe
there’s a well-bred, kind, honest, energetic, intellectual, non-drinking western bachelor, 42-49,
with a real purpose in life, a deep appreciation of
good health, nature and cultural things, whose
Scotch, English, French, Irish pride will let him
write to refined, talented young Southern California woman who’s lame, yet striving to make
something worthwhile of her life and attain physical normalcy again—a sincere correspondent to
help challenge and encourage the effort. Box U-10.
SOUTHERN WIDOW, late forties, wishes to correspond with gentleman over 45. Box U-11.
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WANT TO WRITE PROFESSIONALLY and thereby
sell as quickly as possible? Find answer in my ad,
this magazine, page 64. Natalie Newell, Ghostwriter.
DON’T SHOOT THE EDITOR who reie
our
manuscripts! Support yourself while ewa
, the
big break. Write, edit, SELL your own
in
folio form. A must for beginner see
adependence; sideline moneymaker for pri
onals.
Folio shows how. $1.00. Box 1492, New ondon,
* Conn,
FORTY DOLLARS A MONTH WRITING FILLERS,
facts, figures, methods, markets, 25c. “The Pay
Side of Poetry Writing” tells how and where to
sell poems, examples and over 200 pay-markets,
50c. “The Rural Writer, Reporter and Correspondent Plan” gets you checks from small publications, 25c. Gloria Press, 192642 Bonsallo, Los
Angeles 7, Calif.
DISCOURAGED? Dime brings Shorticle Selling and
writing tips—with markets. W. Heideman, New
Ulm, Minn,
MAKE YOUR characters’ handwriting mean something and learn a fascinating parlor trick. Complete details on handwriting analysis, $1.00. Robbie
Holt, Box 761, Wichita Falls, Texas.
ASPIRANT NYC WRITER, 30, life-enjoying liberal
bookworm with sense of humor, invites correspondence with pleasant, cultured, feminine young
lady. Interests: historical novel, literature, art,
sunsets and music. Box U-6.
’
OPERATE MAIL ORDER BUSINESS spare time.
Easy, profitable. 10,000-word “How” booklet sent
25c.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Commonwealth,
5708-W Carothers, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.
COOK’S PLOTTO: This famous $25 book and “key”
available. Dissolving group has new copies for sale,
$8 each set, C.O.D. preferred. Address Betty
a
Room 804, 342 Madison Avenue, New
ork 17.
FILLERS AND SHORT PARAGRAPHS sell readily.
Send 25c for details and Markets. Writer’s Service,
Box 1355, Lubbock, Texas.
SHORT-SHORT MARKETS—Over 160 markets. A
card brings you free copy. No cost or obligation.
Blue Hills Press, Blue Ash, Ohio.
DRYING UP WITH OLD AGE? Don’t wait for it to
happen to you. Send today for “Secrets of Youth”
and “Renew Thy Youth Like the Eagle.” Both
books, $1.00.
Irvin-Pippin, 1220 Locust, Mt.
Vernon, Indiana,
THE PLOT BOOK—Make your own. Create original
plots from published stories without plagiarizing.
Folio shows how. Solves plot probiems. Price, 50c.
Also short features that sell quickly, where to get,
how to write, where to sell, 25c. Writecraft, Box
202, Chicago Heights, Illinois.
WOULD YOU PAY 3%—first $350 made? Colorillustrated book “505 Odd, Successful Enterprises,”
free. Work home. Expect something odd! Pacific-C,
Oceanside, Calif.
CONFIDENTIAL HELP on your problems—personal,
vocational—by experienced advisor. Fifteen years
aiding people personally—now offer service by
mail. $2.00. Brookhart, 852 E. 34th St., Brooklym 10, N. Y.
A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN. An income with time
to write. Experience unnecessary. For particulars,
write F. L. Sampson, P. O. Box 1249, Grand Central Sta.. New York.
AMAZING VALUE: Dozen writer’s textbooks, genies,
new and used, $15.00. write for list. Brody, 117
Byron Street, Cheboygan, Michigan.
COULD SAY I’M SINGLE and perhaps receive more
answers but I'll confess to a marriage bereft of
interest. I’m a newspaper man, 32, and to any
interesting woman I can promise a stimulating
correspondence. If you live in the South we might
eventually lunch together. Box U-11A.
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Writer’s Market
(Continued from page 64)

WIN

casi, CARS, HOMES
i An interesting folder describing
FREE
the ALL-AMERICAN COURSE
=
IN CONTEST WRITING. Our
students are America's biggest winners. Get
PRIZE IDEAS,’ the bulletin that lists current contests, judging slant, entries that won, complete
HOW TO WIN WRITEUPS, analyses Sponsor's
products. SEND ONLY 1!0c to cover handling
costs,
LEARN TO WIN! WRITE NOW! FIND OUT HOW!
ALL
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
1639 Mohican Street, Philadelphia 38, Pa., Dept. WD

PROMPT
ACCURATE
RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE
Your manuscript typed on good quality bond.
Minor corrections if desired. Free carbon. 45c per
thousand words.
VIRGINIA VAN RONK
P. O. Box 46
Shell Beach, Calif.
WHY
rejects? Let me find the cause, give expert criticism
and revision. My cooperative methods are fessons in
writing. —_ Fy my your own scripts. Fiction only.
© 3,000 words, $2.50
Each vedditional thousand, 50 conte.
JEAN REEDY
P. O. Box 117
Philadelphia 5, Pa.
MANUSCRIPTS
Typed beautifully, accurately, prom tly. Corrections
in spelling and grammar if desired. Free carbon copy
and extra first page—60c per 1000 words.
Mss. requiring editing beyond minor spelling and
grammar cerrections—90c per 1000 words.
MRS. EUGENE SMITH
P. ©. Box 752
Cheraw, S. C.
How Do | Start?
A.: | take a Student-Centered
PROFESSIONAL
AUTHORS' COURSE
in the "write-way!"
: HOW DO | LEARN CONSTRUCTION?
: SSM shows me basic patterns of articles,
stories, radio!
: HOW CAN | WRITE GOOD DIALOGUE?
: SSM shows me the tools for dialogue, at>o
>09
mosphere, action, characterization!
. HOW CAN | TELL WHEN MY WORK IS
READY TO SELL?
A.: SSM editor-authors give me critical help on
MY manuscripts, help me to revise and to find
my market. SSM STUDENTS SELL.
Spokane Writers Workshop and lecture courses.
| WANT TO SUCCEED!
I'LL WRITE TODAY TO
STUDIO STORY METHOD
521 Radio Central Bldg., Dept. D, Spokane 8, Wash.

only in short stBry, one-act play (stage and
radio) based on U. S., Canadian, or Latin
American historical incident. Try to get photographs
without
charg
Manuscripts
are
bought by Scholastic Mageiues with the understanding that they may be used in one, several,
or all editions.
Payment is a minimum of 2¢
per published word, after publication.”
School: Management, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York City 17. Lucile D. Kirk, Editor.
Issued monthly ; 20c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We
buy very few articles, and those are written on
assignment to our specifications by experts in
the educational field. We are interested in
good, clear, glossy photos illustrating human
interest activities in schools, and also new and
/ beautiful school buildings. Payment is $5 to $10
for photos, on acceptance.
Survey Midmonthly, 112 E. 19th Street, New
York City 3. Paul Kellogg, Editor. Issued
monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. “We use
articles of concern to professional social workers
in the fields of industry, health, community and
general welfare. Occasionally buy photographs,
but rarely use poetry. Report in about three
weeks. No payment.”
Syndicate Selling, 149 Madison Avenue, New
York City 16. Ruth F. Murphy, Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We
use 1000-word articles on any subject dealing
with variety store merchandising which would
help the salesgirl do a better job. Must be
written ‘to girl in variety store. Buy photographs
only when accompanied by article, and rhymes
if they contain lesson for salesgirl. Report immediately. Payment is 2c to 2¥%c a word for
articles, 25c to 50c a line for rhymes, and $3
and up for photos, depending on appeal, on
acceptance.”
Writer’s Guide, 200 S. Seventh Street, St.
Louis 2, Mo. Murray Bennett, Editor. Issued
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We use
articles, 600 to 1500 words, helpful to freelance writers of magazine articles, fillers, features, and poctry. Illustrations accepted. Material must be substantiated by proof of author’s
sales. Photos are used with articles and payment is included in price of article. Buy verse
about writers, up to 8 lines, also cartoons.
Quick reports. Payment for articles is by“ arrangement, on acceptance; verse is 25c a line
and cartoons are $2 and up.”
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HE Broadway season is now in full
production swing.
Plays are opening almost every day,
three a week for the past several weeks,
Couple
of rather
interesting
things
opened. Michael Myerberg, former manager for Leopold Stokowski, who went into
the producing of shows by doing the novel
“Skin of Qur Teeth,” has come m again
this season with another experimental job,
“Dear Judas,” a play which tried to say
that Judas was not all to blame.
The critics slammed it, but said his conception and theatrical type of production
was commendable, though the script was
not. The Catholic Church didn’t like it, but
he persisted anyhow. He is losing about
$75,000.
Some silly shows opened and closed. One
on horse racing, another about a fellow who
had murderer’s hands sewn on his stumps
and he thereby becomes criminal, which is
nonsense, of course. The critics ate those
two.
A couple of good musicals opened, nothing special, but tried and true formulas. We
caught one in Pt.‘adelphia, “High Button
Shoes.” It has some superb dancing in it,
one scene is based on a Keystone Cops and
Mack Sennett Bathing Beauties. It is the
best dancing sequence we have ever seen.
Set in “antic City, in a series of lockers,
with doors that flash open and close as the
cops chase the girls, and an escaped gorilla
finally enters the chase.
If you can think up such situations, send
them to the Ziegfeld Follies show, which
is in preparation now. They are collecting
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QUALITY
WRITERS
Send your manuscripts for analysis and
FREE REPORT
If these meet all requirements, I give ysiluable SALES HELP. If not, I suggest a program that is tailored to your need.
A staff of top-notch wri'ers and critics to
help you. Writers for RADIO, SCREEN,
STAGE. Novelists. A specialist for each type
of job.
VARIED SERVICES
Criticism, revision, coaching. Ghost writing on any subject, any style: from outline,
synopsis or plot. Fiction or non-fiction.
Fees very reasonable. Highest references
PAMPHLET on request
H. D. BALLENGER
1509 Crossroads of the World. Rm. 101-D
Hollywood 28, Calif., Phone HI 0193
MANUSCRIPT TYPING
Short
stories,
novels, movie
etc.. 50c
per
1000
words articles,
(approximately
12¥ec treatments.
page) including
one
carbon
copy.
Stage slightly
plays, higher.
radio scripts, and motion picture shooting
scripts
Corrasable
Bond
used
on
all
MSS,
extra
first
sheet
inoncluded.
any MSPlease
over specify
100 pageae PICA or ELITE type. 10% less
LITERARY TYPING SERVICE
P. ©. Box 2669
Hollywood 28, California

LOOK

FRIENDS

You write it—we'il correct it.
Honest, straightforward criticism of your story, article,
novel, or play. If it’s good, we’ll tell you. If it’s bad,
we'll tell you—and show you how to make it better.
Short stories and articles, $1 per 1000 words or fraction
thereof, up to 5000 words; over 5000 words 60c per
1000. Criticism fees on novels and plays on request.
No fee for second reading. Minimum fee $3 per MIS.
LITERARY ANALYSIS SERVICE
Box 2669, Hollywood Station
Hollywood 28, California
FREE LESSON: HOW TO WRITE GAGS
. . a wide open opportunity for fun and profit. If
you enjoy reading them, you can learn to write them.
I’ve sold COLLIER’S, JUDGE, syndicates. My copyrighted GAG-MAKER brings you ideas easily. Send
for details and FREE LESSONS.
SAUNDERS M. CUMMINGS
467-WD, Independence Bidg., Colorado Springs, Colo.
CANADIANS — PROMPT SERVICE
Manuscripts expertly typed. Carefully checked.
Spelling corrections included. 50c per thousand
words; Poetry Ic a line. Plus return postage.
E. L. FROST
2848 Danforth Avenue
Toronto, Canada
Phone—GRover 9549
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practical
playwrighting
® prepares you for a career in creating
plays for the Amateur or Professional Stage
as well as Radio, Television and Motion
Pictures. Send for free details about this
correspondence course by a selling dramatic writer.
e MARJORIE
FREER GALLERIES

MUELLER FREER
°
BERLIN, CONN.

MANUSCRIPTS
TYPED
50c per 1,000 words.
Book lengths, 45c per 1,000.
ELEANOR DURGIN
937 Filbert St.
San Francisco, Calif.
ARE YOU ONE OF THE REJECTED?
We offer you editorial guidance and analysis of your
manuscripts and our best efforts to try to have your
manuscripts published. Reading fees: $2.00 up to 5,000
words; over 5,000 and up to 10,000, 50c per thousand;
10,000 to 40,000, $7.00; full-length novels and plays,
$10.00. Manuscripts typed 20c per page.
NEW YORK AGENCY
910 Riverside Drive
New York 32, N. Y.
YOUR MANUSCRIPTS
PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED FOR MARKET
One Carbon Free
50c per 1000 words
EDITH M. McINTOSH
549 W. Aldine Ave.
Chicago 13, Ill.
SONG
WRITERS
An outstanding ethical composing offer that speaks
fo r itself. (4) of my songs alone sold over a HALF
M ILLION records of various labels led by VICTOR!
Seeing is believing. Send card NOW—be convinced!
ne cent well spent.
RAY HIBBELER
2157 N. Avers Ave., C13
Chicago 47, Ill.
KATHRN
BEMIS
WILSON
Writer of short stories, novels, articles,
serials, will give constructive criticism of
your unsold manuscripts.
Assisted writers since 1935.
Editing, revision, collaboration.
Prompt service.
Rates: $1 per 1000 words to 5000; 50c
per 1000 thereafter. Free reading and report
on novels.
WRITERS’ STUDIO
Box 22 Valley Village
North Hollywood, California

DIGEST
sketches. Jack Small is the fellow in charge,
225 W. 44, care of the Shuberts, who are
the producers.
We used to dream of the day we would
be able to produce a Ziegfeld Follies according to our own ideas. Maybe some day
we will, say in 1950 or so. Some of the most
beautiful girls in the world are now around
town, since the niteclubs are paying such
big salaries to chorus girls and we'd like
the chance of picking our own chorus—not
one composed of girl friends of backers who
are in the garment industry.
Looking at the list of shows now running, we*see that of the twenty-five running, only three are by new authors.
Three hundred plays have been announced for production this season, the
usual number. But money is hard to raise,
backers are fewer and tighter. Ticket buyers are not as plentiful, either.
Here are the names of producers we
know want scripts. They are .established,
well known theatre managers.
HENRY ADRIAN, 1776 Broadway.
He has a show running and wants to start
producing another one. He is a phenomenal
manager, can keep any show running he
produces, despite critics’ notices, and the
absence or presence of ticket buyers. Very
pleasant fellow and just ripe for a new
play. Likes comedies, has done musicals,
too.
:
JOHN WILDBERG, 206 E. 30.
He hasn’t produced a play for a year or
more. His show “Anna Lucasta” is still running in N. Y. and Europe. He’s looking for
a script to do this season. Has pioneered
quite a bit while he’s been in the theatre,
new type plays are his forte.
RODGERS
& HAMMERSTEIN,
1270
6th Ave.
Here is a lucky team. They have four
shows running on Broadway, total gross is
$100,000 a week. Think of it. Besides that,
they get royalties from the songs in two of
them, “Oklahoma,” and “Allegro.”
They take a script and turn it into a
musical. That’s how “Carousel” and “Oklahoma,” were born.
Very astute gentlemen, both are about
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50. We see them on the. street every day,
or at Sardis for lunch. They look like they
both were being sued for their pushcarts,
although we are told they are actually
happy. Such glum looking, quiet gentlemen! Old suits, no hats. Each earns about
a quarter million dollars a year from song
royalties, besides their stage and film paychecks.
JOHN GOLDEN, 246 W. 44.
Mr. Golden has no script. He’s just
dropped the last one he had in his file. He
likes clean comedies, family entanglement
plays, well-to-do-country club plays. A very
astute producer, even though he’s never
produced anything important. Incidentally,
he is seen in the company of Eleanor Roosevelt very often. She comes to all his premieres and has been one of his sponsors for
many years.
BERNARD HART, 1501 Broadway.
He hasn’t produced a play for a yerr and
is looking for one. He is the brother of
M...: Hart, famous playwright and director.
A .*ppy young man who loves puns. Every
day at 5:00 p. m. he leaves his office, goes
around the corner to Sardis bar, where you
can buy a beer for only 35c and stands
there throwing puns at people like us.
GILBERT MILLER, 9 Rockefeller Plaza.
Heavens knows what he wants. A very
rich man who hobnobs with American and
British royalty, owns a theatre in N. Y. He
has produced Ben Hecht’s mysticism, musical comedy dramas, European importations. All we know is he has no play and
hasn’t produced a show for some time,
though he wants to. This gentleman is
good for a $2000 option if he finds the play
he likes.
_ THERON BAMBERGER, 1430 Broadway.
He runs one of the most profitable summer theatres in the country. He operates
it for 15 weeks, and he must gross $10,000
a week on some of his shows.
Now he is back in New York and would
like to get into the big time circuit again.
He has produced some successful plays, like
“Tomorrow The World.” He is also a press
agent, as is his wife and the combination of
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STORIES
NOVELS
WRITE!
for the TOP market
It is no harder to sell to the top market than it is
to land at the bottom! Follow my original, exclusive,
perso ynal coaching method, One client sold to Saturday Evening Post ten times, another has sold six novels
Send for my FREE booklet 8 Road to Writ:ng
That Pays.”” With it I'll inclu information on my
revealing TWEL vE PILLARS “OF mw RITING WISDOM.. No obligation. Send today.
SCAMMON LOCKWOOD
New York 10, N. Y.
102 East 22nd St.
EXPERT
TYPING
Have your manuscripts prepared by experienced
typist. Corrections in spelling and grammar included, Write today for rates.
MAY E. WILKINSON
West Point, Virginia
TRY

CRITICISM

BY

A PROFESSIONAL
| have sold my own work for eighteen years. |
am still selling. Stories on the aewsstands this year.
| have taught writing in public schools and private
classes. Many of my pupils are now selling.
| can give you the benefit of Practical Experience, not just Theory.
Rates: $3.50 for 4000 words. Above that, 50
cents per thousand.
T. B. THOMSON
P. O. Box M
Azusa, California
*TO
THOSE
WHO
WRITE
4K WORDS FOR SONGS, BUT CAN'T WRITE MUSIC
We may be ablé to help you. Our organization of
trained composers and songwriters is at your service.
* Collaborate with professional songwriters; make the
most of your song-writing ability. Send us your words
+” for free examination and details.
FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
457 Beacon Bidg.
Boston, Mass.

7000 MONEY**: MANUSCRIPTS
sHenen
@-m WE
PAY
CASH—
C 0 U R ) E S for “How to do it’, BusinessStarting material published, being sold or in un ublished manuscript form.
ill buy your
FOLIOS
“going” or inactive Mail Order
Business, stock of Books. Plans,
Folios, Courses. Send sample for quick cash offer.
WE BUY, PUBLISH and SELL!
Good Profit-paying Mail Order Propositions for smallest to larger capital investors, “imprints,” side-line
opportunities for begi
s. Write
g approximate
capital you can invest and your wants; will send you
details of propositions and service. Whether to buy,or
sell will pay you to write us NOW!
BUSINESS
BELMAR

PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATES
1005 N. F Street
NEW JERSEY
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ATTENTION,
NEW YORKERS!
Now available: opportunity to discuss, correct your story
flaws with objective, accredited critic. Full criticism includes ALL your stories and notes, which are editorially
analyzed beiore interview.
Give-and-take discussions
have proven more valuable than typewritten criticisms.
Full hour: $10. Write:
ROBERT M. WENDLINGER
366 Madison Avenue
New York 19, N. Y.
MANUSCRIPTS
Neatly and Accurately Typed with
Minor Editing
Sample Page and Schedule of Rates
Upon Request
WINEY LANDIS
1365 Kennedy St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
STILL GETTING REJECTS?
Perhaps your story lacked proper style or characterization
If so, I believe I can help you. Critics say that my style
is superb and my characters real people. Rates $1 for
each 1,000 words. After 5,000 words fee is 60c for each
additional 1,000. Novel lengths $30.00. Will consider collaboration in worthwhile cases.
WILLIAM T. SMITH
204 Park Place
Montgomery, Alabama
MANUSCRIPT TYPIST
Prompt—Accurate—Neat—Minor Editing
By Professional Typist on Quality Bond
40c per Thousand Words
1 Carbon Free
GEORGIA TAYLOR
Complete Stenographic Service—Notary Public
)
634 Phones:
Coast Highway
(MiracleBeacon
Mile 5173
Beacon $778,
andNewport
Beacon Beach.
5285 Sarit.
SONG

POEM
WRITERS
PROTECT YOUR SONGS
GET THE FACTS FIRST
Write today for free booklet ‘‘Getting Ahead In
Songwriting”’ and our attractive offer.
SONG SERVICE, DEPT. 4
331 West 46 St.
New York 19, N. Y.

DIGEST
* producer-press agent is a very good one.
Press agents, incidentally, are always on
the lookout for plays.
Knowing how wiser they are than their
boss, and being closer to the people, the
public, the audience, they soon get a yen to
produce, themselves and cash in on the loot
which producers extract from a play.
You
000 a
bring
profits
screen

know a play that
week, which is not
a producer about
for several years,
sale.

grosses, say $20,much at all, will
$10,000 a week
not counting the

Press agents who earn $175 a week and
have to buy their own drinks, al] carry concealed yens to produce.
There is Bill Doll, for instance, a lovable
fellow, press agent for the fabulous Mike
Todd, Jed Harris, and others. He optioned
a play last summer, and the publicity was
tremendous. He didn’t raise the cash to
finance the show, but that’s because the
play was difficult to produce and therefore
expensive.
He wants a play. Send it to 14 E. 52nd
Street.
id
WILLIAM FIELDS, 630 Fifth Ave.
Here is a young man who is a press agent
for the Playwrights
Co., and a reliable, ? deVe
5
pendable quiet fellow who has been eying
the producing field for several years.

WRITERS!!!
A

thousand

need

.. i,
ELEANOR
R. BURT
Educational Script.
and Musical Continuity
riter
Westinghouse
WBZ—Boston
“If anyone in your classes
is gnterested in educational
script writing you can tell
them for me that it’s a
fascinating and rewarding
field. ... 1 feel that you
gave me a very good basis °
in your courses for the
work I am doing now.”

new

radio

thousands of new

stations
scripts.

Professional
Style Is a Must in Radio
Learn by mail to* write . professional
scripts at
.
AMERICA'S PIONEER BROADCASTING SCHOOL
With our correspondence course in broadcasting and script writing you receive
actual recordings by men and women successful in radio, and blank records to
record your own voice and test your own scripts.
Results are proof of value. ormer NAOB students write scripts for stations
throughout the country, both as staff writers and free-lancers.
NATIONAL ACADEMY of BROADCASTING, Inc., Dept. 54
3338 16th Street, N.W., Washington 10, D. C.
Please send information about the NAOB correspondence course.
Name
Address
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WILLARD KEEFE, 1545
He has been press agent
smart producers. Recently
ting involved in production
BERNARD

SIMON,

Broadway.
for some pretty
he has been getdeals.

1674 Broadway.

A nice generous fellow, works his head
off for good causes, always ready to lend
a helping hand to worthy things and people. He optioned a play last Spring, but
dropped the option, or sold it to someone
else.
If he got a good comedy, he’d be interested in producing.
JEAN DALRYMPLE, 220 E. 42.
We’ve written of her often. This pretty
blond is a press agent and successful producer, she has one show running now, and
has another one on the roster coming up.
However, she still reads plays and keeps
optioning them.
There are some organizations which keep
two and three script readers constantly
looking for plays.
THE THEATRE GUILD, 23 W. 53.
They read 10 to 20 plays a week. Very
often they find a play which they recommend to other producers. They are the largest play-producing organization on Broadway. They do 5 to 6 each year.
THE SHUBERTS, 225 W. 44.
Now that some of their theatres are
empty, they are reading plays which they
can produce themselves. They have about
ten unofficial play readers. Open to new
talent.
THE DRAMATIC WORKSHOP, 249 W.
48.
This is a theatre with a school built in.
There are about ten directors and 700
actors (pupils). They do a great many new
shows for subscription audiences. That is,
they sell tickets for a series of shows, and
then the school proceeds to prepare a half
dozen or more to present to those ticketholders.
They’ve' done quite a few experimental
plays. They like scripts by new authors. We
suggest you write for details. They have
various ways of producing a show. They
produce about 2 a week.
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Dear Writer:
If You Don't Want To Work Hard...
Stay Away From Our Door
Don’t look to us for easy writing success .. you'll be
wasting your time. Don’t waste ours! if, however, you're
serious about writing salable material, we can help you.
We won't write your stories for you— that’s your job.
We'll sell your fiction at highest rates—or show you why
it won't sell, in a detailed criticism. Our task is io cut
down the amount of time it would take you to become a
selling writer. If you're willing to work hard at wr.ting,
we can help you on to sales.
Our fees, to be sent with the scripts, are: One dollar per
thousand words, and final fraction. Minimum fee: Three
dollars Books of all lengths, $25. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope with all submissions
LINN & STEVENS, Literary Agents
210 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
MANUSCRIPTS
TYPED
Beginning writer will do manuscript typing
promptly and expertly, correct errors in English
and punctuation. Free carbon. 40c per thousand
words. Poetry: Ic per line.
ELIZABETH A. THOMAS
Box 100
Paytes, Virginia

WRITING FOR THE JUVENILES
is easy, profitable and pleasant. The largest market open
to beginning writers, and the only one where you can EARN
AS YOU LEARN! One of my graduates sells more than
$100 worth of stories and articles monthly. My spec:ai
course of instruction in WRITING FOR THE JUVENILE
MAGAZINE teaches everything it is necessary to know.
Write for terms. Mention Writer’s Digest.
MAITLAND LEROY OSBORNE
23-D GREEN STREET
WOLLASTON 70, MASS.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST
Manuscript correctly spaced.
Minor corrections. Carbon copy.
Forty Cents 1000 Words
VIRGINIA STEWART
165 Baxter St.
Athens, Ga.
The

INSIDE

STORY

of

Book
Publishing
wi? mows
Lucid, powerful,
shocking accept
portraitmanuscripts.
of the book whopublishing
dustry.
How publishers
pays, howinbest-sellers are made. Written by a veteran of almost fifty
years of writing. Controversial study of entrenched professional practices. Read of his experiences in the new book ‘‘Is
Book Publishing a Racket?’’ by Jacob Schwartz. Only $1.
Order at once from Pamphiet Distributing qemeees. Dept. B.
313 West 35th Street, New York 1, WN. Y.

Song Poems

Set to Music

Send your poems of all types to a thoroughly
trained and well-known composer. More than
200 of my Songs have been accepted for pub_ lication. Send your poems today for free examination. Details of Collaboration Agreement
will be sent, should your material be adaptable to music.
J. CHAS.
McNEIL
A.B. Master of Masic
510-M So. Alexandria
Los Angeles 5, Calif.
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WriITeEr’s DicEstT
NON-PROFESSIONAL WRITERS
whose stories
are years’
not selling
needexperience
expert revision
of metheirto
scripts.
Twenty
editorial
render
assistance.
Agentspraise
welcome
storieeeigaerry
**doctorec
byMODERATE
me. thatEditors
and
clients
my
work,
*
EXTREMELY
one short
you mention RATES.
Writer’s Free
Digest,officeand report
encloseon return
postage=e if
MAITLAND LEROY OSBORNE
LITERARY CONSULTANT
23-D Green Street
Wollaston 70, Mass.
WRITERS !! ATTENTION !!
Let us render Service
you a according
prompt, scholarly, ownindividual
and
original
specification
and at theLiterary
rates: CSS TOC ES toST your
Oefollowing
Ce CE WSO
D Ss
00
per
1000
words
7.50 per
per 1000
1000 words
words
Gee,
hostwriting
Shortand Stories
8.95
Technicaand ‘Novels 15.00
GUBJOSS a earch
vi ccaccsccccccsvscvios
per 1000 words
(minimum
12 Printed Sermons for only $4.95 inclusive.
Continental Writers’ and Speakers’ Bureau
10 Fifth Avenue, New York
MANUSCRIPTS
TYPED
Neatly, accurately and promptly.
One carbon free. Proof read.
30c per 1,000 words
MARGARET FOUTS
1307 N. Sycamore Ave.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
MAKE
MONEY
WRITING
Stories, articles, books. Manuscripts edited, re-written,
typed; also coll aborative- criticism, fiction factory plots,
self-instruction course in Authorship and manuscript
sales service. Real opportunity. Write today for free
details.
Vv. LESLIE CLEMENS
138 Cameron St., N.
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada
ENS @4 Eee
NEW, uncrowded, fascinating field. Gratifying earnings reported by graduates in
Employment, Credit, Social Service, Police and Entertainment fields. Others
have developed profitable private practice, full or spare time, as Personal
Problem and Vocational Counselors.
Send for 3000 word TEST LESSON
and Grapho Analyst FREE
A.1.G.A. Ine., Dept. 102, Witholt Bidg., Springfield, Mo.
Work With Actual
FICTION WRITERS
We have a limited number of actual authors who are
available to you for individual instruction, advice and
collaboration.
Write for Free Descriptive Folder
THE WRITER'S GUILD
509 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
$1,200.00
Paid Yearly to New
SONGWRITERS
Send us your songs and song poems without
delay. Prominent Hollywood composers
write the melodies. Manuscript lead sheets
and professional recordings furnished. Full
cooperation and intelligent guidance in the
exploitation of your song.
Send Your Song Material Today for
FREE EXAMINATION—
Or Write for Full Details. DO IT NOW!
CINEMA
SONG
COMPANY
Dept. 00, P. ©. Box 670, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Here are some statistics for beginning
writers. There are 6000 plays copyrighted
every year. There must be ten times as
many written.
Of the 6000, about fifty are produced on
Broadway and five make money. Playwrights are seldom successful on their first
writing. Playagents estimate that you get
skillful after the fourth or fifth play. George
Bernard Shaw is reported to have written
for ten or fifteen years before he got his
play produced. Five years is a fair estimate,
now. If you’ve written radio plays,’ your
success seems to come easier.
Few playwrights make a living from their
profession, The most successful ones combine other pursuits, like novel writing, or
directing, acting.
Playwrights have to spend a few years
mastering technique, like other arts require.
A pianist, a dancer or singer goes through
rigorous training. Playwrights, the successful
ones, have all done the same. Read some
good text books, see plays and analyze them
on paper, join little theatre groups and
learn practicing stage craft.
It’s also good to have an income of your
own (laughter).
We went to several openings last week.
One of them was “Allegro.” Everyone wore
tuxes. The women wore their bosoms out.
At the intermission, pushing our way out,
there was Noel Coward. Everybody to
whom he said hello looked proud while
trying not to look proud.
Noel Coward has four films running in
NY, and about 100 theatres throughout the
country are performing one of his plays
every week. His songs are sung every day
on the radio, in juke box and in cafes. He
is being knighted by the king of England.
Thousands of people have been inspired
to become playwrights by this one man.
Perhaps you too can have 100 theatres
doing your shows. But you can’t do it by
luck or by a quick neat trick.
Playwriting is a profession and it requires
its apprenticeship. Now that a:new season
has started, we hope that you will go at it
professionally.
If you are aiming for a
professional theatre, you will have to be
proféssional.

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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FREE GOVERNMENT LAND
160 acre Homesteads of free government land in California, Washington, Oregon, Colorado, or other western
states available to approved applicants. Build on this
land with logs or native stone. Develop a Subsisten:e
Homestead, Dude Ranch or Hunting & Fishing Lodge
with little cash. 12,000 word HOMESTEADERS MANUAL
containing complete instructions—how and where to apnly
for homestead land—how to build with logs or native
stone—how to plan a subsistence homestead—plus I st by
unty of vacant public —_ in any State sent postpaid
fcor $1.00. Send Name, Address, Dollar & State of your
choicet
iS esreap RESEARCH SERVICE
Box 1362-D
Fort Worth, Texas

AN
IDEA
A
DAY

Monthly Chart for Article Writers
By Frank A. DICKSON
FOR

DECEMBER

1. AFTER THE GAME. The toil of
stadium workers in cleaning up; finding
of money and other valuables. What about
bottles? Making the stadium meet fire code
regulations.
2. MONROE
DOCTRINE
PROCLAIMED
ON THIS DAY IN 1823.
Details of the formulation of the doctrine
which declares against European aggrandizement in the three Americas. Monroe’s
law office in Fredericksburg, Va., has been
restored and preserved; quarters of other
presidents that have been made into shrines.
8. GIVING COLLEGES OF YOUR
STATE PUBLICITY.
News bureaus of
the various colleges and their directors.
Types of stories that get the greatest attention. Annual events by the institutions.
Slant: Colleges, like business concerns, need
publicity to keep them going strong.
4. OFFICIALS OF YOUR CITY, AS
MAYOR,
WHC
ARE HOROSCOPE
FANS. Their luckiest days. Extent of sales
of horoscope material at local newsstands.
5. FIDDLING FAMILIES IN YOUR
COUNTY.
The youngest and the oldest
fiddlers in these families. Present popularity
of square dancing; playing for them and
the matter of pay.
6. BIGGEST
THIEVES
IN SIZE
WITHIN RECOLLECTION OF LOCAL
OFFICERS.
Big thieves who pulled big
jobs and how they were caught. Also the
smallest thieves.
7. PEARL HARBOR BOMBED, 1941.
How Pearl Harbor and other noted sites
of warfare received their names.

MANUSCRIPTS

TYPED

35¢ a Thousand Words
WINIFRED
Route 2, Box 433W

M. BARKER
Mesa, Arizona

Are

You Floundering for Lack of
LITERARY GUIDANCE?
CONSULT US
NO en aghonitg
invite will
you beto resubmit
reading.
> aeWewuscripts
oe
i manuscripts
promptly toif for
foundFREEunava
lable.
accepted
they
will
be
submitted
reliable
publisher.
NEW WRITERS WELCOME
WRITERS CIRCLE.
blished RENSES PRESS
ew York 7, N. Y.
EARN
EXTRA
MONEY
at home with your own typewriter!
New copyrighted booklet contains complete plans and
simple instructions. Send 25c in coin or stamps today for
‘How To Make Money With a Typewriter.’
(FREE! With oa order: a copy of “10 Ways to Make
Money At Ho
AMERICAN SUCCESS AIDS
Box 147
Bellmore, N. Y.
ROSICRUCIAN
Secret Teachings are offered to those who seek to use
them solely for the periection of their inner faculties,
and in the mastering of the gaily obstacles of lfe; the
International Organizat.on of Rosicrucians will be hapny
to receive the requests of those who believe that worthiness ond sincerity determine the I ght for one to have
St ich wisdo ym; to them, a copy of ““The Mastery of Life,’’
fascinating book, will be given without price let this
b10k gui je you to the conservative plan whereby you
iden -your scope of Personal Power. Simply address
pobre letter to Scribe T.V.Z.
AMORC Temple
Rosicrucian Park
San Jose, California
SONG WRITERS
Send your best poem, any type, for Free Examination, outstanding offer and Free Instructive
booklet. (No Obligation). Recordings Furnished.
UNITED MUSIC SERVICE
408-B North H. St.
Salem, Indiana
HOW TO WIN CHECKS & INFLUENCE EDITORS
Editors have paid me $9,200 in acceptance checks. That's
your guaranteebookette.
of profess‘onal
instruction
in my
fact-packed
I show articles
yousucces*f1|
exactly
how Ifor developed
ideas for 25 of the stories,
I’ve written
Liberty.
Colliers,
Esquire,
Woman,
Adventure,
Seventeen,
etc.
show YOU 25 practical ways to win editors’ checks And
up & J]
$500 apiece!
> :
Order your copy NOW! Only
$1.00 Postpaid
JULES ARCHER
Sharon 13
Connecticut

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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WRITER’S

Let’s

Talk

About

Your Story

YOU

HAVE

WRITTEN

A STORY

You think it’s good and you'd like to receive
money for it. When you mail this story off to an
editor two questions are in your mind: (1) To
which editor shall I send this? (2) How much
is the story worth?
Have you ever thought what questions come up in the
editor’s mind when he picks up your story? He thinks:
(1) How many of my readers will like this story? (2)
Does this story satisfy the desire that prompts my readers
to lay down good money to buy my magazine?
To sell a story to an editor you must have his viewpoint,
and see your story through his eyes. This is hard to do
at any time, and even more difficult when it is your own
story.
The work of the Criticism Department of WRITER’S
DIGEST is to teach you the editor’s viewpoint on the
particular story that you send us. These are some of the
many points we answer for you:
® Do the first 200 words put the reader into the story?
e Are your characters the kind of people the reader can
recognize and understand? Are the characters’ problems the kind of problems the magazine readers meet
themselves?
@ Is the script wordy; does it need cutting?
Is the dialogue realistic enough to give it the air of
reality?
@ What magazine wants to buy work such as this?
Does the author know his subject and is he enthusiastic
enough to make the reader share the same enthusiasm?
Would the story be improved by boiling the first three
pages down to a half page?
e@ Is the climax spoiled by the author who is so eager for
the reader to get his point that he uses a blackboard
pointer?
A detailed answer to the above and many other
points particularly applicable to your own story
is meat and drink to the sincere free-lance writer.
The Criticism Department of WRITER’S DIGEST does this for you; ably and professionally.
Since 1919 we have been instrumental in helping thousands of writers to success. May we help
you?
The rates are $1 for each 1,000 words. Thus,
the fee for criticizing 5,000 words is $5. After
5,000 words the fee is 60c for each additional
thousand words. Verse, four cents the line:
minimum, $1.00. Free report on typewritten
novels.
Let us work on one of your scripts.

DIGEST
8. ARTICLES
MADE
BY BLIND
PERSONS
OF
YOUR
CITY
AND
STATE. See the head of a blind association
for your information. How sightless persons
make things. Slant: How the sale of the
articles means so much to the makers.
9. AN INTERVIEW WITH A NARCOTICS AGENT IN YOUR SECTION.
Rise or decline in dope violations during
the past few years. Examples of dope forgeries; traps for violators.
10. “TEST TUBE” CALVES.
Interview the president of an artificial breeding
association,
Slant: The improvement in
the cattle industry because of this method.
Pioneers in the work.
11. CARE
OF LOCAL
MONUMENTS. Slant: How the care of the monuments reflects civic pride in them. How
the city or organizations take care of the
monuments. Any ceremonies at them? Brief
histories of the monuments. Any damage
by pranksters from time to time?
12. SHORTEST
STREET
NAMES
IN YOUR CITY. How they were named.
The longest street names.
18. CARE OF BABIES IN THEATERS.
How ushers handle the situation
of crying babies. The innovation of crying
rooms for babies. Humorous incidents in
connection with babies.
14. STARS
OF AIR SHOWS
IN
YOUR CITY AND STATE. Their most
dangerous stunts; mishaps during performances. Are any of the pilots war veterans?
Old time performers, Slant: How interest
in air shows has been stimulated by the
enormous role of aviation in the war.
15. POPULARITY
OF A LOCAL
WOODWORKING
CLASS
AMONG
WOMEN.
Woodworking accomplishments
by members of the feminine sex. Slant:
How women are putting their woodworking
skill to use at Christmas time, which is
gift time.
16. DESERTED BABIES IN YOUR
CITY. What the policemen or the Salvation Army workers do in these cases. Finding homes for the abandoned infants. The
problem of illegitimate babies.

WRITER'S DIGEST
22 East 12th St.
Cincinnati 10, Ohie
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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BOOK
GRAMMAR AND REFERENCE
Get It Right...
eee
john B. Opdycke
ra
mbrose Bierce
Don’t Say It..
pa bobo . 3.75
john B. Opdycke
Desk Standard Dictionary....... 3.00
Webster’s Dictionary............ 1.25
Law of Copyright and Literary
Property
22.5
H. G. B
Protection of Literary Property.. 3.75
Philip Wittenberg
English Grammar Simplified.... 1.50
By Fernald
A Manual of Copyright
Practice
Pu steat en clacuw brain 3.00
Margaret Nicholson
ie ot||
The Substitute for ‘‘Very”...... 2.50
Sophisticated Synonym.......... 2.50
POETRY
Writing Light Verse
. .$2.00
Richard Armour
How to Revise Your Own Poems 1.50
nne Hamilton
Unabridged Rhyming Dictionary. 3.00
Clement Wood
Art and Technique of pispttten
RR
RSE ee
ae
Clement Wood
Complete Rhyming Dictionary... 2.00
Clement Wood
First Principles of Verse......... 2.00
Robert Hillyer
Walker’s Rhyming Dictionary. ... 1.75
j alker
Verse Writing Simplified ....... 1.50
Robert Kingery Buell
The Seven Principles of Poetry.. 2.50
Anne Hamilton
An Editor Looks at Poetry...... 2.00
Stanton A. Coblentz
PLAYWRITING
So You are Writing a Play.....$1.75
Clayton Hamilton
Playwriting - Broadway....... 2.00
Leo Shull
Pointers on Playwriting......... 2.00
Josephine Niggli
RADIO WRITING
Professional Radio Writing. ..... 4.00
Albert R. Crews
Radio Dictionary............... .50
eonard Lewis
Gateway to Radio.............. 2.50
First and Erskine
Do’s and Don’ts of Radio
Writing
Seemmteaba wanes 1.00
Ralph Rogers
More by Corwin............... 3.00
orman Corwin
PLOT CONSTRUCTION
Analysis of the Short Short Story 1.00
eee
5.00
Wm. Wallace Cook
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After a conscientious surve of over a score of publishers’ book
catalogues, WRITER’S DIGEST recommends the following books
to its readers. All books selected make interesting reading and are
authoritative. All are sold on a money-back guarantee.
36 Dramatic Situations.......... 2.00
Georges Polti
Plotting—How to Have a Brain
Child
;
PREPS, GF.
Jack Woodjord
Writers: Let’s Plot
. .$2.00
Mildred 1. Reid
101 Plots Used and Abused...... 1,25
James Young
JUVENILE WRITING
My Juvenile Success Secrets..... 2.00
Will Herman
Writing for Children
2.50
Erick Berry and Herbert Best
SONG WRITING
The Art of Song Writing
.. 1.00
So You Want to Write a Song
1.00
SHORT STORY WRITING
Writing Magazine Fiction
oi.
Walter S. Campbell
How to Revise Your Own Stories
Anne Hamilton
How to Write Short Stories
.
Elliott Blackiston
Let’s Write Short-Shorts
Sai oq:
Foy Evans
Writers: Try Short-Shorts.......
Mildred 1. Reid

ee
1.50
2.00

3.00

BOOKS ON SLANG
Western Words
oes onee
Ramon F. Adams
BOOKS ON HUMOR
The Art of Cartooning........ 1.00
Chuck Thorndike
The Secrets of Cartooning
. 1.00
Chuck Thorndike
ARTICLE WRITING
Chats on Feature Writing....... 2.75
Harrington
Writing & Selling acegne Feature Articles......
. 4.65
H. Patterson
MARKETING MANUSCRIPTS
1947 Photo Almanac..........
1.50
The Writer’s': Market
ee

MISCELLANEOUS
Characters Make Your Story $3.50
Maren Elwood
Let’s Write About You
. 2.00
Charles Carson
The Art of the Detective Story 5.00
Howard Haycraft
2.00
Mystery Fiction
Marie T. Rodell
3.00
Editor’s Choice......
Alfred Dashiel
Trial & Error
. 3.00
jack Woodferd
The Editor Accepts.......... .. 2350
Earl Reed Silvers
My Last Million Readers
3.00
E. Gauvreau
Narrative Technique
3.00
Thomas H. Uzzell
. 1.00
Writers—Here How...
Mildred 1. Reid
Writers—Help Yourselves
. 2.00
Mildred I. Reid
2.00
Writers—Make It Sell
Mildred I. Reid
Making Manuscripts Salable
2.00
Walter Des Marais
.
3.50
Modern Criminal Investigation
Dr. Harry Suderman
Writing Novels to Sell
. 2.50
Laurence D’Orsay
Why Write A Novel
. 3.00
jack Woodford
How To Write For Money
Jack Woodford
. 3.50
The Best From Yank
3.50
The Technique of the Novel
Thomas H. Uzzell
2.00
Indirections
Sidney Cox
.60
You Can Write
F. Fraser Bond
How to Write and Sell Fact
Detective Stories
jack Heise
How to Sell What You Write
Myron M. Stearns

WRITER’S DIGEST, 22 E. 12th St., Cincinnati 10, Ohio
Gentlemen: Please send me the following books prepaid.

For which I enclose
Name...
Address
eea oe de ib tinh & Reames

WRITER’s

WRITER'S
IS

FUN

TO

FOR THE BEGINNING
Tips and sound information
and women who have never
who are intelligent and write
learn enough about writing
money at it.
FOR THE SELLING

DIGEST
READ—

WRITER:
that enable men
sold fiction, but
good English, to
to make a little

WRITER:

Market requirements and news*of new publications that enable writers who are now selling their work to sell a lot more of it at higher
prices.
FOR THE WOULD-BE

WRITER:

Professionally accurate ideas and facts about
writing for persons whose preconceived notions
about their jobs are mistaken.
FOR

EVERY WRITER:

WRITER'S DIGEST is fun to read. Slick writers
take 5-cent-a-word time to see what's new in
WRITER'S DIGEST. Pulpsters stop the cent-aword mill long enough to take a look. And
dewy-eyed hopefuls, heart-in-mouth, just HAVE
to finish their copies before they go back to
the desk to finish their "best story—so far."
Come

In—The

Reading's

Fun!

A six-month subscription ($1.00) is offered
on our usual money-back guarantee. If you
don't like the third issue, drop us a postcard,
and we'll refund your money in full. Only a
publisher with a genuine service to offer can
make such a guarantee.
Writer's Digest
22 East 12th Street
Cincinnati 10, Ohio
Gentlemen:
Enter my six-month subscription to WRITER'S
DIGEST for which | enclose $1.00.

DIGEST
17. FIRST SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT
OF AIRPLANE,
1903.
The champion
flying family of your city. How long have
the parents and their sons and daughters
been flying?
18. LOST AND FOUND DEPARTMENTS OF LOCAL HOTELS.
Articles
most commonly lost; most expensive objects
on the lost list. Unusual recoveries. Who
are the leading losers, men or women?
19. DEMAND
OF INSULIN
LO.
CALLY. Approximate number of diabetics
in your city, as estimated by druggists and
physicians. Has the demand of‘insulin increased within the past few years? Slant:
Reduction in the death rate among diabetics as a result of insulin’s use.
20. AN INSIGHT
INTO A BARBERING SCHOOL.
How barbers are
trained. Is there a shortage of barbers?
Hair cut prices over the nation.
21. LANDING OF PILGRIMS, 1620.
The present town of Plymouth, Massachusetts, and its attractions as a summer
resort. Slant: How the historic interest of
the town attracts visitors by the thousands.
22. SHORTEST DAY OF YEAR—
AND THE LONGEST NIGHT.
What
about local persons who work al] night, as
restaurant employees, hotel night clerks,
policemen and taxi drivers? What they like
about night work.
23. DAN CUPID AT CHRISTMAS.
The Yuletide rush in marriage: licenses at
the judge of probate office; in comparison,
the rush in bygone years. The oldest and
the youngest couples.
24, CRIME AT CHRISTMAS. Slant:
How all is not good will during the Yuletide
season.
Worst’ law-breaking Christmases
during the past few decades. Most prevalent
crimes.
25. CHRISTMAS
DAY IN HISTORY. As the anniversary of noted events.
Local happenings on this day in the past.
26. ELEVATION OF STATE CAPITALS.
Lowest and highest in nation;
Elevation of your state’s capital, as compared with that of your city.

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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27. EXCHANGE
TIME! Are local
stores bothered much with exchanging of
goods given as Christmas presents?
28. USE OF MICROFILM AT THE
LOCAL LIBRARY IN CONNECTION
WITH NEWSPAPER FILES AND OLD
DOCUMENTS.
Slant: How the microfilm is a great convenience to both the
librarian and the public, making records
available instantly. How much is the service
used?
29. BIRTH OF ANDREW
JOHNSON, 1808. First political offices of presidents. Johnson’s was that of alderman in
Greeneville, Tennessee, where he became
mayor in 1830.
30. EXPERIENCES OF THE OPERATOR OF A HUGE PARKING LOT
IN YOUR CITY. Peculiarities of motorists;
dealing with feminine drivers; keeping the
parking lot in order; busiest days; the operator’s pet peeves.
31. AN INTERVIEW WITH THE
PRESIDENT OF THE STATE BANKERS ASSOCIATION.
His prediction
about financial conditions for the coming
year. A financial review of 1947. His advice on money matters.
By all means get in touch with the division of vocational rehabilitation of the
state department of education in your state.
These divisions are taking disabled men
and women, helpless and economic liabilities, and remaking them so that they can
earn a comfortable livelihood. How are
these persons rehabilitated? What about
local firms who employ such men and women?

1947

Beginners
Only

at
N THE [5th of each month, WRITER'S DIGEST enrolls a selected group
of students in its Beginner's Individual
Course in Short Story Writing. Experienced students or writers with a good
record of MS sales are not eligible. A
monthly group of sincere students will be
accepted and trained.
The purpose:
in Writing is to
in writing and
to write short
four months.

of this Beginner's Course
show plainly the elements
painstakingly explain how
stories. The course lasts

RADUATES of the Beginner's Course
in Writing will not suddenly become
professional writers, nor will they be able
to do stories offhand for the smoothpaper magazines. They WILL, however,
understand a few secrets of professional
writing, and be able to compose good,
readable English in the approved editorial
form. Only sincere students desired.
The price of this course is quite reasonable.* You will have opportunity to study
under experienced, professional editors,
who will take an individual interest in your
progress. Compleie details and an outline
of the Beginner's Course in Writing that
will intrigue and inspire you, await sincere
inquiries.
We invite you to reply at once.

VETERANS
The Writer’s Digest course in short
story writing has been approved by the
Veteran’s Administration. Your enrollment will be paid for under the
G. I. Bill of Rights.

WRITER’S DIGEST
22 East 12th Street
Cincinnati 10, Ohio
Kindly send details of the Beginner’s Course in Writing. This puts me under no obligation.

*We believe this to be the lowest priced short
story course sold by a reliable institution. Money
back agreement on ALL enrollments.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.

WriTER’s
PRIZE CHECKS
MAILED!
Order a copy of Morgue & Mount,
the 44-page, slick test magazine, and
get the separate illustrated announcement of prize winners, and CRASHING CORROBORATION of our theory
that editors-critics-connoisseurs
DON’T KNOW WHAT THE PUBLIC
REALLY WANTS! Sample copies 25
cents each. Richard Tooker
Production and Operating Executive
WRITERS & READERS
P. O. Box 148

EQUITY

MANUSCRIPT

ASSOCIATION
Phoenix, Arizona

TYPIST

Manuscript typing 50c per thousand
words, one carbon free. Mailed flat.
RUSSELL HILL
190 Morton Ave.
Athens, Ga.
HUMANOLOGY
A Scientific Approach to the
FINE ART OF LIVING
vividly, forcefully presented in a ten lesson course. Why
struggle; free your mind. Test your dynamic possibilities.
Dare to live splendidly. Overcome fear.
Free Information—DAVID BRANDON STUDIOS
P. O. Box 614, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Three VALUABLE
BOOKS
for short-short story writers
SHORT-SHORT STORIES
By Robert Oberfirst
A collection of 25 short short stories written for national
syndicate markets during the past ten years from 1
to 1947. Also contains 10 cardinal elements which are
necessary in writing salable syndicate short shorts. Advance or
POSTPAID .. eoeeeee
. $2.00
TECHNIQUE SELLS THE SHORT-SHORT
By Robert Oberfirst
‘‘We seldom see a book that contains so much juicy meat
and so little gristle.’’—Writer’s Monthly. ‘‘His advice is
clear-cut and terse ... . an invaluable aid to the writer.
—Writers’ Market & Methods ‘Helpful advice on the
technique for this form. Practical and valuable.’’—The
Writer
POSTPAID ...
. $2.00
WRITING THE SHORT-SHORT STORY
By Robert Oberfirst and Others
tite by Sylvia E. Kamerman and published by THE
RITER, INC., this book contains important chapters
bos writing and "selling short-shorts by Robert Oberfirst,
Ben Ames Williams, Thomas W. Duncan, Walter S.
Campbell and others.
- $2.50
POSTPAID
Send your order for these valuable
books now to
ROBERT
OBERFIRST
Literary Agent
WOODBINE
NEW JERSEY

DIGEST
N.

Y. Book MS. Needs
(Continued from page 30)

The publishing list is so broad here, that
it embraces practically every phase of human thinking. Macmillan will publish
almost any kind of a book, from “Forever }
Amber,” to the most scholarly, provided
only that it is a good piece of work on its
own level.
Every effort is made to report on a manuscript within two weeks. Where several
readings are required, it sometimes takes
longer; but no manuscripts are allowed to
languish in the office unnecessarily.
Copyright is taken out in the name of the
author on request, and contract terms are
usually more or less in line with those of
other comparable publishing houses. Mr.
Latham believes that all subsidiary rights
belong to the author, but the firm does
sometimes ask for a small share for various
reasons.
Advances too, depend on the circumstances of the case.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, ETC., OF WRITER’S DIGEST,
published monthly at Cincinnati, Ohio, for October 1, 1947. Required by the Act of Congress
August 24, 1912, and March, 1933.
Publisher—Wilbert Rosenthal, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Editor, R. K. Abbott, Cincinnati, Ohio; Business
Manager, Aron M. Mathieu, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Owners—Automobile Digest Publishing Corp.,
James Rosenthal, Wilbert Rosenthal, Aron M
athieu, all of Cincinnati, Ohio.
f There are no bondholders, mortgagees, or other
security holders.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 9th
day of September, 1947.
(Signed) A, M. Maruieu.
(Signed) Charles Gehler,
Notary Public.
Commission expires December 21, 1949.
SELL

YOUR

SHORT-SHORTS

Serials, Articles, Columns, Poems
$50, $100, $300, are some of the prices paid for published short-shorts. If you have written a short-short
which you think should sell, by all means let me
try it for you in the current popular markets. Markets
are also wide open for all types of serials and novels,
syndicate columns and verse fillers. Reading and
handling fees: $2.00 for short-shorts up to 1,500
words; $3.00 from 1,500 to 3,500 words; $5.00 from
3,500 to 5,000 words; serials and novels, $10.00;
articles and columns, $3.00 up to 3,000 words; poems,
$1.00 each. Sales commission 10% on American, 15%
Canadian, 20% on foreign sales.
ROBERT

OBERFIRST

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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TAKING

ON

AUTHORITATIVE HELP WITHIN THE
REACH OF ALL
e PLOTCARDS—tThe Perfect Plotting Device
A ry f cards which supplies plot synopses ofa
least 150 words each—and oupeliies them FOREVER ‘AND
WitHOUT LIMIT. No two plots can be alike and
Ty could be simpler to operate. ey éeel St
deal
hand to yourself oe ay. haveA
WORKABLE. PRACTICA
LOT, REA
SAby FOR tse
not merely a Seems” bd outline, a setting,
or a jumble of words or sentences.
Beware of Imitations.
PRICE $1.00
e HOW
TO MAKE
MONEY
WRITING
The fundamentals phan | techies, |4 comprehensive,
workable blueprint of how to build salable stories.
Price $1.00
e@ COMPLETE WRITER'S REFERENCE LIBRARY
A series of nine brochures, which will help you
whatever your writing or selling trouble. Price 25c each
postpaid.
1 . The Nature of the Short Story
Story Plots and Their “Development.
2.. Short Development
of the Short Story from the Plot.
3... The
4 Lifelike Characterization, Dialogue, and Description.
5. The Eoccctial |
Factors of the Plot’Value; Planning;
Suspense; Twists; Reader’s Doubts, Etc.
6.. Viewpoint and Visualization.
7 x _—. Atmosphere, Glamour, Transition.
and Writing the Complete Story.
8.. Plan
9. The ,~ #- of Selling Manuscripts.
You may order any one, or the complete series of
nine for Two Dollars.
e THE FORMULA IN MODERN
WRITING
A series of analyses of the ‘formulas’ used in
writing the various types of fiction and non-fiction.
No, 1—THE LOVE STORY.
No. 2—FORMULA FOR FEATURE ARTICLES.
No. ~~ FORMULA OF THE ‘PULP’ ACTION

Not
bring it
But an
master’s

Price—25c¢ each, postpaid
No. 4—THE FORMULA OF THE DETECTIVEMYSTERY STORY.
Price 50c
All the above, forming
"COMPLETE WRITER'S KIT"
$5.00 postpaid
OTHER FORMULAS NOW AVAILABLE:
No. 5—THE FORMULA OF THE "QUALITY
, GROUP" STORY.
including analysis of one of my own published
“quality” stories, Shows how you must handle your
material if you wish to sell to the “‘quality’’ markets
and gain the prestige which goes with appearance
saga
in
pages. Price 50c.
lo. 6—THE FORMULA OF THE ‘SMOOTH
PAPER"’ WOMEN'S MAGAZINE STORY.
Beorint vs a story of mine from my book, “STORIES
YOU CAN SELL,” originally published in Woman’s
Home tne
With step-by-step analysis.
Price 25c.
WRITING YOUR NOVEL—Price $1.00

A

PILOT

every ship entering port takes on a pilot to
in. Some captains go it alone to save expense.
accident can be expensive. It can ruin a
career.

No one can compel you to hire a pilot to help
you enter the Harbor of Success, But isn’t it perhaps
foolish to risk the loss of a career by trying to make
the course alone?
For over 25 years I have helped writers to build
their careers, and today the number of my successful
clients is legion, with sales being made continually.
Here are some letters on my desk today:
“It’s a thrill for me to be sending you a copy of my
latest book. My new book, THE 3-13 MURDERS,
has been accepted for publication within the year.” (*)
“Your criticisms are surely apt. I find on following them that my train of thought opens up incredibly,
simply from your suggestions and the details you
point out.” ra
“I can add my voice to the many who have sung
your praises for the help you've given them. With
a few strokes of your pencil you changed the story
completely. I was really astonished and delighted.” (*)
* Names on request.
If your stories keep bouncing back, or if you want
to learn what makes stories click and “how professionals get that way,” write for my 44-page booklet,
“THE TRUTH ABOUT LITERARY ASSISTANCE,” which is FREE FOR THE ASKING. It
gives my credentials both as an author and a literary
critic, tells something of my success as a builder of
literary careers for over twenty-five years, and contains vital information, not obtainable elsewhere, designed to protect your pocket-book.
It describes, too, the CRITICISM AND SALES
SERVICE, and the PROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION SERVICE, which you should investigate
if you really want to learn the “tricks of the trade”
so necessary to success, The terms are surprisingly
low and convenient.

LAURENCE
R.
D’ORSAY
AUTHOR OF STORIES AND ARTICLES IN LEADING MAGAZINES
Author "'The Profit in Writing’’ ($3.00); "Writing Noveis to Sell"’ ($2.50); "Landing the Editors’
Checks"’ ($3.00); "Stories You Can Sell’’ ($3.00); "Mistress of Spears’’ ($2.50), etc.
TOPANGA 1, CALIFORNIA
“BUILDER OF LITERARY CAREERS SINCE 1919"

Hurray!

The
2,500

Adventure Magazines (Pulp)
Air Magazines (Pulp)
Aviation Magazines (Class)
Book Clubs
Book Publishers
Bock Publishers Associations
Broadway Play Producers
Canadian Book Publishers
Canadian Magazines
Cartoon and Gag Markets
Chain Magazine Companies
Clipping Bureaus
Comic Magazines
Confession Magazines
Copyright
Detective Magazines
Digest Magazines
First-Class General Magazines
Greeting Card Verse Publishers
Horse Magazines
How to Sell a Song
Humor Magazines
Juvenile Magazines

New

Edition

Markets

for

October

The brand new edition of “THE WRITER’S
MARKET” contains 421 pages. In them 2,500
editors tell you what they want to buy, how
long they want contributions, how. much they
pay per word, and what their editorial policies
are. Included are the names and addresses of

Address ..
City

Radio Stations
Radio Syndicates
Religious Markets
SCi-Fantasy Magazines (Pulp)
Second-Class Markets
Selling a Story to the Movies
Something to Say
Song Publishers
Sport Magazines
Summer Theatres
Syndicates
Theatrical Associations
Trade Journals
Transcription Producers
University Presses, The
Western Love Magazines (Pulp)
Western Magazines (Pulp)
Women's Magazines
(First Class)
Women's Magazines
(Second Class)
Writer's Clubs

1, 1947

|| book publishers, syndicates, photograph markets, and stage, screen and radio markets. No
| writer who wishes to place his work profitably
can be without “THE WRITER’S MAR| KET.” The book is beautifully bound and is
| 7x11 inches. Money back guarantee.

Writer’s Digest
22 East 12th Street
Cincinnati 10, Ohio
Enclosed is $3.50. Send me postpaid “The Writer’s Market.”
Name

Published

Writers

Lecture Bureaus
Little Magazines
Little Theatres
Love Magazines (Pulp)
Motion Picture Producers
Movie Magazines
Negro Magazines
New York Play Agents
Pet Magazines
Photographic Syndicates
Photography Magazines (Class)
Picture Magazines
Plagiarism and Piracy
Play Publishers
Pocket Book Markets
Poetry Magazines
Popular Science Magazines
Pulps, The
Quality Magazines
Quarterlies, The
Radio Advertising Agencies
Radio Magazines (Class)
Radio Networks

Published

is

Endorsed by the editors of 500
magazines, newspapers, book
clubs, colleges, libraries and
writers everywhere.

